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FOREWORD

For decades HUD has offered mortgage Insurance to lenders to encourage the productIOn of
affordable multIfannly rental hOUSIng. Today the more than 13,000 propertIes WIth mortgages
insured under these programs are an important part of our natIon's affordable hOUSIng stock,
servmg nearly I 5 millIon predominantly low-income households.

ThIs report, the first volume of HUD's Assessment ofthe HUD-Insured Multifamily Housing
Stock, profIles the current status of these propertIes It finds that whIle most HUD-msured
propertIes contInue to provide good housmg, a siglllficant portIOn are beset by phySIcal or
financial problems that threaten therr vlablhty as well as residents' quality of hfe. Contmued
detenoration of these dIstressed propertIes wIll lead to mcreased demand for publIc remedial
assistance and mcreased rates of failure, resultIng m publIc costs for msurance chums by lenders
and potential losses from the affordable stock of low-cost housmg.

Recoglllzmg that accurate data about the HUD-msured stock are key to fonnulaung effectIve
polIcy responses, Congress drrected HUD to study the phySIcal renovatIon needs of illstressed
housmg msured through several of ItS programs. ThIS study, whIch goes beyond the mandate,
provides the first comprehensive and authontatIve mfonnation on the conditIon of the
HUD-insured multifannly stock and inillcates the nature and scope of the challenges facmg
owners, HUD, and residents alIke The second volume of the study will report on a computer
srrnulatlOn model that estImates the future impact of vanous Federal polIcies on the
HUD-msured multifamIly housmg stock, ItS reSIdents, and HUD budgets.

Current Status ofHUD-msured (or Held) Multifamzly Rental Housing offers no solutIOns to the
complex and costly problems expenenced by many of these properties It does proVIde inSIghts
for Improving national strategies for mOllltonng the stock, proVIdIng remedial assistance, and
dlsposmg of faIled propertIes, thereby helpmg to preserve thIs affordable housmg resource and
restore ItS phySIcal and finanCIal health

~~.sE~
AssIstant Secretary for

PolIcy Development and Research
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Executive Summary

OVERVIEW

Over 13,000 multifamily rental properties have mortgages insured (or held) by the U.S.

Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). On the one hand, these mortgages

represent a major contingent Federal liability, with most of the original $34 billion insured

principal still outstanding. On the other hand, these privately owned, managed, and fmanced

properties are a major housing asset, providing homes for nearly 1.5 million families, most of

whom have low incomes.

This study reports on the physical and financial condition of these multifamily rental

properties, with particular attention focused on the portion of these properties that are distressed.

A distressed property is one whose combined physical and fmancial problems are severe enough

to jeopardize tenant well-being, impair sound operations, and (if not corrected) lead to financial

failure of the property. Distressed properties are of national concern for two reasons. First,

physical or fmancial distress may result in poor housing for residents. Second, distress may

cause owners to seek additional Federal fmancial assistance or to default on their mortgages.

Default, in turn, results in HOO's paying insurance claims to lenders and possibly providing

additional subsidies to protect affected tenants.

Over the years HOO has administered many different mortgage insurance and subsidy

assistance programs. To simplify presentation, this report discusses fmdings in terms of the

following categories of insured multifamily properties:

Unassisted properties are properties insured under any HUD mortgage insurance
program that receive no HOO subsidy (no rental assistance and no mortgage interest
subsidy). Tlus category includes 3,080 properties housing some 452,000 families.
Although there are no rent or income requirements in unassisted properties, 22 percent
of these families were very-low income (below 50 percent of local median income), and
37 percent had low incomes (between 50 and 80 percent of local median income).
Most unassisted properties have mortgages insured under the Section 221(d)(4)
program.

Older assisted properties are properties insured under any HUD mortgage insurance
program that receive either mongage interest subsidies (under the Section 236 or
221(d)(3) Below Market Interest Rate insurance programs) or rental assistance under
the Section 8 Loan Management Set Aside, Rent Supplement, Rental Assistance
Payment, or Section 8 Property Disposition programs. (Most of the properties
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Executive Summary

receiving rental assistance are msured under the Section 22l(d)(3) Market Interest Rate
program). Older assisted properties include 6,037 properlies housing some 674,000
families. Nearly all residents in these properties had incomes below 80 percent of the
local ~edian. Seventy-seven percent had incomes below 50 percent of the median and
another 17 percent had incomes between 50 and 80 percent of median. These
properties were generally insured between the late 1960s and mid-1970s (prior to the
1974 Housing Act), and many are in need of repair.

Newer assisted ptoperlies are properties insured under any HUD mortgage insurance
program that receive rental assistance under one of the following Section 8 programs:
New Construction, Substantial Rehabilitation, or Moderate Rehabilitation. (Most of
these properties have mortgages insured under the Section 221 (d)(4) program.) Newer
assisted properties include 4,154 properlies housing some 362,000 families. Most
residents (90 percent) had very low incomes and another 8 percent had low incomes.
Newer assisted properties (insured after the 1974 Housing Act) have the highest
mortgages and interest rates (because they were built at late 1970s and early 1980s
prices and interest rates), but the newest physical systems.

Capital Needs Study Properlies. Special attention is also given to a subset of assisted
properties-Capital Needs Study properties. These are properties assisted under Section
236, 221(d)(3) Below Market Interest Rate and 221(d)(3) Market Interest Rate receiving
Section 8 assistance, for which HUD needed separate estimates of capital needs.
Capital Study Properties include 5,891 properlies housing some 636,000families. This
group of properties is nearly synonymous with the older assisted category. Ninety-six
percent of the Capital Needs Study properties are older assisted, and 4 percent are
newer assisted. Conversely, Capital Needs Study properties account for 94 percent of
Older Assisted properties and 5 percent of Newer Assisted properties.

As mongage insurer, EpD protects lenders against loss resulting from borrowers'

(owners') default. This encourages lenders to make housing loans, increasing housing

availability and affordability by reducing the "risk premium" portion of interest rates. As

assistance provider, HUD subsidizes interest rates or pays the owner a portion of tenants'

monthly rents. Subsidy assistance helps tenants by lowering their rents and helps owners by

keeping properties' revenues high enough to cover sound operations. As a condition of these

Federal benefits to lenders, tenants, and owners, HUD may regulate any or all of the following:

rents, occupancy, property management, fmancial reporting, profit distributions, property re

sale, or mortgage prepayment.

ix
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STUDY FINDINGS

The study's principal fmdings are presented below. They cover the full stock of

multifamily rental housing with mortgages that are insured by HUD, or held by HUD after

assignment from the original lender. Findings are organized around the following topics:

(1) properties' need for repairs and replacements, (2) properties' ability to cover operations,

mortgage payments, and future capital needs from their rental income; (3) properties' ability to

cover their repairs and replacements using internal funds; and (4) distressed properties'

characteristics and physical needs (presented fust for the entire multifamily stock and then for,

Capital Needs Study properties).

These fmdings are based on a combination of primary and secondary data collected for

a representative national sample of 570 multifamily properties. Data were extracted from

HUD's computerized databases whenever possible. These data were supplemented with primary

data collected from HUD field offices, on-site physical inspection, telephone surveys with

property owners and managers, and a series of telephone surveys aimed at assessing the

unrestricted market value of each property. All physical needs and fmancial resources are

expressed in 1989 dollars per 2-bedroom equivalent dwelling unit. I

1) Properties' need for repairs and replacements-Total Backlog ofPhysical Needs.

Each property was inspected to assess its total backlog ofphysical needs, which is

defmed as the cost of repairs and replacements required, beyond ordinary maintenance, to

restore a property to original working condition. Physical needs were determined through a

series of inspections of a sample of 1,089 buildings and 1,520 units in the study's 570

properties.

• The mean backlog was $1,520 per unit.

• Over 60 percent of the mean backlog consisted of a mixture of cosmetic items (wall
and ceiling surfaces, interior doors), kitchen fixtures (appliances, counters,
cabinets), and neglected exterior painting or failed insulation. These deficiencies

lIn order to compare costs across properties havmg different numbers of units, and different sized
umts, all property costs were normalized on the basis of each property's "2-bedroom equIvalent" umts. The
number of 2-bedroom equivalent units was calculated by dividmg the total square footage of living space in
the property by the national average square footage of a 2-bedroomfl-bath unit (844 square feet).
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Executlve Summary

reduce the quality of the units and properties' market appeal, but generally do not
impair structural soundness.

• About a fourth of the mean backlog reflected problems in systems more likely to
impair health and safety, including heating and cooling systems, electrical systems,
bathroom fIxtures, and interior unit construction.

• Most properties were keeping up with repairs and replacements, having backlogs
of less than $1,000 per unit. (On average, a property will need about $832 in new
repairs and replacements per year, so that a backlog of less than this amount
indicates little or no carryover from prior years.) Half of all properties had
backlogs below $654 (median)

• More than a fIfth of properties had senous backlogs of from $2,500 to over $7,500
per unit.

• Serious backlogs were particularly prevalent among older assisted properties.

- Older assisted properties had a mean backlog of $2,115, more than double that
of newer assisted or unassisted properties.

- Thirty percent of older assisted properties had serious backlogs of over $2,500
per unit. This was more than twice the proportion of unassisted or newer assist
ed properties with serious backlogs.

- While older assisted properties had worse problems (on average) for all systems
their backlogs were distributed in the same proportions across physical systems
as the newer assisted and unassisted properties.

2) Properties' ability to cover their operations, mortgage payments, and allocations
to reserves from their rental income-Net Cash Flow

The study computed each property's annual net cash.flow, defmed as total annual

income less annual expenses to cover operations and maintenance, mortgage payments, and

deposits to current or required reserves. (A weighted average over three years was used to

eliminate year-to-year fluctua~ons.) A breakeven net cash flow would indicate that a prope~

could cover its current needs as well as put aside some funds for future replacements and

overhauls of physical systems. A positive net cash flow would mean that, in addition, a property

could take on a portion of any unfunded backlog of needs.

• Annual net cash flow averaged $330 per unit, wIth most properties (68 percent)
having positive net cash flow. Median net cash flow was $184.
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• Newer assisted properties had the highest net cash flow, with a mean of $665.
Eighty-seven percent had positive net cash flow and few had large deficits.

• Unassisted properties and older assisted properties had similar proportions of
positive net cash flow (60 percent and 59 percent, respectively). Nevertheless, the
distribution of cash flow across the two groups differed markedly, probably
reflecting the differences in relative risks and rewards between subsidized and
market operations:

- On the low end of the scale, 19 percent of unassisted properties had large cash
flow deficits exceeding $500 (Le., minus $500), compared with only 10 percent
of older assisted properties.

- On the high end of the scale, 36 percent of unassisted properties had large
positive cash flows exceeding $500, compared with only 11 percent of older
assisted properties.

The study also examined several components of net cash flow-items that contribute to

income or to expense.

• A property's vacancy loss is the amount by which its annual collected rents fall
short of its maximum potential rent. Vacancy losses were (on average) much
higher for unassisted properties (8.2 percent) than for either older assisted proper
ties (3.4 percent) or newer assisted properties (1.3 percent). This reflected, in
part, the ability of subsidy programs to maintain occupancy levels, compensating
for weak markets or properties' competitive disadvantages.

• Newer assisted properties had higher operating and maintenance expenses than did
either older assisted or unassisted properties.

• There were large differences in mortgage debt service expenses across assistance
categories: older assisted properties paid $1,318 per unit (after interest subsidy),
unassisted properties paid $2,670, and newer assisted properties paid $3,443 (which
reflects the high nominal construction costs and interest rates of the late 1970s and
early 1980s).

3) Properties' ability to cover their backlog and future repairs and replacements using
internal funds-Backlog Coverage Ratio, Unfunded Backlog ofNeeds, and Unfunded
Accrual.

Properties generally have internal funds that may be used to cover physical backlog

needs. These funds may be in any or all of the following accounts: (i) each insured property

is required to maintain a reserve for replacements account to cover physical needs; (li) some

properties maintain other reserve accounts for special purposes, such as painting reserves; (iii)
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some properties with non-profit owners and or with for-profit owners who are restricted by HUD

as to the amount of dividends (profits) that can be distributed, are required to put non

distributable profits (surplus cash) into residual receipts accounts which, although not intended

as repair funds, may be used for that purpose.

For each property, the study computed two measures of the adequacy of these internal

funds to cover physical needs backlogs-the backlog coverage ratio and the unfunded backlog

ofneeds. These measures are dermed and discussed below.

The backlog coverage ratio was computed as the total of all internal funds (reserves

plus residual receipts) divided by the physical needs backlog. A ratio of 1 or more would

indicate that internal resources were sufficient to cover fully all backlog needs.

• Fifty-five percent ofall properties had insufficient resources to cover their backlogs
(backlog coverage ratios below 1).

• Older assisted properties fared worse than other categories, with 65 percent having
insufficient resources (backlog coverage ratios below I).

The unfunded backlog ofphysical needs was computed by subtracting the total of

internal funds from the physical needs backlog. This is the amount of backlog needs for which

a property would have to seek funds from: cash flow, increases in rent and occupancy, loans,

cash advances from owners, grants from local or state programs, or remedial assistance from

HUD's programs.

• Most of the physical needs backlog was unfunded-the mean unfunded backlog of
physical needs was $1,214 per unit, only slightly smaller than the mean total
backlog (which was $1,520).

• Older assisted properties were worse off than other groups, with a mean unfunded
backlog of $1,726 (two and a half times that of newer assisted properties, and
nearly double that of unassisted properties). This is largely a result of the higher
backlogs found in the older assisted properties, rather than lower resources.

• Thirty-two percent of older assisted properties had high unfunded backlogs
(exceeding $2,000), compared with only 13 percent of newer assisted properties
and 14 percent of unassisted properties.

Apart from any current backlog of physical needs, properties will require future capital

repairs, above and beyond normal maintenance. Given the current age and condition of a

property and the expected useful lives of various building systems, we have estimated its average
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annual accruals over the next 20 years. The internal funds that may be used to cover the

ongoing physical needs include: (1) annual deposits to the reserve for replacement account and

(2) positive net cash flow.

The study computed a measure of adequacy of these internal funds-unfunded accrual

ofphysical needs. The annual unfunded accrual equals the average annual accrual reduced by

the available internal funds.

• On average, properties are expected to lack $394 per unit per year in resources to
cover ongoing needs.

• Older assisted properties are expected to lack more per unit ($525) compared with
newer assisted ($227) or unassisted ($361) properties.

While not immediately a threat to properties, unfunded accruals indicate a future need for

resources beyond the level currently generated by the property. These levels of unfunded

accruals and the associated risk to the properties may be reduced to the extent that property

owners raise additional revenues either through rent increases or through additional HUD funds.

4) Distressed properties' characteristics and physical needs

Using the concepts of physical and fmancial conditlOn explored above, the study

computed a mstress Index-a combined indicator encompassing both a property's net cash flow

and unfunded backlog of physical needs. The purpose of the Distress Index was to identify

properties that apparently lack the fmancial resources to make needed repairs and meet nonnal

operating and maintenance expense. The Distress Index was computed as a modified net cash

flow as follows:

.Net Cash Flow (3-year weighted average)

Minus Amorlized cost of remedying Unfunded Backlog ofPhysical Needs

Plus Added income from reducing Vacancy Losses

This computation relies on two concepts that require further explanation-amortizing

the unfunded backlog and reducing vacancy losses.

Amortizing the Unfunded Backlog of Physical Needs. One would not nonnally
expect a property that had accumulated a backlog of physical needs over a number of
years, to pay for a repair program all at once. The Distress Index computation
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amortizes the backlog by assuming that owners take out a 9 percent interest loan over
20 years to cover unfunded repairs. This is equivalent to paying annually an amount
equal to 10.8 percent of the backlog for 20 years, since 10.8 percent is the debt service
factor on a 9 percent, 20-year loan. This loan amortization is meant to simulate the
combination ofways in which an owner might spread remedial repair costs over time,
such as:

• Staging repairs and replacements over time, beginning with highest priority
items;

• "Borrowing" from creditors by deferring full payment of the property's
obligations (especially those to fIrms related to the owner such as identity-of
interest property management, accounting, legal, or plumbing fmns);

• Deferring a portion of mortgage debt service (with HUD's approval);

• Providing advances to the property from the owner's own funds (or from loans
secured by the owner and not the property); and, fInally, by actually

• Taking out a loan secured by the property.

Reducing Vacancy Losses. This adjustment applies only to high-vacancy properties.
The Distress Index computation assumes that, as a result of improvements in physical
condition or operations, properties whose vacancies rank in the highest 25 percent for
their assistance category are able to reduce them to that of the 75th percentile of
vacancies; and properties that already have vacancies below this level (but are above
the median for their assistance category) are able to reduce them to the median.

The resulting Distress Index would be highly negative (a defIcit) for properties having

very high unfunded physical needs backlogs, very high negative net cash flows, or some

cOJ!lbination of the two. To facilitate presenting fmdings, the report names three ranges of the

Distress Index as follows:

Sound Properties-Distress Index Breakeven or Positive (no deficit). These
properties apparently have suffIcient resources to cover operations; debt service,
deposits to reserves for replacement, and amortization of the current physical needs
backlog.

Stressed Properties-Distress Index deficit up to $250 (moderately negative index
values). These properties seem likely to develop serious problems in the absence of
improved income or operations. Properties assisted through Section 8 may be able to
obtain rent increases to close the gap. Other properties may be able to survive
shortfalls of this magnitude in the short run by juggling payment of obligations and
cutting corners.
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Distressed Properties-Distress Index deficit exceeding $250 (large negative index
values). These properties would face a severe resource shortfall and be at risk of
failing to remedy critical backlog items, fund essential operations, or pay full mortgage
debt service. The $250 deficit threshold (by no means a unique level) would be
equivalent to any of the following conditions: having to amortize a $2,300 unfunded
backlog, being short on cash flow by 9 percent of average operating expenses, or
needing monthly rent increases of more than $21 per unit (which is over a 9 percent
increase in tenant paid rents in assisted properties). Any of these conditions are likely
to constitute a major problem.

The fmdings below are reported first for the entire multifamily rental stock, and second

for Capital Needs Study properties (which are primarily older assisted properties).

Findings on the Entire Multifamily Rental Stock

Nearly a quarter of all properties were dIstressed-over 3,100 properties housing over

380,000 households.

• Overall, 24 percent of properties were distressed, 14 percent were stressed, and the
remaining 62 percent were sound.

• Thirty-one percent of older assisted properties and 30 percent of unassisted
properties were distressed, compared with only 9 perc~nt of newer assisted
properties.

• Twenty-one percent of older assisted properties were stressed, compared with only
10 percent of unassisted properties and 6 percent of newer assisted properties.

• The Distress Index shows the degree to which a property can meet its physical
needs and fmancial obligations, with negative values showing that properties have
inadequate resources. The mean Distress Index value was positive $276 per unit,
showing that overall, properties' fmancial resources exceeded their obligations.
The mean Distress Index values by assistance category were $625 for newer
assisted properties, $293 for unassisted properties, and only $28 for older assisted
properties.

• As one would expect, distressed properties had much higher backlogs of physical
needs than did stressed or sound properties. Distressed properties had a mean
unfunded backlog of $2,999 per unit, more than double that of stressed properties
and close to six times that of sound properties.

• Many distressed properties were nevertheless providing good housing to residents,
at least for the moment:
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- Thirty-two percent ofdistressed properties had unfunded backlogs of under $500
per unit. Their high cash flow deficits rather than current repair needs made
them distressed.

,- ' 'Tlie studY's inspectors rated 68 percent of distressed and 88 percent of stressed
properties as being of excellent or good overall quality (compared with 94
percent of sound properties). Looming backlogs were not necessarily
influencing perceived current quality. . .

• Nine percent of sound properties had high unfunded needs backlogs exceeding
$2,000. These properties were candidates for comprehensive loan servicing by
HUD because they apparently had available (but were not using) positive cash flow
to cover their unfunded backlogs.

The 3,168 distressed properties in the entire multifamily rental stock had a combined

unfunded backlog of ;p)J.ysical needs of $898 million (in 1989 dollars). An additionaI 1,816

stressed properties had a 'combined unfunded oacklog of $286 million. The unfunded backlog
, -

for all distressed and stressed properties in the multifamily rental stock taken together was $1.2

billion.

Among assisted properties (newer and older assisted combined), there were over 2,200

distressed assisted properties (housing over 229,000 families) with a combined unfunded backlog
, ., ~' .

of physical needs of $708 million. There were an additional 1,494 stressed assisted properties

(housing nearly 163,000 families) with a combined unfunded backlog of $247 million. The
<.,' • J • _

unfunded backlog for all distressed and stressed assisted properties taken together was $955
"

million.

These unfunded backlogs represent the upper limit on the amount of additional Federal

resources these distressed' and stressed properties would need to restore ail physical systems to. .
sound condition. A portion of these backlogs could be covered from cash flow, increases in rent'

and occupancy, loans, cash advances from owners, and grants from local or state programs.

Findings on Capital ~eeds Study properties

Capital Needs Study properties, as noted previously, are a subset of assisted properties

that includes 5,663 older aSSIsted properties and 228 newer assisted properties.

• Over 1,600 Capital Needs Study properties housing over 159,000 fanrilies were
distressed.
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• Overall, 27 percent of Capital Needs Study properties were distressed, 22 percent
stressed, and 50 percent sound.

• The mean Distress Index value was positive $84 per unit. This is marginally better
than the value for older assisted properties (discussed above) because Capital Needs
Study properties include a small number of newer assisted properties.

• As one would expect, distressed Capital Needs Study properties had much higher
backlogs of physical needs than did stressed or sound properties. Distressed
properties had a mean unfunded backlog of $3,882 per unit, more than two and a
half times that of stressed properties and nearly seven times that of sound
properties.

• Many distressed Capital Needs Study properties were nevertheless providing good
housing to residents, at least for the moment.

- Eighteen percent of distressed properties had low unfunded backlogs of under
$500 per unit. Their high cash flow deficits rather than current repair needs
made them distressed.

- The study's inspectors rated 53 percent of distressed and 88 percent of stressed
properties as being of excellent or good overall quality (compared with 89
percent of sound properties).

• Ten percent of sound properties Capital Needs Study Properties had high unfunded
backlogs exceeding $2,000. These properties were candidates for comprehensive
loan servicing by HUD because they apparently had available (but were not using)
positive cash flow to cover their unfunded backlogs.

The 1,646 distressed Capital Needs Study properties had a combined unfunded backlog

ofphysical needs of over $564 million (in 1989 dollars). An additional 1,266 stressed properties

had, a combined unfunded backlog of $215 million. The unfunded backlog for all distressed and

stressed Capital Needs Study properties taken together was $779 million.
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CHAPTER ONE

OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY

The Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) insures mortgages for over

13,000 multifamily rental properties, which together include over 1.5 million units. This HUD

insured inventory accounts for nearly 13 percent of the nation's privately owned multifamily

rental housing. HUD provides subsidies to nearly 80 percent of these properties to keep units

affordable to lower-income households. HUD's interest m the status of the stock results from

two key facts:

1. HUD is responsible for managing this substantial portfolio of insured mortgages
as part of its broad mission to make decent housing more accessible and affordable
to lower-income families.

2. HUD is also responsible for protecting the FHA insurance fund, for which this
portfolio of mortgages represents a contingent liability in excess of $34 billion.

Clearly, these two concerns are closely linked Failure to maintain acceptable housing

quality not only undermines the goal of providing decent housing, but is also likely to lead to

high vacancies, fmancial difficulties, and claims on the FHA mortgage insurance fund.

Similarly, properties that suffer fmancial failure may require substantial additional fmancial

injections and management direction from HUD to prevent their being lost from the stock of

housing available to low-income households.

An accurate picture of the current status of the stock is important both for its

implications regarding present housing concerns and its implications for the likely future uses

of the stock, their impacts on tenants, and costs to HUD of providing housing to low- and

moderate-income households. This report should help policy makers assess the extent to which

the HUD-insured inventory is providing decent, affordable housing to low- and moderate-income

households, while at the same time protecting the FHA insurance fund from mortgage defaults.

Prior to this study, HUD did not have an accurate, comprehensive set of information

on the condition of the multifamily inventory. Some data sources are very detailed, but cover

only a small number of properties and are collected only when special circumstances arise.

Other data sources are available for the entire inventory (such as certain computer fIles), but do

not contain sufficient detail to characterize the condition of the stock. Collection of detailed,
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consistent infonnation on a representative sample of properties permits assessment of the' status

of the stock as a whole. This comprehensive data on the current condition of the stock also

provides basic material for HUD to prepare its Congressionally mandated study on the capital

needs of distressed older properties (Section 204(c)(1) of the Department of Housing and Urban

Development Refonn Act or'1989, as amended by Section 583 of the National Affordable

Housing Act of 1990).

This report qescribes the current status of the HUD-insured multifamily rental housing

stock, with particular attention paid to properties that are distressed, or are likely to become
, . ,

distressed unless remedial actions are taken. A distressed property is one whose combined

physical and fmancial problems are severe enough to jeopardize tenant well-being, impair sound

operations, and (if not corrected) lead to fmancial failure of the property.

The remaining portion of this chapter describes the study sample (Section 1.1) and the

data collected for the study (Section 1.2) and provides a brief description of the study's research

agenda (Section 1.3). Chapter 2 describes the current status of the stock, with sections on its,
occupants, its physical and fmancial condition, remedial assistance received by insured

•
properties, neighborhood characteristics, and prepayment and preservation status. In Chapter

3 'Y~ present a defmition of distress and characterize properties that are distressed. Chapter 3

also presents the characteristics of those distressed and sound properties that are part of the
, , '

Capital Needs Study sample. Several appendices follow the main text: Appendix A on

Sampling; Appendix B on Data Collection; Appendix C on Costing Methodology; Appendix D

with Supplementary Tables; and Appendix E with a glossary of tenns used in the study.

1.1 Sa~ple

Study Coverage-Insured and Held Multifamily Rental Stock (Universe)

This study of the HUD-insured multifamily rental stock covers 13,271 rental housing

properties that have mortgages either insured or held by HUD. The original principal value of

these mortgages exceeded $34 billion. While this study includes the overwhelming majority of

insured multifamily rental properties, the study excludes the following mortgage programs,

geographic areas, or property uses: properties outside the contiguous states or in remote rural

areas (neces~ary to reduce data collection costs); non-residential, non-rental, or single-family

properties such as nursing homes, condominiums, most cooperatives, hospitals, and mobile
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homes; uninsured properties, such as Section 202 direct loans for elderly or disabled households,

or state-financed uninsured properties receiving subsidies under Section 236 or Section 8;

properties owned by public bodies; properties insured as war housing or veterans housing under

Sections 608 or 803; co-insured (or fOf!!lerly co-insured) properties; and HOO-acquired

properties, for which HOO is the temporary owner pending sale. For purposes of sampling and

analysis, the multifamily rental stock has been divided into three groups based on whether or not

a property receives HUD assistance, and, if so, the type of assistance: Unassisted Properties,

Older Assisted Properties, and Newer Assisted Properties. These assistance categories are

defmed in Exhibit 1.1. I

Study Sample2

The study sample was selected by drawing 1,000 properties from the universe of 13,271

insured properties described above. This sample, referred to as the "Monitoring Sample," is

intended for use by HOO in monitoring the insured stock. Data collection for this sample was

limited to information that was readily available from HUD records and data bases in the Central

Office and Field Offices, and included basic property characteristics, mortgage information,. ,
income and loss reports, neighborhood demographics, and basic tenant characteristics.

The Analysis Sample, for which additional, more costly information was collected, is

the primary basis for most of this study's analyses and for the fmancial operations model that

the study uses to project the future status of the multifamily stock. For the Analysis Sample,

primary data were collected (in addition to the HUD records discussed above), including on-site

physical assessments of properties by specially trained architects and engineers, market

assessments based on surveys of local real estate experts coupled with limited on-site

observations, and surveys of owners/managers for additional information about finances and

characteristics of owners and tenants.

[Throughout this report, the "Older Assisted" category proVIdes a good estimate of the
characteristICs of properties about WhICh Congress expressed special concern in Section 204(c) of the HUD
RefornI Act of 1989. In Chapter 3 of this report, special exhIbits are proVIded that focus specifically on the
needs of the latter group of propertIes, which will be called the "Capital Needs Study" propertIes.

'The sample was drawn from the mid-1989 universe of insured and held propertIes. Full details on
sampling are presented in Appendix A
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Exhibit 1.1

- MULTIFAMILY RENTAL HOUSING-DEFINITIONS
OF ASSISTANCE CATEGORIES USED IN THIS REPORT

..
UNASSISTED PROPERTIES. Unassisted properties receive no HUD assistance beyond the
original mortgage insurance. They are of interest because of HUD's contingent mortgage
insurance liability arid because many of their residents have low incomes. (About 60 percent'
of tenants have incomes below 80 percent of the local medi~ income, including about 23
percent who are below 50 percent of local median income.) This category includes properties
with no rental assistance insured under any of the following programs:

• Section 207 Multifamily Housing
• Section 220 Urban Renewal
• Section 231 Elderly
• Section 221(d)(3) Market Interest Rate (MR)
o Section 221(d)(4) Multifamily Rental Housing

..

.
OLDER ASSISTED PROPERTIES. Olderassisted properties are ofparticular interest because
they are more likely to be distressed since they have older physical plants and shallower
subsidies. This group includes most of the properties of interest to Congress for this "Capital
Needs Assessment" and most properties covered by the Low-Income Housing Preservation and
Resident Homeownership Act of 1990. This category includes the following insurance and
assistance programs:

• Section 221(d)(3) Below Market Interest Rate (EMIR), officially Section 221(d)(5)
• Section 236 Interest Supplement on Rental and Coop Housing
• Other HUD-insured (or held) properties having one of the following types of rental

assistance:

• Loan Management Set Aside (LMSA) Section 8
.• Rent Supplement or Rental Assistance Payment (RAP)
• Property Disposition Section 8

NEWER ASSISTED PROPERTIES. Newer assisted properties are expected to be in good
physical and fmancial condition, based on their age and relatively high subsidy levels. Some,
however, may be at risk for opt-outs-owners in high rent markets may choose to terminate
Section 8 contracts in order to-convert their properties to market rate rentals or condominiums.
Although dominated by Section 221(d)(4), this category includes any multifamily insurance
program with one of the following types of Section 8 assistance:

• Section 8 New Construction
• Section 8 Substantial Rehabilitation
• Section 8 Moderate Rehabilitation
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Exhibit 1.2 compares the universe, monitoring sample, and analysis sample. Itpresents

total counts as well as counts for each of the three assistance categories. The exhibit shows the

original samples (as initially drawn) as well as the fmal samples (properties remaining at the

conclusion of data collection). Preliminary data collection with Field Office staff revealed that

24 properties in the original monitoring sample were ineligible for the study either because the
, '

property was no longer insured or held (n=19) or because it was a nursing home (n=5). Two

additional properties were determined to be ineligible during the on-site inspections, leaving a

fmal monitoring sample of 974 properties. Of the 24 properties originally determined to be

ineligible, 12 were in the analysis sample. These analysis sample properties were replaced with

other properties in the same assistance category and PSU, lea~ing an original analysis sample

of 600 properties. Data collection was successfully completed on 570 of these properties. Some

properties were not inspected due to refusals on the part of the owner or manager or difficulty

scheduling an inspection (n=28). Two properties were inspected, but were later determined to

be ineligible for the study.3

The actual sampling was conducted in two stages-fIrst selecting a sample of geographic

areas, then selecting specifIc properties within each of these areas. By clustering the sample
•

properties by geographic area (rather than scattering them over the entire nation), the study was

able to reduce travel and other data collection costs.4 In simplifIed form, sample selection

proceeded as follows:

First Stage Sampling-Choose Areas. The contiguous 48 states and District of
Columbia were divided into 217 geographic areas ("Primary Sampling Units" or PSUs),
each composed of a Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) together with its contiguous
nonmetropolitan counties. From these 217 geographic areas (PSUs), 53 were selected
for the sample. Each PSU had a probability of being selected that was proportional to
its share of the nagon's insured multifamily stock.

Second Stage Sampling-Choose Properties. Actual properties were selected from
within each of the 53 PSUs selected in the fIrst stage.. The properties within the 53
areas were stratifIed by the three assistance categories to·'assure that a pre-determined

'All data and analyses that project from the sample to the universe mcorporate appropriate weights
to restore we proper relation among the categories of properties.

"The number of clusters was large enough, however, to assure that the sample would be well
representative of the national stock of multifamily insured properties.
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Exhibit 1.2

PROPERTIES BY ASSISTANCE CATEGORY

Older Newe.-
Unassisted Assisted Assisled

Universe 3080 6037 4154

(13,271) (23%) (45%) (31 %)

Original ,Monitoring 205 540 255

(1,000) (21 %) (54%) (26%)

Fillal Monitonng 189 532 253

(974) (19%) (54%) (26%)

Financial Data 168 513 249,
(930) (18%) (53%) (27%)

Onginal Analysis 123 324 153

(600) (21 %) (54%) (26%)

Fillal Analysis 115 309 146

(570) (20%) (54%) (26%)
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portion of properties would be Unassisted, Older Assisted, and Newer Assisted
properties. 5 Within these categories, 'properties were selected randomly.

1.2 Data Collection

The data used to describe the current status of the HUD-insured multifamily housing

stock and to model its future status were drawn from a variety of secondary and primary

sources. Abt, along with five subcontractors, collected the necessary data over a one-year

period, between July 1990 and June 1991.6 Data sources and key data elements mclude:

1. HUD Computerized Data-Multifamily Insured and Direct Loan Information
System (MIDLIS), Section 8 Management Information System (MIS), Multifamily
Information and Processing System (MIPS), F47 Payment Database, MARS
Database on HUD-held properties, Civil Rights Tenant Characteristics/Occupancy
Report (Form 949), Addresses and Site Codes of Multifamily HUD-assisted
'Housing (Form 951), Section 8 Farr Market Rents and Annual Adjustment Factors,
HUD Prepayment Database:

• Basic project descriptors (Section of the Act, occupancy type, total units,
production method, mortgage status, mortgage start year)

• Financial data (mortgage amount, balance, term and interest rate; property
expenses and income; Section 8 information; other remedial assistance
including flexible subsidies, rent supplement or other assistance)

2. HUD Field Office Loan Management Records-MailIPhone Surveys:

• Verification/correction of key data from HUD computer ftles.

• Financial data not available on computer ftles (replacement reserves and other
reserves-balance and recent withdrawals, residual receipts).

• Transfers of Physical Assets (TPAs), Section 8 Contracts.

3. Property OwnerslManagers-MailIPhone Surveys:

• Ownership structure information.

'The selection procedure purposely "oversampled" older assisted properties, particularly older
assisted properties With large average sIZe units. This allows more precise analyses of these properties, which
are of spec,al policy concern.

6Appendix B provides further details on data collection and data cleaning.
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• Tenant characteristics (copies of HUD Fonn 50059s where available,
otherwise owner/manager estimates).

• Financial infonnation not available from other sources (such as additional
mortgages and trust notes).

4. Physical Inspections (on-site inspection of units, buildings and site and a wind
shield survey of the neighborhood):

• Current physical condition, backlog of maintenance and repair needs.

• Conversion potential (from a physical perspective) to moderate market, high
end market, or condominium use.

• Overview of neighborhood condition.

5. Market Value Data Collection

a. HUD Field Office Economists-Mail Survey:

• Market trends.

• List of competitive properties and local market contacts.

b. Physical Inspectors on site:

• Neighborhood windshield survey and photographs.

• Photographs of subject property.

• List of competitive properties and local market contacts.

c. Telephone survey of public officials, realtors, and competitive building own
ers/managers):

,
• Market rents (unassisted) and value of the property in its "as is" condition,

and at its highest and best use.

• Neighborhood condition and recent trends.

1.3 Study Research Agenda

The research agenda for this portion of the study relates to the current status of the

HUD-insured multifamily housing stock. Issues regarding the future of the HUD-insured
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multifamily stock are addressed through a computer simulation model. The model relates

current fmancial status, property characteristics, unassisted market value, and HUD program

rules and alternative actions to the actions owners will be likely to undertake, and the resulting

impact on the status of the housing stock and its occupants. The model will enable policy

makers to assess the impacts on tenants and HUD budgets of alternative policies, such as new

loan management tools or the HOPE IT program for providing homeownership opportunities

using multifamily properties that are HOO-owned or have mortgages that are HUD-held or

HUD-insured. A full description of the model and the results of the simulation are presented

in a companion report, Modelmg the Future Status ofHUD-Insured (Or held) Multifamily Rental

Housing.

Chapter 2 focuses on the current status of the stock, detailing tenant characteristics,

physical condition, fmancial status, receipt of remedIal assistance from HOO, description of

local neighborhoods and markets, and prepayment and preservation status. Chapter 3 defmes

an overall distress index that combines the fmancial and physical needs of a property. The

chapter then compares characteristics of distressed properties with those of sound properties.

Finally, the chapter also provides details on the Capital Needs Study properties. Major

categories of policy concern about the HUD-insured muItifanIily rental housing stock are

indicated below with the sections indicated where the category is addressed in the report.

Tenant Characteristics. Tenants are among the intended beneficiaries of HUD's

insurance and subsidy programs. Tenant characteristIcs both identify who is served and can

provide an indication of possible impacts of various HUD policies and regulations. For

example, household income levels provide an indication of what levels of rent can be paid

without over-burdening tenants, or the feasibility ofa resident ownership program such as HOPE

IT or P?rtions of the 1990 Preservation Act. Household type-e.g., elderly, large fanIily,

handicapped-may provide an indication of tenants' special needs. Section 2.2 provides a

description of the households residing in HUD-msured properties.
"I

Physical Condition. The physical conditIon is of concern both in how it affects the

current quality of housing provided to tenants, as well as in its potential impact on the fmancial

viability of the property and its potential demand for HUD assistance. For this study physical

condition is characterized by the backlog of physical needs, defined as the cost of repairs and

replacements required to restore all property systems to their original working condition.
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Section 2.3 presents the methodology used to measure physical condition, and describes the

condition of the HUD-insured stock.

Financial Condition. The current financial situation is particularly relevant in assessing

whether a property is at risk of defaulting on its mortgage. Properties with insufficient fmancial

resources also are at risk of undermaintaining the property in the short run or missing payments

to the reserve accounts, which may put the property at risk in the long run. Section 2.4

provides three measures of fmancial condition: (1) net cash flow; (2) ability to cover backlog

of needs from available reserve balances, and (3) ability to cover annual accrual of needs from

ongoing deposits to the reserve for replacement account.

Remedial Program Assistance. Assisted properties experiencing fmancial difficulties

may be eligible for remedial assistance from HUD. This assistance, in the form of Section 8

Loan Management Set Aside (LMSA) or Flexible Subsidy loans, provides troubled properties

with additional resources necessary to operate and maintain the property. Section 2.5 describes

the remedial assistance programs available to insured properties, and provides details on the

extent to which these programs are used. Use of the Section 8 New Construction Program and

Transfers of Physical Assets, are also described in this section.

Local Markets. Conditions in the neighborhood of an insured property are an element

of the quality of housing provided to tenants. Local market conditions also are important

determmants of properties' future operations, including whether the owners of some assisted

properties are likely to convert them to market use, and whether tenants in assisted properties

could afford market-rate units in their local markets. Section 2.6 describes the neighborhoods

where insured properties are located, compares property rent and vacancy characteristics with

those in the surrounding neighborhoods, and presents the unrestricted market potential for these

properties.

Prepayment and Preservation Status. The continued role of the HUD-insured stock

as a source of housing for low-income households is challenged in several ways. Certain

assisted properties may be eligible, on their twentieth mortgage anniversary, to convert the

property to market use or to receive fmancial incentives to remain in low-income occupancy.

A second group of properties assisted under the Section 8 program, have the right to renew or

opt out of their Section 8 contracts periodically (every 5, 15, or 20 years). A third group of

properties, particularly those with non-profit owners, are required to maintain the low-income
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nature of the property for the full mortgage term (usually 40 years). The remaining, mostly

unassisted properties, have no use restrictions and can prepay their mortgages at any time.

Section 2.7 describes the timing of the eligibility to prepay and number of properties and units

affected, for each category of properties.

Predicting Physical Condition Using Existing Data. The process of conducting on

site inspections used to assess the physical condition of the stock is very costly, whereas other

kinds of data are more readily available from existing HUD databases. Section 2.8 attempts to

use the existing data to predict physical condition. If we were to fmd a set of variables that

predicted a property's physical condition, HUD would be able to use these data to easily assess

the condition of monitoring sample and other properties.

Distress in the HUD-Insured Multifamily Stock. Section 3.1 defmes an overall

fmancial measure called the distress index, which combines a property's cash flow with the

resources needed to address the backlog of physical needs. Properties with positive values of

the distress index have sufficient resources to meet current physical and fmancial obligations and

are considered sound. Properties with very low values of the distress index are properties that

have high deficits in resources that jeopardize ongoing operations and are considered distressed.

Properties with moderate negative values of the distress index are considered stressed. These

properties may be getting by in the short run by juggling payments and cutting comers on

maintenance but they are at risk of becoming distressed because they are experiencing shortfalls

in resources. Section 3.2 describes distress in the full insured stock and Section 3.3

characterizes properties based on their overall distress status.

Capital Assessment of Distressed Older Assisted Properties. Under Title II of the

1989 HUD Reform Act, Congress has expressed particular concern about the capital needs 9f

a certain group of assisted properties. The Capital Needs Study properties are those insured and

assisted under Sections 236 or 221 (d)(3)BMIR, or insured under Section 221(d)(3) and assisted

under Section 8 or Rent Supplement. Section 3.4 describes these properties, and the extent to

which they are distressed. Section 3.5 summarizes the backlog of repair needs and the unfunded

portion of the backlog for all distressed and stressed properties in the stock as a whole and for

the Capital Needs Study properties in particular.
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CHAPTER Two

CURRENT STATUS OF THE HUD-INSURED STOCK

This chapter describes the current status of the stock of multifamily reutal housing with

HUD-insured or HUD-held mortgages. Section 2.1 gives some basic information on the

properties and Section 2.2 describes some characteristics of their occupants. Section 2.3

describes the physical condition of the stock, focusing on the current backlog and future annual

accruals of repair needs Section 2.4 describes its fmancial condition, focusing on net cash flow

and ability to cover repair needs. Section 2.5 provides details on receipt of remedial assistance

by HUD-insured properties. Section 2.6 describes the neighborhoods in which insured

properties are located, and how insured properties compare with other properties in their

neighborhoods. Section 2.7 provides information on prepayment eligibility and potential timing

of prepayments. Finally, Section 2.8 provides a discussion of a multivariate analysis that uses

property characteristics to predict physical condition.

2.1 Introduction

A major objective of this study is to provide HUD with an accurate, comprehensive

picture of the current status of the HUD-insured and HUD-held multifamily stock. This study

covers the universe of 13,271 HUD-insured properties as identified in the previous chapter. I

Exhibit 2.1 shows some basic descriptors of the stock, and of the policy domains relevant to the

study.

• Overall, 77 percent of insured properties received some sort of assistance beyond
their insured mortgages. Of the assisted properties, 41 percent are considered
newer assisted; they were all assisted through the Section 8 New Construction and
Substantial Rehabilitation programs. Fifty-nine percent of the assisted properties
were assisted through older programs, in particular Section 236, Section
221(d)(3)BMIR, and loan management assistance.

'The study universe excludes properties outside the contiguous states or in remote rural areas;
nursing homes, student housing, condominiums, most cooperatiVes, hospitals, and mobile homes; SectIOn 202
direct loans for elderly or disabled households, or uninsured properties receiving subsidies under Section 236
or Section 8; properties owned by public bodies, various categories of war housing or veterans housmg; and
HUD-acquired properties.
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Exhibit 2.1

ATTRIBUTES OF THE HOD-INSURED MULTIFAMll.Y HOUSING STOCK

Total Assmted

Older Neww
CliarlWlerlstk 'T\>tiIl -olljj$~ffi: Asslsted k~ted Assisted

Number of propemes - 13,271 3,080 10,191- - 6,037 4,154

Percent of total propertIes 100% 23% 77% 59%1 41%1

Number of umts 1,487,812 451,703 1,036,109 674,227 361,882

Percent of total umts 100% 30% 70% 65%1 35%1

Tot;d lMI$

<50 19% 10% 21% 18% 25%

50-99 34% 29% 35% 32% 40%

100-199 - 35% 42% 34% 36% 29%

;;;:200 12% 19% 10% 14% 5%

Average Number of Umts 112 147 102 112 87

MedIan Number of Umts 96 120 84 99 75

Unit Sl!<e

<2.25 BR 80% 95% 76% 73% 81%

;;;:2.25 BR 20% 5% 24% 27% 19%

Average umt sIZe 17 16 1.8 1.8 16

(looUPll~lITy.,e

Fanuly 76% 90% 72% 81% 59%

Elderly/Handlcap (part or Full) 24% 10% 28% 19% 41%

~or~pe

Non-Profit/Coop 18% 3% 22% 36% 3%

Linuted DivIdend 37% 4% 46% 60% 27%

For Profit 45% 92% 31% 4% 71%

Prodttetlott Me!hOO

New ConatructlOniSub Rehab 85% 81% 86% 90% 81%

EXIStIng (mel 15% 19% 14% 10% 19%
refinance remsure)
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Chapter 2: Current Status ofthe HUD-Insured Stock

Exhibit 2.1

ATTRIBUTES OF THE HUD-INSURED MULTIFAl\flLY HOUSING STOCK

'I'otW A$~

Older ~

Clllll!ae~ Thtal "Uoossisled ~ Assisted Assisted

6lllliliilg~e

HIgh RIse 28% 29% 28% 21% 40%

Walk-up 44% 54% 40% 46% 33%

Smgle-FaImly Attached 28% 17% 31% 34% 26%

Smgle-FaImly Detached 0% 0% 1% 0% 1%

~1ll!1' Start V@r

Pre-1970 6% 8% 5% 9% 0%

1970-1979 54% 43% 57% 86% 14%

1980 or later 40% 48% 38% 5% 86%

Percentages ill the older and newer assisted categones tota1100% of the total asSlSted category's 77% Older asSiSted
properties compnse 45 % of the umverse, and newer asSISted propertIes compnse 31 %.

Table based on 570-property analysis sample.

Data Sources: HUD MIDLIS data base, HUD FIeld Office data collecnon forms, mspeclors.

Note: Column sums may not add up to 100% due to roundmg.
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Chapter 2: Current Status ojthe HUD-Insured Stock

• Properly Size: The unassisted stock tends to consist of larger properties, with an
average of 147 units; 19 percent have 200 or more units, and only 10 percent have
fewer than 50 units. The newer assisted properties are smaller, with 87 units on
average; only 5 percent have 200 or more units and 25 percent have fewer than 50
units. Older assisted properties are between these extremes, with 112 units on
average.

• Unit Size: The units in unassisted properties tend to be smaller than those in
assisted properties. Ninety-five p~rcent of unassisted properties have an average
unit size of under 2.25 bedrooms, and the overall average unit size is 1.6
bedrooms. Newer assisted properties have the same overall average size of 1.6
bedrooms, and 81 percent of properties have average unit sizes of below 2.25
bedrooms. Older assisted properties have larger units on average (1.8 bedrooms)
and more properties with an average size of at least 2.25 bedrooms (27 percent).

• Occupancy: The newer assisted stock has the highest concentration of elderly/
handicapped occupancy, with 41 percent of properties being at least partially elder
ly or handicapped tenants. Nineteen percent of older assisted properties were at
least partially reserved for elderly or handicapped as were ten percent of the
unassisted properties.

• Ownership: Nearly all of the unassisted and newer assisted properties have profit
motivated or limited-dividend owners. Over 30 percent of the older assisted stock
is owned by non-profit entities.

• Building Type: The predominant building type is walk-up. Forty-four percent of
the properties consist of walk-ups, ranging from 33 percent of newer assisted to 54
percent of -unassisted properties. Overall, 28 percent of the properties have
predominantly high-rise buildings. Newer assisted properties tend to be high-rises
(40 percent). Single-family attached properties account for 28 percent of the stock.

• Mongage Stan Year: Nearly all (86 percent) of the older assisted properties have
mortgages that were originated between 1970 and 1979. The unassisted mortgages
are roughly equally spread across the 1970s and 1980s. The newer assisted
mortgages-those insured in conjunction with property-based Section 8 assis
tance-date primarily from 1980 onward (86 percent).
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Clutpter 2: Current Status ojthe HUD-Insured Stock

2.2 Tenant Characteristics

Exhibit 2.2 presents characteristics of tenants by assistance category.2 Overall, 58

percent of households in the insured stock were headed by wlutes, 32 percent by blacks, 5

percent by Hispanics regardless of race, and 5 percent by other racial groupS.3

• Unassisted and newer assisted properties had higher proportions of white heads of
household (68 percent and 63 percent respectively) compared with older assisted
properties (50 percent of households were headed by whites).

• Older assisted properties had the highest proportion of households headed by
blacks-39 percent. Twenty-one percent of households in unassisted properties,
and 29 percent in newer assisted, were headed by blacks.

• The proportion of Hispanics and other minorities were similar across assistance
categories.

The majority of units in the insured stock are occupied by one- or two-person

households (68 percent), with an average household size of'2.l people.

• Unassisted and newer assisted properties tended to serve smaller households
compared with older assisted properties. Eighty percent of households in
unassisted properties, 71 percent of households in newer assisted properties, and
60 percent of households in older assisted properties had one or two members.

• In the newer assisted properties, the concentration of one-person households was
matched by a high concentration of households headed by elderly individuals.
Forty-seven percent of households in newer assisted properties were elderly. This
is significantly higher than the 30 percent elderly headship in older assisted
properties, and 19 percent in unassisted properties.

The insured stock serves mostly very low- and low-income households. Sixty-eight

percent of households were very low-income, with incomes below 50 percent of the local area

2Data on tenant characteristics were obtamed primanly from property owners and managers
However, data were provided for only about half of the properties. This owner/manager data were
supplemented With other data from HUD's prepayment database and the NHP study data, but data were still
missmg on about 40 percent of properties. Missmg data were Imp;'ted based on available mformation from
"sl1mlar" properties Pull details on nnputation procedures are m the Data Documentation companion report.

'Por the study properties, Hispamcs were reported as a separate group. Therefore, in each property
the sum of the proportions of households across racial groups is 100 percent The Census reports HIspanics
as bemg white or black and HIspanic, so that the exact racial/ethmc composition of Census tracts cannot be
determined. See Exlnbit 2.25 below.
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Chapter 2: Current Status of the HUD-Insured Stock

Exhibit 2.2

TENANT CHARACTERISTICS

Tutal Assisted

Total Unassisted A$sisted Older .Newer

Total Properties 13,271 3,080 10,191 6,037 4,154
Percent of Properties 100% 23% 77% 59% I 41% I

Ra~

WhIte 58% 68% ** 55% 50% ,,* 63%

Black 32% 21 % ,,* 35% 39% "* 29%

Hispanic 5% 3% 6% 6% 4%

Other 5% 8% " 4% 5% 3%

:Hqnsellold Size

1 Person 41% 44% 40% 34% "" 50%

2 People 27% 36% "* 24% 26% 21%

3 People 16% 11% 17% 19% 14%

4 People 10% 6% 11% 14% 8%

5 People 3% 1% 4% 5% 3%

;;,6 People 3% 1% 3% 2% 4%

Average Household 2.1 1.8 2.2 2.4 21
Size

Elderly Head l}fH{jusehold

Percent 33% 19% ,,* 37% 30% "" 47%

R<msehold :Jru)ome

<50% of MedIan 68% 22% ,," 82% 77% *" 90%

50-80% of Median 19% 37% ,," 13% 17% *" 8%

80-100% of Median 8% 23% "" 3% 4% 2%

;;, 100% of MedIan 6% 18% ** 2% 3% 1%

"" Signifies that the differences in proportions between the unassisted and assisted or older assisted and newer
assisted properties are statistIcally significant at the 95% level

" Signifies that the differences in proportions between the unassisted and assisted or older assisted and newer
assisted properties are statistically significant at the 90% level

Data Source: Owner/Manager Survey, HUD 5OO59s provided by property owners/managers, HUD Prepayment
data base, NHP study
I Percentages in the older and newer asSISted categories total 100% of the total assisted category's 77%. Older

assIsted properties compnse 45% of the universe, and newer assisted properties comprise 31 %.
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Chapter 2: Current Status of the BUD-Insured Stock

median (adjusted for household size),4 and another 19 percent were low-income, with incomes

between 50 and 80 percent of the median.

o While the concentration of very low-income tenants was highest in the assisted
properties (82 percent). Even in the unassisted properties 22 percent of households
were very low-income.

Q In addition to the 22 percent very low-income households in unassisted properties,
another 37 percent of households were low-income, with incomes below 80 percent
of median.

• Newer assisted properties had the highest concentration of very low-income
households. Ninety percent of households in these properties had incomes below
50 percent of the local area median for their household size.

2.3 Physical Condition of BUD-Insured and Held Properties

One objective of this study was to assess the physical condition of the stock of

multifamily rental housing with HUD-insured or held mortgages. A property's currentphysical

condition (physical needs backlog) is measured by the cost of repairs and replacements beyond

ordinary maintenance required to restore a property to original working condition. Future

physical needs (physical needs accruals) are measured by the projected cost of replacing or

overhauling components that will fail over time. Throughout this chapter, "physical needs"

refers to all required repairs and replacements above and beyond routine maintenance.5

Physical condition is important because it affects tenants' living standards and, in the

case of serious deficiencies, may indicate demand for BUD fmancial assistance through HUD's

remedial assistance programs. It may also contribute to claims against HUD's insurance funds.

This section presents

o The study's procedures for estimating physical needs,

4Incomes were obtained separately for small and large households in each property. The income
distributions across household size were very similar

SIn this study, our assessment of physical needs excludes three categones of expenditures that many
owners will be required to make modifications for handicapped accessibility, as required by Section 504 of
the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended; measures taken solely to mitigate hazards of lead paint or
asbestos; and improvements for increasing energy efficiency The only exception to this is that replacement
of, for example, a heating system or appliance, assumes installing a standard quality replacement according
to current practke, and not simply replicating the old system.
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Chapter 2: Current Status of the HUD-Insured Stock

• The current backlog ofphysical needs, including systems associated with health and
safety, and

• The projected future physical needs accruals.

Procedures for Estimating Physical Needs

Physical needs were assessed using the Observable System Method, which combines

on-site inspection and rating of a property's condition with a computerized costing system based

on a consistent set of repair/replacement costs (that are adjusted for regional price differences) 6

The inspectors, a group qf architects and engineers trained in the Observable System Method,

made on-site inspections using standardized forms and procedures. They inspected each of the

study's 570 sample properties, including direct inspections of a sample of 1,089 buildings and

1,520 units.

At each site, 116 mechanical, electrical, and architectural systems were observed and

assessed. Exhibit 2.3 lists most of these key systems, organized by major property elements

(site, building, or unit) and by 17 system groups. For each system, inspectors determined and
,

recorded the level of remedial action needed to restore it to its original working condition. The

action levels ranged from "No Action" thrqugh stages of repair to "Replacement." The "No

ActIon" level indicated an inspector's judgment that any minor problems noted were within the

routine maintenance covered by a normal annual operating budget. Other action levels indicated

needs for non-routine maintenance and repairs. "Replacement" of a system was recorded as the, '
action level when a system was worn out or non-functioning beyond repair. Further details on

the inspection process are provided in Appendix B on data collection.

The backlog of physical needs was computed using a standardized set of unit costs

which were multiplied by the quantity and action level appropriate to a particular property-e.g.,

the number of windows in the property that the inspector determined needed replacement was

multiplied by the cost of replacing a window (of the appropriate type and size). Property costs

were then multiplied by location-specific adjustment factors in order to obtain the local cost of

6Dixon Bain et al., Abt Associates, Inc, Study ofthe Modernization Needs ofthe Public and Indian
Housing Stock (Washington, DC HUD Office of Pohcy Development and,Research, Match 1988). This
inspection method proved suffiCiently effective that it has subsequently been adapted ane! used by commercial
inspection firms
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Chapter 2: Current Status ofthe HUD-Insured Stock

Exhibit 2.3

SYSTEM GROUPS AND KEY SYSTEMS INSPECTED

Site Areas-Iandscapmg, property-owned roadways, parkmg areas, paved pedestrian walkways, curbing,
fencing, retaining walls, SIte drainage, pole-mounted site lights

Site Amenities-site furniture, yards, dumpsters, pools, tennis and basketball courts.

Site Distribution Systems-electrical and heating water distribution, domestic hot and cold water lines,
main water servIce, gas lInes, sanitary lines, septic system, sewage ejectors, hydrants.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Building Mechanical & Electrical-heating risers, bUlldmg gas distrIbution, building domestIc water
sanitary distribution, fire suppression systems, sump pumps, compactors, switchgear, emergency lights,
communicatIOn system, emergency call alarm systems, master TV antenna, closed circuit TV

Building Heating & Cooling-central ventilation system, central air conditIOning, furnaces, boilers,
boiler room pipmg and perIpherals, domestic hot water generation.

Building Elevators-shaftways, shaftway doors, cabs, controller/dispatcher, machmery.

Building Exterior Closure-foundatIOn or slab, exterIor walls and insulation

Building Roofs-roofs and roof systems such as parapet walls, chimneys, roof hatches, skylIghts,
penthouses, roof drainage systems

Building Windows & Doors-all windows, exterior common doors, UUlt entry and screen doors.

Building Exterior Features-canopies, exterior stairs, building mounted sIte lights, fire escapes, porches
and decks, attached storage'sheds

Building Common Areas-vestibules, cOrrIdors, stairs, interior lights in common areas, building mail
facilIties, laundry rooms, laundry equipment, common rooms.

Unit Interior Construction-wall and ceiling partitIOns (excludmg kitchen and bath), floors and sub
bases (all rooms)

Unit Interior Finishes-wall and ceiling surfaces (all rooms), kItchen and bathroom wall and ceilmg
partitIons, floor coverings, interior doors and frames.

Unit Kitchen Fixtures-cabmets, counters, smks, ranges, refrigerators, garbage dISpOSalS, dIshwasher,
mIcrowaves, trash compactors.

Unit Bathroom Fixtures-fixtures, accessories, vanitIes.

Unit Heating & Cooling-HVAC units, radiation systems, unit bOIlers, unit furnaces, unit level domestic
hot and cold water generation, temperature controls, wall air condItioners.

Unit Electrical-electric panel, wiring, bell/mtercom system, UUlt closed circuit TV, UUlt emergency call
alarm system, smoke/fire detection equipment.
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Chapter 2: Current Status of the HUD-Insured Stock

repair needs for each property.7 Appendix C explains the procedures used in constructing the

cost ftles, computing costs, imputing costs for uninspected buildings, and adjusting property

level costs for regional price differences.

In order to compare costs across properties having different numbers of units, each

property's costs were expressed on a "per-unit basis." Furthermore, in order to permit

comparisons across properties having different sized units (since a property of predominantly

efficiency units will have lower costs per unit than an otherwise identical property of 3-bedroom

units), all property-level costs were normalized on the basis of each property's "2-bedroom

equivalent units" (henceforth referred to as "2BR units") rather than its actual number of units.8

In the tables that follow, the costs for the 570 inspected properties were weighted to

reflect the universe of 13,271 insured properties in order to provide estimates of the physical

needs of the entire stock of HUD-insured properties.

7A set ofprocedures were established to construct standardized cost files, compute costs for observed
systems, and impute standardIZed costs for uninspected buildmgs and units, in order to arrIve at standardIZed
property-level costs. All standardized costs were based on current costs for the Washington, DC area. R.S.
Means "City Cost Indexes" were applied to all standardized costs to obtain location-specific costs. See
Appendix C for details

8Standardizing by square footage is not a perfect normalization, because some Items such as Iatchen
fixtures are based on units rather than square footage. The number of 2BR umts per property was calculated
by dividmg the total square footage of hving space III the property by the natIOnal average square footage of
a 2 bedroomll bath unit (844 square feet). The table below compares the actual number of units and 2BR
equivalent units

Assistance CRtegoty Actual Units 2BR Equivalent Units

Unassisted 451,703 427,278

Older asSiSted 674,227 660,426

Newer assisted 361,882 332,886

Total 1,487,812 1,420,591

The number of2BR equivalent units is smaller than the actual number, indicating that, on average, actual units
are smaller than 844 square feet
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Current Backlog of Physical Needs

Exhibit 2.4 shows backlogs of physical needs for the full multifamily housing stock by

assistance category. For ease of reference, the level of physical needs backlog has been divided

into four categories. Twenty percent of the properties had virtually no backlog-the current

backlog of physical needs was less than $10 per 2BR equivalent unit. Another 38 percent of

properties had repair needs that can be considered nonna! backlog-$lO to $1,000 per 2BR

unit-which is within the range of slightly more than one year's worth of average accrual of

repair needs. (As discussed later in this chapter, average annual accrual of physical needs was

$832 per 2BR unit.) This level of physical need does not seem problematic, since it is within

the normal cycle of accumulation of physical repair needs in a property. Twenty-one percent

of the properties had moderate backlog-$l,OOO to $2,500 per 2BR unit-the equivalent ofabout

one to three years' worth of average accrual needs. This level of backlog may be a cause of

concern, since it appears to exceed a normal annual accumulation of need. Twenty-one percent

of properties had serious backlog needs-over $2,500 per 2BR unit. This is at least three years'

worth of accrual of needs, and seems likely to indicate problems that will affect tenants and the

marketability of the property, and may ultimately threaten the fmancial viability of the property.

As the exhibit shows, and as can be seen graphically in Exhibit 2.5, the incidence of

physical needs backlogs differs across assistance categories, with older assisted properties being

in far worse condition than other properties:

• Far fewer older assisted properties had no backlog (10 percent) than did newer
assisted (25 percent) or unassisted properties (32 percent). Similarly, relatively
few older assisted properties had normal backlogs (34 percent) than did newer
assisted (41 percent) or unassisted (39 percent). 9

• Conversely, far more older assisted properties had serious backlogs of over $2,500
per unit (30 percent) than did either newer assisted or unassisted (14 percent each).

The mean physical need backlogs reinforce these fmdings. Older assisted properties had mean

backlogs of $2,115 per 2BR unit, about double those of newer assisted properties ($1,003) or

unassisted properties ($1,052).

"While the levels of physical needs are similar in unassisted and newer asSiSted properties, It is
important to note that unassisted properties are generally older than newer assisted properties, Wlth over half
being placed In service by 1980.
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Exhibit 2.4

DISTRIBUTION OF BACKLOG OF PHYSICAL NEEDS
BY ASSISTANCE CATEGORY

(per 2BR Equivalent)

1'lltaJ Total Assisted

Older Newer
Total Unassisted Assisted Assisted Assisted

Total Properties 13,271 3,080 ' 10,191 6,037 4,154
Percent of Properties 100% 23% 77% 59% I 41% I

Backlog Per 2BR Unit

No Batklog- 2\}% 32% ** 16% 10% ** 25'%

<$10 20% 32% 16% 10% 25%

Nol'l'JY<llllaeklog 3$% $lIo/~ J7% 34% 41%
$10 to <$500 25% 25% 25% 20% 31%

$500 to < $1,000 13% 14% .12% 14% 10%

Muderate Backlog 21% 15% 24% 26% 2U%

$1,000 to <$1,500 9% 5% 11% 11% 10%

$1,500 to <$2,000 8% 8% 8% 8% 8%

$2,000 to < $2,500 4% 2% 5% 7% 2%

SeriOU$ Backlog: 21% 14% *" 24% 30% $>1; 14%

$2,500 to <$3,000 4% 3% 4% 5% 4%

$3,000 to < $4,000 6% 3% 8% 8% 6%

$4,000 to <$5,000 4% 3% 4% 6% 1%

$5,000 to < $7,500 5% 3% 5% 7% 2%

~$7,5oo 2% 2% 3% 4% 1%

Statliltl.cs on Rlddog {)f l'h)'sical Needs

Mean $1,520 $1,052 ~~ $1,662 $2,115 "'~ $1,003

Standard Error $ 92 $ 163 $ 108 $ 149 $ 125

Median $ 654 $ 193 $829 $1,219 $ 322

Data Source: Physical inspections, costmg program.
Note· Column sums may not add to 100% due to rounding,
"'* Signifies that the assisted/unassisted or older assisted/new assisted difference is statistically sigmficant at

the 95 % confidence lever
Percentages in the older and newer asSiSted categories total 100% of the total asSiSted category's 77%.
Older assisted properties comprise 45 % of the universe, and newer assisted properties compnse 31 %.
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Backlog of Physical Needs by Assistance Category
Mean Backlog Mean Backlog Mean Backlog
$1,062/2BR $2,116/2BR $1,003/2BR

• % SerlOue Backlog (> $2600 per 2 BRI

III % Moderate Backlog ($1000·$2600 por 2 BRI

[J % Normal Backlog ($10·$1000 per 2 BRI

0% No Backlog «$10 per 2 BRI
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The medians for the backlog of physical needs were far lower than the means, which

indicates that some properties had extremely high backlogs. The median for older assisted

properties was $1,2l9-much lower than the mean, but still indicating that half of these

properties have moderate or serious backlogs of nearly one and a half year's average accrual of

physical needs. In comparison, the medians for newer assisted properties ($322) and unassisted

properties ($193) were well below half of an average year's accrual. Appendix D provides

details on the tenant characteristics, property characteristics, and fmancial condition ofproperties

with high backlogs of physical needs. IO

Most of the repair costs (59 percent overall) were attributed to unit-level systems

(Exhibit 2.6). Building systems were the next largest component of physical needs backlog,

accounting for 31 percent of needs overall. The smallest costs were those associated with sites,

accounting for only 10 percent of all physical needs. Although there is some variation, the

proportion of physical needs was similar across all assistance categories. 11

Exhibit 2.7 provides a more detailed breakdown of the backlog by system groups.

o Unit Interior Finishes alone accounted for 37 percent of the mean physical need
backlog-$564 of the $1,520 mean repair cost per 2BR unit. Interior finishes are
largely cosmetic elements such as wall and ceiling surfaces and interior doors.
These elements are subject to a high level of tenant use and generally wear out
more quickly than most systems.

o The second largest component of need was Kitchen Fixtures (14 percent of total
backlog costs), which includes items such as cabinets, counters, ranges, and
refrigerators. Kitchen Fixtures are also subject to a high level of tenant use and
wear out more quickly than most other systems.

• The third largest component of backlog need was Building Exterior Closure (10
percent of backlog costs). This system group includes foundations, slabs, exterior
walls, and insnlation. While Building Exterior Closure includes important
structural systems, most of the backlog in this category was generally due to
neglected painting and caulking (which can remain cosmetic problems for quite a

"Appendix Table D.1 provides a breakdown of costs for older assisted properties, presentmg costs
separately for properties with large and small average size units. Appendix Exhibit D.2 provides the cost
breakdown for high backlog pro~rties. Exhibits D 3 through D.6 provide tenant, physical, and financial
characteristics of high versus low backlog properties.

"Fifty-one percent of costs were attributed to nmt-level systems in unassisted properties, as were
61 percent of costs in assisted properties. TIns difference is stalistically significant at the 90 percent
confidence level.
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Chapter 2: Current Status ojthe HUD-Insured Stock

Exhibit 2.6

BACKLOG OF PHYSICAL NEEDS BY
MAJOR PROPERTY ELEMENT OF BACKLOG

(per 2BR Equivalent)

'rotal Total Assisted

Older New~

Total U:ll3SSkited .Assisted Assisted .Assisted

Total Properties 13,271 3,080 10,191 6,037 4,154
Percent of 100% 23% 77% 59%1 41%1
Properties

Property Element

Site Costs 10% 13% 9% 9% 8%

Building Costs 31% 35% 30% 30% 32%

Unit Costs 59% 51% 61% 61% 61%

Overall Mean
per 2BR Equivalent $1,520 $1,052 $1,662 $2,115 $1,003

Data Source: Physical inspections, costing program.

Note: Column sums may not add to 100% due to rounding.

1 Percentages in the older and newer assisted categories total 100% of the total assisted
category's 77 %. Older assisted properties comprise 45 % of the uuiverse, and newer assisted
properties comprise 31 %.
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Exhibit 2.7

BACKLOG OF PHYSICAL NEEDS BY SYSTEM GROUP (pER 2BR EQUIVALENT)
(percent of Total Backlog)

TQtal TQtal4.ssisWU

Oldlll' Newer
~s TllW Ulll\Ssistoo Assillred A~sisbld ~

Total Properties 13,271 3,080 10,191 6,037 4,154
Percent of Properties 100% 23% 77% 59%1 41%1

MeanSlteC~ 111% 13% 9% !}% S%

Site Areas 8% 9% 7% 8% 6%'

Site Amenities 2% 4% 2% 1% 2%

Site Distnbution 0%2 0%2 0%2 0%2 0%2

Mean Building~ 31% 35% 30% 30-% 31,%

Mechanical & Electrical 1% 1% 1% 2% 1%

Heating & Cooling 6% 6% 6% 5% 8%

Elevators 0%2 1% 0%2 0%2 0%2

Exterior Closure 10% 10% 10% 10% 11%

Roofs 3% 4% 3% 3% 3%

Wmdows and Doors 6% 10% 5% 6% 5%

Exteno! Features 1% 2% 1% 1% 0%2

COllllllon Areas 3% 3% 3% 3% 3%.
~n Unit CtiWl 59% 51% {U% lil%c 61%

Interior Construction 1% 0%2 1% 1% 0%2

Interior Finishes 37% 29% 39% 37% 43%

Kitchen FIXtures 14% 17% 13% 15% 10%

Bath Fixtures 4% 4% 4% 4% 3%

Unit Heating & Coolmg 1% 1% 1% 1% 2%

Electncal 2% 0%2 3% 2% 4%

Tllfal 1116% 100% 100% 100% J1I6%

Mean Backlog Cost per 2BR Unit $1,520 $1,052 $1,662 $2,115 $1,003

Data Source PhyslcallDSpectlODS, costmg program
Note Column sums may not add to 100% due to rounding.
1 Percentages in the older and newer assisted categories total 100% of the total asSiSted category's 77%. Older

assisted properties comprise 45 % of the universe, and newer assisted properties compnse 31 %.
2 Percentage cost of 0 indicates a backlog cost of less than one half of one percent per 2-BR equivalent.
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while before causing structural damage), and insulation needing replacement (which
can be costly).

While the level of repair needs was much higher in older assisted properties than in either

unassisted or newer assisted properties, the distribution of costs by system group was similar

across assistance categories.

Costs Associated with Health and Safety Systems

The effect of a given backlog ofphysical needs depends on the types of systems affected

and the repairs and replacements that are required. Backlogs that are in systems that directly

affect tenant health and safety-such as interior construction, heating and cooling, and building

mechanical systems-are of special concern. The immediate threat to tenant safety is diminished

to the extent that the needed repairs are in systems that are more cosmetic, such as site amenities

or interior fInishes. Cosmetic defects, such as leaking windows and holed or peeling walls,

while not life-threatening, substantially affect the quality of housing provided to tenants and may

impair a property's income by increasing vacancies and thereby lowering rents collected. I2

Likewise, other repair needs such as roofs or gutters may not pose immediate threats to tenants

but may eventually damage buildings, create [mancial burdens for the property, and contribute

to vacancies.

For purposes of this study, a subset of the 17 systems groups was identified as most

relevant to health and safetyY

• Unit Interior Construction

• Unit Bathroom Fixtures

• Unit Heating and Cooling

• Unit Electrical

• Building Heating and Cooling

• Building Mechanical and Electrical

"'This is most hkely to be the case for unassisted properties and assisted properties in markets
offering alternative housing that is reasonably attractive and affordable.

"See ExhIbIt 2 3 for the list of key systems included in these system groups.
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• Building Elevators

• Site Distribution Systems.

The mean costs for these Health and Safety Systems are shown in Exhibit 2.8. For all

properties, 25 percent of all physical needs (an average of $377 and a median of $23 per 2BR

unit) were in Health and Safety Systems. This percentage was relatively constant across

assistance categories, but as with other repair costs, older assisted properties had much higher

Health and Safety Systems needs (mean of $515 and median of $109 per 2BR unit) Most

unassisted and newer assisted properties had no backlogs needs in Health and Safety Systems.

(The median for these assistance categories was $0.)

/
Projected Future Physical Needs-Physical Needs Accrual Costs

• A property's physical needs accruals are estimates of the average annual costs needed

to cover expected repairs and replacements for all systems over each of the next 20 years. As

with backlog costs, accrual costs were computed based upon inspectors' examination of each

Observable System. For each system a set of standardized costs was applied (for major repairs

and system replacements), incorporating timing information based on systems' remaining useful

life (or required action interval in the case of systems, such as interior walls, which need

periodic refurbishment rather than replacement of framing and plasterboard). Estimates offuture

accrual needs indicate properties' expected need for resources in the future.

Each system was assigned an expected useful life (or required action interval) and an

accrual cost.14 For systems requiring periodic replacement or major overhaul:

•

•

Useful life is the age of a system when it must be replaced (or overhauled) because
it has worn out or is approaching failure, and

Accrnal cost is the cost of replacing or overhauling the system.

For example, boilers are expected to last 25 years (useful life) and the associated accrual cost

is the cost of a new boiler. A few items are not expected to wear out, but will need periodic

"The basiC reference for expected lives was Appendix B of "Accrual Actions and Expected LIVes,"
from ICF, Inc., Future Accrual of Capital Repazr and Replacement Needs ofPublIC Housing. Final Report,
(Washington, DC: HUD Office ofPohcy Development and Research, ApnlI989), written to supplement the
Abt public housing study (Bam, 1988). Judgment ofAbt staffexperienced m conventional residential bwldmg
construction and management was used to alter useful life estimates for some systems.
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Exhibit 2.8

BACKLOG OF PHYSICAL NEEDS FOR HEALTH AND SAFETY SYSTEMS
BY ASSISTANCE CATEGORY

(Per 2BR Equivalent)

TOtal TOtal As!;l$t(l(l

()Idw As- Newer
Total Unassisted Assisted sisted Assisted

Total Properties 13,271 3,080 10,191 6,037 4,154
Percent of Properties 100% 23% 77% 59% 1 41% 1

T{)tal Baddog (fQr AU Properly Systems)

Mean $1,520 $1,052 $1,662 $2,115 $1,003

Backlog fur Health and Safety Systems"

Mean $377 $277 " $407 $515 *x $250.

Standard Error $ 36 $ 61 $ 43 $ 59 $ 56

Median $ 23 $ 0 $ 39 $101 $ 0

Health and Safety
Backlog as Percent
of Total Physical 25% 26% 25% 24% 25%
Backlog

Data Source: Physical inspections, costing program.

Note Column sums may uot add to 100% due to roundmg

• Slgmfies that the asSISted/unasSISted or older aSsIsted/new asSIsted dIfference IS statIStically slgmficant at the 90%
confidence level.

,leo< Slgmfies that the asSIsted/unasSIsted or older asSIsted/new asSISted dIfference IS statIstically slgmficant at the 95%
confidence level.

Percentages m the older and newer asSIsted categones total 100% of the total assIsted category's 77% Older
assIsted properties compnse 45% of the unIverse, and newer assISted propertIes compnse 31 %

2 Health and safety systems are defined as the followmg 8 of the 17 system groups assessed m tlus study: Urnt Intenor
Construchon, Urnt Bathroom FIXtures, Urnt Heatmg and Coolmg, Urnt Electncal, BuI1dmg Heatmg and Coolmg,
BUI1dmg Mechamcal and Electncal, BuI1dmg Elevators, and SIte DlstnbutlOn.
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major action. For these items, the "expected life" is the action interval, and the accrual cost is

the repair cost. For example, brick chimneys are not expected to wear out at any known

interval, but must have the mortar joints raked out and repointed, and be waterproofed every ten

years (useful life or action level). The associated accrual cost is the cost of raking and

repointing mortar joints, as well as waterproofmg.

Some systems were deemed inappropriate for accrual estimates because they were not

expected to need replacement or overhaul over the 20-year horizon used for this study. An

example is the Site-Level Domestic Hot Water Lines. Over time, a portion of the lines may

need to be replaced, but this is not an expected occurrence.15

For most systems, inspectors recorded system age as part of the on-site inspections; for

other systems, the study assigned age equal to the age of the buildings. To prevent double

counting of a property's physical needs, age was set to zero for any system that needed

replacement or overhaul as part of the physical needs backlog. (In other words, for computing

accrual, the study assumes that the repair/replacement backlog was fully remedied in year zero.)

The study's accrual costing program determined, for each of the next 20 years, whether

the observed system would reach the end of its useful life that year (based on its expected useful

life and on the system age), and if so, added the repair/replacement cost to the accrual total for

that year. See Appendix C for more detail on the accrual of future needs for major repairs and

system replacement.

15Any defects in such systems that were observed by inspectors or known to the property's site
manager were included in the physical backlog costs, dIscussed in the previous section of this chapter.
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As shown in Exhibit 2.9, the mean annual accrual cost over the next 20 years was $832

per 2BR unit, with a median of $765.16 The majority of properties had average annual accrual

of needs well below $1,000 per 2BR unit.17

Exhibit 2.10 shows the distribution of accrual needs by Major Property Element. Over

time, 41 percent of costs will be attributable to units, 41 percent to buildings, and 17 percent

to sites. The percent of accrual needs relating to units was lower than the percent of current

backlog attributable to units (59 percent), while the percent relating to the other system groups

was higher. This may be because most HUD-insured properties are relatively new (over 90

percent have been put in place since 1970), and site and building systems will only begin to need

major repairs in coming years.

2.4 Financial Condition of HUD-Insured and Held Properties

Financial condition was examined in terms ofthree indicators: (1) net cash flow, (2)

ability to cover backlog ofphysical needs from its available reserve funds, and (3) ability to

cov,er expected accrual of needs from ongoing deposits to reserve for replacement account.

Net cash flow (before tax) shows the degree to which a property can cover current operations

and routine maintenance, mortgage debt service, and annual deposits to its replacement reserve

fund (to cover future physical replacements). Ability to cover the backlog of physical needs

shows the degree to which a property can fund repairs to restore all systems to original working

condition. Ability to cover ongoing accrual of needs provides an indication of potential future

resource shortfalls.

"Costs differ slightly across assistance categones, ranging from $795 m unassisted properties to
$872 per 2BR umt in older assisted properties This difference results from differences among the categories
in tenus of their predommant bUlldmg types and geographic locations. For example, newer asSisted properties
contam the highest proportion of high-rise buildings, older assisted the highest proportion of single-family
attached (townhouse) buildings, and unassisted contam the htghest proportion of walk-ups. These differences
result m differences among the categories both in total accrual costs and m the distributIOn of costs between
BUlldmg Systems and Umt Systems

17The average annual accruals over the next 5 years are similar to the 20-year averages, and are
presented in Appendix D, Exhibit D.7. Appendix Exhibit D 8 presents the major property elements for five
year accrual Exhibits D.9 and D.lO provide accrual estimates for older assisted properties with large and
small average size units
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Exhibit 2.9

PROJECTED AVERAGE ANNUAL ACCRUAL OF PHYSICAL NEEDS, 1990-2009
(Per 2BR Equivalent)

Total Total Assisted

Older As.. Newer
Total Unassisted AsSIsted si$ted AsSlsted

Total Properties 13,271 3,080 10,191 6,037 4,154
Percent of Properties 100% 23% 77% 59% 1 41% 1

Aecrual per ZRR Equivalent

<$10 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

$10-499 27% 32% 25% 21% 30%

$500-999 44% 36% 47% 50% 42%

$1,000-1,499 21% 25% 19% 17% 22%

$1,500-1,999 6% 3% 7% 8% 5%

$2,000-2,999 2% 3% 2% 3% 1%

$3,000-3,999 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

$4,000-4,999 0% 0% 0% 1% 0%

$5,000 or more 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Statistks (}tl Annual Attruld of Needs
"

Mean $832 $795 $842 $872 $800

Standard Error $ 20 $ 46 $ 22 $ 30 $ 33

Median $765 $741 $769 $759 $772

Data Source: Physical inspections, costing program.

Note: Column sums may not add to 100% due to rounding.

1 Percentages in the older and newer assisted categories total 100 % of the total assisted
category's 77 %. Older assisted properties comprise 45 %of the universe, and newer assisted
properties comprise 31 %.
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Exhibit 2.10

ANNUAL ACCRUAL OF NEEDS BY MAJOR PROPERTY ELEMENT (1990-2009)
(per 2BR Equivalent)

Total Total Assisted

Older Newer
TmaI Unassl$t(ld .AS$isted J\ssIsted Assisted

Total Properties 13,271 3,080 10,191 6,037 4,154
Percent of 100% 23% 77% 59%1 41 %1
Properties

~ur Property Elenrent

Site 17% 19% 17% 16% 20%

Building 41% 46% 40% 39% 42%

Unit 41% 36% 43% 46% 38%

Mean Annual $832 $795 $842 $872 $800
Accrual

Data Source: Physical inspections, costing program.

Note: Column sums may not add to 100% due to rounding.

Percentages in the older and newer assisted categories total 100 % of the total assisted
category's 77 %. Older assisted properties comprise 45 %of the universe, and newer assisted
properties comprise 31 %.
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Net Cash Flow

A property's net cash flow is its income less expenses. The primary income source for

most properties is apartment rents paid by residential tenants. In assisted properties, subsidies

paid by HUn are also a major revenue source. Other revenue sources may include commercial

rent, fmancial revenue (such as interest income from reserve accounts), or forfeited tenant

deposits. Property' expenses include operating and maintenange costs, debt service, and deposits

to the replacement reserve account.. As was done in the previous section on physical needs, we

report financial items on a per 2BR equivalent unit basis to allow comparisons across properties

of different sizes (unit counts) and unit compositions (distribution of units by bedroom counts).

Net cash flow was d~fmed as:

(1) 3-year weighted average property revenue

.
(2) Minus 3-year weighted average operating expenses

(3) Minus Deposits to replacement reserve account (maximum of actual and required
deposit)

(4) MinUs Mortgage debt service (including interest, principal, and Mortgage Insurance
Premu~. .

Where:
(1) The 3-year weighted average of property revenues includes actual rental income

(which equals potential rent net of any vacancy losses) from tenant paid apartment
rents and tenant assistance payments, plus any commercial or fmancial income. 18

A weighted average over the most recent 3 years was used, with the more recent
years receiving higher weights. 19 By averaging over 3 years, the measure focused
on long-term revenue flows in a property, and reduced the effect of one-time

181lTotal revenue ll less "vacancy lossll from income and expense reports, HOD form 92410.
Finances of Section 236 properties are complicated because HUD makes mterest reduction payments (lRPs)
to lower effective interest rates to I percent, and owners must return to HUD, any rental income collected
from higher income tenants that exceeds "basic rent" (Basic rent is based on the subsidized 1 percent rate )
In reporting IUcome and expenses, owners of Section 236s are supposed to have netted out these payments
to and from HUD (so that they do not appear as income or expenses), but many owners have not. Therefore,
tlns report includes Section 236 IRPs m property income and uses market interest rates to compute debt
service on the expense side. Subsidy amounts reported on Section 236s include all subsidies, including IRPs,
Without attempting to reduce this amount by income in excess of basiC rent from higher income households.

19For the 430 properties with 3 years of data available, the weights are 0.2 for the earhest year, 0.3
for the second earhest year, and 0.5 for the most recent year-to weight most heavily the most recent year.
For the 86 properties with 2 years available, the weights are 0.4 for the earlier and 0.6 for the more recent
year. For the 27 properties with only 1 year of data, the weight was 1. For the 27 properties that provided
no financial data, values were Imputed based on assistance category and building type. .
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outliers. The application of a higher weight to more recent years incorporated
trends into the measure.

(2) The 3-year weighted average operating expenses equals the sum of the cost
components reported in theproject rmancIal statements-administrative costs, utility
expenses, operating and maintenance expenses, and tax and insurance expenses.zo

(3) Deposits to the reserve for replacement account are the maximum of actual deposits
as reported by HUn Field Offices in the study's data collection survey, and
required deposits, which this study approximated as 0.5 percent of the original
mortgage amount.21 About 16 percent of all properties did not report payments to
the replacement reserve account. These properties either did not make or did not
report the required deposits. Not making payments to reserve accounts may be a
way that properties with cash flow problems react in the short run. Thus, in order
to account for all deposits that should be made, the study attributed the required
deposit amount to properties reporting low or no payments.

(4) Mortgage debt service was computed from mortgage amount, term and interest
rate. Mortgage insurance premium (0.5 %ofthe outstanding principal balance) was
added to the debt service costs, except for Section 22l(d)3 BMIR properties, which
pay no mortgage insurance premium.22

Net cash flow is a key indicator of a property's viability, showing whether it can meet

its ongoing obligations.23 Net cash flow is also a key element used by HUn in ranking

applicants for its major remedial assistance programs (which are Flexible Subsidy or Section 8

Loan Management Set Aside).

20Line 6263 Total Admimstrative Expense, Lme 6400 Utilities Expenses, Line 6500 Operating and
Mamtenance Expense, and Line 6700 Total Tax and Insurance Expense, from the "Income and Expense
Report" (HUD Form 92410), as reported in HUD's MIPS database.

21As of 1968 the required deposits to the replacement reserve account were 0.6 percent of the total
replacement costs of structure for new construction properties, and 0.4 percent of the mortgage amount for
rehab properties.

22For the majority of properties mortgage data are from HUD's F47 database Mortgage data on
HUD-held properties is from HUD's MARS database.

23In assessing a property's viability, net cash flow must be examined concurrently with physical
needs and property management. A property could have deceptively positive cash flow by failing to make
necessary expenditures for repairs and replacements. Conversely, a property could have deceptively negative
cash flow because a new owner or manager has begun a crash repair program to eliminate an accumulated
backlog of physical needs
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Exhibit 2.11 shows the components of annual income by assistance category. All data

are presented in 1989 dollars.24 Total revenues include commercial, fmancial, or other

revenues, in addition to tenant-paid apartment rent and tenant assistance payments. The exhibit

shows that:

• Total revenues were much lower in older assisted properties ($4,664 per 2BR unit)
than in either newer assisted ($7,571) or unassisted ($6,162) properties. This
reflects (in large part) the lower rents needed in older assisted properties to_ cover
debt service. (See below.)

• Tenant-paid apartment rents were lower in assisted than unassisted properties
($2,747 vs. $6,079), largely reflecting the portion of expenses covered by HUn
subsidies.

• Tenant-paid apartment rents were slightly higher in older assisted than newer
assisted properties ($2,836 vs. $2,623),25 despite the much higher total revenues
(and monthly rents) in the newer assisted properties. This reflects the much deeper
level of subsidy available from the Section 8 New Construction programs (used in
the newer assisted properties) compared to the interest reduction payments or
Section 8 Loan Management Set Aside used in the older assisted properties.

• Vacancy losses were much higher in unassisted properties (8.2 percent) than in
assisted properties (2.6 percent). Unassisted properties would be expected to face
stiffer market competition than assisted properties, in which rents to low-income
tenants are reduced.

,
• Among assisted properties, older assisted properties had higher vacancy losses (3.4

percent) than did newer assisted properties (1.3 percent). This probably reflects
programmatic differences, but may also reflect the poorer physical condition and
higher tenant-paid rents in some of the older assisted properties, which together
may make older assisted properties less attractive to tenants.

Exhibit 2.12 shows the components of annual expenses including total operating and

maintenance costs, deposits to the replacement reserve account, and debt service costs.

• Operating and maintenance expenses were virtually identical between assisted
($3,098 per 2BR unit) and unassisted properties ($3,091).

'lAVery few properties had 1990 data available at the time of our data collectIOn, so 1989 was chosen
as the base year for financIal data. For several propertIes, where financial data were missing, we contacted
field offices to request data. A few provided only one year of data, sometimes 1990. For these cases, 1990
data expressed in 1989 dollars were used The Housmg Component of the Consumer Pnce Index was used
to convert non-1989 values into 1989 dollars.

ZSUlls difference is not statistically significant at the 90 percent confidence level
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Exhibit 2.11

COMPONENTS OF ANNUAL INCOME (pER 2BR EQUIVALENT UNIT)'

TQ1al ~ted

TlltlU tlml$Slswd AssistW ()liJer NeWfl\.'

Total PropertIes 13,271 3,080 10,191 6,037 4,154
Percent of Properties 100% 23% 77% 59% 2 41 % 2

T{tfal Revenues (Net or Vacancies)

Mean $5,922 $6,162 $5,859 $4,664 x>.< $7,571

Standard Error $128 $378 $125 $118 $208

Median $5,174 $5,089 $5,215 $4,240 $6,874

Apartment Rent (Tatallf,.paid)

Mean $3,527 $6,079 ** $2,747 $2,836 $2,623

Standard Error $108 $292 $81 $71 $180

Median $2,979 $5,133 $2,503 $2,729 $1,951

Tenant Assistance Payments {Subsidies)

Mean $2,202 $0 *x $2,847 $1,532 ** $4,765

Standard Error $108 $0 $122 $78 $231

Median $1,156 $0 $2,105 $1,194 $4,746

Vaeaney lAss (As Percent {If Rent ReYenue)

Mean 3.9% 82% ** 26% 34% *x 1.3%

Standard Error 0.002 0.007 0.002 0002 0.001

Median 19% 6.5% 1.5% 19% 09%

X* Signifies that the assisted/unassisted or older assisted/newer assisted difference is statistically
Significant at the 95 % confidence level.

Data Source: HUn MIPS database

2

Expressed in 1989 dollars; equals a weighted average of the 3 most recent years of data available.
Percentages in the older and newer assisted categories total 100% of the total asSISted category's
77 %. Older assisted properties comprise 45 % of the universe, and newer assisted properties
comprise 31 %. .'
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Exhibit 2.12

COMPONENTS OF ANNUAL EXPENSES
(PER 2BR EQUIVALENT UNlT)1

ToM MsisiW

Tlltal Unassisted Assisted Oldel' Newel'

Total Properties 13,271 3,080 , 10,191 6,037 4,154
Percent of Properties 100% 23% 77% 59% 2 41 % 2

Operating and Mainrenanee Expe~

Mean $3,093 $3,098 $3,091 $2,977 ~" $3,256

Standard Error $54 $150 $56 $63 $106

Median $2,807 $2,747 $2,846 $2,756 $2,972

Replacement Reserve Deposit (Aetual)

Mean $167 $103 xx $186 $202 xx $163

Standard Error $7 $10 $8 $11 $12

Median $131 $94 $151 $145 $155

Percent Non-Zero 83% 73% 86% 87% 86%

Relliacement Reserve Deposit [max(Adnal, Required)]

Mean $202 $162 "" $214 $219 $207

Standard Error $7 $12 $8 $11 $10

MedIan $159 $128 $170 $152 $186

Total: Debt Serme (:Including ltlOl'tgage i:nsuranee premium)

Mean $2,297 $2,670 x $2,184 $1,318 ",x $3,443

Standard Error $77 $255, $68 $35 $114

MedIan $1,786 $1,911 $1,764 $1,189 $3,163

" Sigmfies that the assisted/unassisted or older assIsted/newer assisted difference is statistically
sIgnificant at the 90 % confidence level

*" Sigmfies that the assisted/unassisted or older assisted/newer assisted difference IS statIstically
slgmficant at the 95% confidence level.

Data Source: HUD MIPS database.

Expressed in 1989 dollars; equals a weighted average of the 3 most recent years of data available
Percentages in the older an\!, newer assisted categories total 100% of the total assisted category's
77%. Older assisted properties comprise 45% of the umverse, and newer assisted properties
comprise 31 %.
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• Older assisted properties spent less for operating and maintenance than newer
assisted properties ($2,977 vs. $3,256).

• Replacement reserve deposits were lower in unassisted properties compared with
assisted properties ($103 vs. $186 per 2BR unit).

• Replacement reserve deposits were higher for older assisted than newer assisted
properties ($202 vs. $163), perhaps reflecting ongoing efforts by the older assisted
properties to deal with physical needs backlogs.

• Total debt service costs were highest in newer assisted properties ($3,443 per 2BR
unit) and lowest in older assisted properties ($1,318). This reflects differences in
mortgage amounts (construction costs at different times), interest rates, and HUD
interest rate subsidies. Newer assisted properties, being most recently built, had
the highest nominal construction costs and were fmanced during periods of high
prevailing interest rates. (Older assisted properties, being on average oldest, were
in the exact opposite sitnation.) Older assisted properties, in addition to having
been built for lower nominal amounts, included some properties with below-market
mortgage interest (Section 221(d)(3)BMIR). (Accounting for Section 236
properties reflects the interest reduction payments as a tenant assistance payment
on the income side and full market-rate debt service on the expense side.)

Exhibit 2.13 brings together income and annual expenses (discussed above) to display

net cash flow. Overall, 68 percent of the multifamily housing stock had positive net cash flow,

~ with a mean of $330 per 2BR unit. Another 14 percent had small annual deficits of less than

$250 (which on a monthly basis is under $21 per 2BR unit). However, 4 percent of properties

had annual deficits exceeding $1,000 per 2BR unit.

As would be expected from the previous analyses of income and expenses, there were

significant differences in net cash flow among assistance categories:

• Newer assisted properties had the best cash flow-87 percent had positive cash
flow, and the mean cash flow was $665. Of the small group of properties with
negative cash flow, deficits tended to be small, with extremely few properties
having large negative cash flow.

• Unassisted and older assisted properties had similar proportions of positive cash
flow properties (60 percent and 59 percent, respectively). However, the
distribution of properties differed markedly between the two assistance categories,
reflecting the respective benefits of subsidized and market operations.

- High percentages of unassisted properties had large negative cash flow-ll
percent with deficits exceeding $1,000, and 8 percent with deficits from $500
to $1,000. By contrast, only 2 percent of older assisted properties had deficits
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Exhibit 2.13

ANNUAL NET CASH FLOW BY ASSISTANCE CATEGORY
(Per 2BR Equivalent)

Total Assisted

Total Ull~fed: Assisted: Older Newet

Total Properties 13,271 3,080 10,191 6,037 4,154
Percent of Properties 100% 23% 77% 59% 1 41% 1

Negalive Net Cash 32% 41% "'" 19% 40% «* U%
Flow

<-$1,000 4% 11% 2% 2% 1%

-$1000- < -$500 6% 8% 5% 8% 1%

-$500- < -$250 8% 9% 8% 10% 4%

-$250-<$0 14% 13% 14% 20% 6%

l'<lsilive Net eush 68% 60% ** 12% 59% ** 87%
Flow

$0-<$250 25% 14% 28% 35% 16%

$250-<$500 13% 10% 15% 13% 16%

$500-<$1,000 14% 10% 16% 6% 30%

:2:$1,000 16% 26% 13% 5% 25%

StatIStics on Annual Net Cash Flow

Mean $330 $232 $359 $149 xx $665

Standard Error 82 329 53 74 56

MedIan $184 $153 $184 $51 $563

Net Cash Flow = 3 year weighted average revenues
3 year weighted average expenses

- mortgage repayment
- deposit to replacement reserve account

xx Signifies that the assisted/unassisted or older assisted/newer assisted difference is statistically significant at the
95 % confidence level

Data Source: HUD MIPS database.
Note Column sums may not add to 100% due to roundmg

Percentages in the older and newer assisted categories total 100% of the total assisted category's 77%. Older
assisted properties comprise 45% of the universe, and newer assisted properties comprise 31 %.
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exceeding $1,000, and 8 percent had deficits of from $500 to $1,000. Subsidy
and regulation appear to protect the older assisted properties from severely
negative Imancial consequences of bad markets or inefficient operation.

- On the positive end of the scale, 26 percent of unassisted properties had
extremely large positive cash flow of better than $1,000, and another 10 percent
had from $500 to $1,000. Older assisted properties, on the other hand, had
only 5 percent with positive cash flow exceeding $1,000, and 6 percent with
positive cash flow of from $500 to $1,000. Regulated operation limits the
opportunity of older assisted properties to develop cash margins that may be
available from strong markets or to efficient operations.

• Newer assisted properties, nevertheless, surpassed even unassisted properties in the
proportion that have large positive cash flow-25 percent had cash flow exceeding
$1,000 per unit per year, and another 30 percent had cash flow of from $500 to
$1,000. These properties had their initial rents effectively set by new construction
market rates, and had annual adjustments reflecting inflation in market rents and
utilities. Older assisted properties, on the other hand, generally had tighter limits
on initial rents, and annual adjustments generally tied to prior expenses or projected
budgets.

In summary, mean values for net revenue, total costs, and net cash flow by assistance

category are presented below and graphically in Exhibit 2.14.

Unassisted Older Assisted Newer Assisted

Mean revenue $6,162 $4,664 $7,571

Mean expenses $5,930 $4,514 $6,906

Mean net cash flow $232 $150 $665

where:

Mean net revenue = Total revenues net of vacancies
(ExhIbit 2.11)

Mean expenses =
(Exhibit 2 12)

Mean operating
and maintenance

expenses

Mean replacement
+ reserve deposit

[max (actual, reqUIred)1

Mean total debt
+ service

Mean net cash flow = Mean net revenue
(Exhibit 2.13)

Mean expenses

Differences in net cash flow across assistance categories result from differences in both

revenues and costs.
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Net Cash Flow by Assistance Category
Mean Revenue per 2BR
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• Revenue differences between older and newer assisted properties are the result of
higher subsidies provided to newer assisted properties (tenant-paid rents are nearly
identical).

• Expense differences are primarily a result of differences in debt service, which are
set based on mortgage date and HUD programs. Operating costs differ only
slightly across assistance categories.

Ability to Cover the Current Backlog of Physical Needs from Reserve Funds

An important factor in a property's long-tenn viability is its having adequate reserve

funds. This section examines the size of a property's reserve fund balance relative to its backlog

of physical needs.

There are three accounts in which properties may have accumulated funds that could

be used for funding major repairs and replacements:

• Reserve for Replacements. All HUD-insured or held properties are required to
establish and fund a reserve for replacements account. This is their primary
resource for funding major repairs and replacements.

• Other Reserves. Some properties have established special-pUlpose reserve
accounts, such as painting reserves. Fewer than 10 percent of properties have any
such other reserve accounts.

• Residual Receipts Accounts. Non-profit owners and certain for-profit owners are
restricted by their mortgage regulatory (or other) contracts in their being able to
take profits from the property's annual surplus cash after expenses. They are
required to deposit non-distributable sUlplus cash into a residual receipts account.
Non-profit owners, and certain owners who have received special remedial
assistance or assistance under a workout, may not distribute any profit. Limited
dividend owners may distribute only a restricted amount, and only under stipulated
conditions While residual receipts accounts are not reserves for the property,
HUD may require owners to contribute residual receipts funds (if any) for repairs
in the case of physically deteriorated properties.

Exlubit 2.16 shows available balances in these funds. The replacement reserve is the

primary source of funds to cover needed repairs, with an average balance of $854 per unit.

Average balances were significantly lower for unassisted properties ($489) than for assisted

properties ($964). Residual Receipts and Other Reserves accounts apply to a minority of

properties, so while their overall impact may be small, they may be significant for partIcular

properties.
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Exhibit 2.15

RESOURCES FOR COVERING PHYSICAL NEEDS
(Per 2BR Equivalent)

Total Assisted

Total Unassisted Assisted Older Newer

Total Properties 13,271 3,080 10,191 6,037 4,154
Percent of Properties 100% 23% 77% 59% 1 41 % 1

Total Replacenrenf, R~erve. Balance

Mean $854 $489 xx $964 $864 xx $1,109

Standard Error $33 $38 $40 $55 $50

Median $643 $385 $814 $551 $1,022

R{'S{duall{eooipfs

Mean $179 $0 *x $226 $305 xx $111

Standard Error $53 $0 $68 $103 $48

Median $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Percent Non-zero 16% 0% 20% 30% 7%

Other R6el:'VllS

Mean $67 $46 xx $73 $98 ** $37

Standard Error $11 $32 $11 . $16 $13

Median $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Percent Non-Zero 12% 5% 14% 19% 8%

xx Signifies that the assisted/unassisted or older assisted/newer assisted difference is statistically
significant at the 95 % confidence level.

Data Source: HUD Field Offices

Percentages in the older and newer assisted categones total 100% of the total assisted category's
77%. Older assisted properties comprise 45 % of the universe, and newer assisted properties
compnse 31 %
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Low reserve balances in themselves may not indicate problems. Reserve balances may

be low, for example, because a major repair program was recently completed. However, if

reserve balances are low in a property with a high backlog of physical needs, problems may be

indicated. It is important, therefore, to examine available resources relative to the backlog of

physical needs.

Exhibit 2.16 shows the backlog coverage ratio for the insured stock. This ratio equals

the available resources relative to the backlog of repair needs. Specifically, available resources

is defmed as the sum of (a) any amount by which the reserve for replacement balance exceeds

two years' worth of annual reserve deposits,26 plus (b) residual receipts balance, plus (c) other

reserves balances. Available resources are then divided by the amount of the backlog.

• Forty-five percent of properties had sufficient fund balances to cover repair needs.
This includes the 20 percent of properties that had no backlog needs plus another
25 percent that had needs but also had sufficient resources to cover those needs.

• Fifty-five percent of properties lacked sufficient funds to cover backlog needs.
This includes 13 percent that had no reserves available, and 23 percent that had in
their reserves less than one-fourth the amount needed to cover current needs.

• Inability to cover repair needs was especially a problem for older assisted
properties. Sixty-five percent had insufficient resources to cover current backlog,
including 19 percent that had no reserves available and 30 percent that had
available reserve balances that could meet less than one-fourth of their backlog.

• It was also a problem for unassisted properties, where 51 percent had insufficient
resources to cover all repair needs.

Exhibit 2.17 shows the resulting unfunded backlog of physical needs, which is the total

backlog reduced by available resources (as defmed as above). The mean unfunded backJeg of

physical needs was $1,214 per 2BR unit (and the median was $228). In contrast, the mean total

backlog (as was shown in Exhibit 2.4 earlier in this chapter) was $1,520 (and the median was

$654). On average, almost the entire backlog was unfunded. Twenty-two percent of all

properties had unfunded backlogs exceeding $2,000 per 2BR unit-about two and a half years'

average accrual of needs.

26Retaining two years' worth of deposits is in keeping with HUD's general loan servicmg practices.
Had we instead assumed that properties could use their entire reserves, that would have added less than $400
on average, and less than this or nothing for properties with reserve balance below this amount Dropping
this restnction would make little difference in the ability of most properties to cover their backlog needs
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Exhibit 2.16

BACKLOG COVERAGE RATIO
(AVAILABLE RESOURCES BALANCE RELATIVE TO

PHYSICAL NEEDS BACKLOG)

T~tal AssisWd

Total UUlI$isted Assisted Older Newer
Total Properties 13,271 3,080 10,191 6,037 4,154
Percent of Properties 100% 23% 77% 59% 1 41% 1

Backlog Coverage Ratio'"

fusnffldent 55% 51% 56% 05% '*'" 44%
R_urees

Backlog> $0 & No 13% 14% 13% 19% 5%
Available Resources'

Ratio > 0 to < 0.25 23% 24% 23% 30% 13%

Ratio 0 25 to < 0.5 10% 10% 10% 10% 10%

Ratio 0.5 to < 1 9% 3% 10% 6% 16%

Suffident RtslllJrCeS 45% 49% 44% 35% .... 57%

Ratio ;;" 1 25% 17% 28% 25% 32%

Backlog Needs ,;:;$10 20% 32% 16% 10% 25%
per 2BR

1 Percentages in the older and newer assisted categories total 100% of the total assisted category's 77%.
Older assisted properties comprise 45 % of the universe, and newer assisted properties comprise 31 %.

2 Repair Coverage RatIO =

Available Resources after Deposit to Replacement Reserve Account + Backlog of Needs

If Resources> 0 and Backlog> 0

, Means that the existmg reserve account balances are less than two years' worth of deposits to
replacement reserve account, so that no mternal resources are currently available to cover the backlog
of phySical needs

*x Signifies that differences between older asSiSted and newer assisted are statistically significant at the
90 % confidence level.

Data Source: Physical Needs: Inspections and Costing program.
Resources HUD Field Offices.

Note. Column sums may not add to 100% due to roundmg.
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Exhibit 2.17

UNFUNDED BACKLOG OF PHYSICAL NEEDS BY ASSISTANCE CATEGORY
(Per 2BR Equivalent)

Ttltal Assisted

Total Unassisted Assisted Older Newer

Total Properties 13,271 3,080 10,191 6,037 4,154
Percent of Properties 100% 23% 77% 59% 1 41 % 1

$0 44% 46% 44% 35% 56%

$0-<$500
,

14% 20% 12% 10% 14%

$500-<$1,000 10% 7% 10% 11% 9%

$1,000-<$2,000 11% 13% 11% 13% 8%

$2,000- < $5,000 15% 9% 17% 22% 10%

$5,000- < $7,500 5% 4% 5% 6% 3%

$7,500+ 2% 1% 2% 4% 0%

Statistics on Unfunded Baddog of Physical Needs

Mean $1,214 $922 xx $1,303 $1,726 xx $687

Standard Error $88 $157 $104 $147 $113

Median $228 $11 $291 $683 $0

** Slgmfies that the assisted/unassIsted or older assisted/newer assisted difference IS statistically
significant at the 95 % confidence level

Data Source: InspectIOns, HUD MIPS database, and HUD Field Offices.

Percentages III the older and newer assisted categories total 100% of the total assisted category's
77%. Older assisted properties comprise 45% of the umverse, and newer assisted properties
comprise 31 %
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As with other resource problems, high levels of unfunded backlogs were most common

in older assisted properties (which had a mean unfunded backlog of $1,726 compared with $687

for newer assisted properties and $922 for unassisted properties). Thirty-two percent of older

assisted properties had over $2,000 of unfunded backlogs, compared with 13 percent of newer

assisted properties and 14 percent of unassisted properties.

In order to remedy these unfunded backlogs, properties will have "to cover them from

current positive cash flow, owner contributions, loans, vacancy loss reductions, operating

improvements, rent increases, and additional subsidies. The next chapter on distressed

properties discusses properties' likely ability to cover these unfunded backlogs.

Ability to Cover Ongoing Accrual of Physical Needs from Deposits to Replacement Reserve
Accounts and Positive Net Cash Flow

An important factor in a property's long-term viability is the ability to cover ongoing

accrual of physical needs. As discussed above, we have estimated the average annual accruals

of physical needs for each property (see Exhibits 2.9 and 2.10). There are two potential sources

of funds available to cover these accrual costs:

• Annual Deposits to the Reserve for Replacement Account. All HUD-insured or
held properties are required to make monthly deposits to the reserve for replace
ment account. As discussed above, the amount available to cover ongoing needs
is the maximum of actual deposits as reported by HUD Field Offices in the study's
data collection survey, and required deposits, which are approximated as 0.5
percent of the original mortgage.

• Positive Annual Net Cash Flow. Properties that have positive net cash flow after
covering all operating and maintenance expenses, mortgage repayment and deposits
to reserve accounts, may use remaining funds to cover ongoing accrual.

Annual unfundedaccrual ofphysical needs is mean annual accrual reduced by available

resources as defmed above-reserve deposit and positive cash flow. Exhibit 2.18 shows that

mean unfunded accrual was $394 per 2BR unit per year, and median was $242. As indicated

in Exhibit 2.9, average annual accrual of needs was $832 overall. This means that on average,

nearly half of all needs accrued each year cannot be met with existing resources.

• As with most other indicators, older assisted properties had on average higher
levels of unfunded accrual compared with other property types. The average
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Exhibit 2.18

UNFUNDED ACCRUAL OF PHYSICAL NEEDS
(Per 2BR Equivalent)

T()lilI .
A$$i$hid

Total Ullll$$lsted As$isted Older Newer

Total Properties 13,271 3,080 10,191 6,037 4,154
Percent of Properties 100% 23% 77% 59% 1 41 % 1

$0 34% 42% 32% 19% 51%

$0-<$500 34% 30% 35% 39% 29%

$500-<$1,000 21% 17% 23% 27% 17%

$1,000- < $2,000 10% 10% 9% 14% 3%

$2,000+ 1% 1% 1% 2% 0%

Slafistks ilU Unfunded A«rnal

Mean $394 $361 ** $403 $525 ** $227

Standard Error $20 $44 $23 $30 $29

Median $242 $163 $257 $411 $0

*" SIgnifies that the assIsted/unassisted or older assisted/newer assisted difference is statistically
significant at the 95 % confidence level.

Data Source: Inspections, HUD MIPS database, and HUD Field Offices.

Percentages in the older and newer assisted categories total 100% of the total assisted category's
77%. Older asSISted properties comprise 45% of the uruverse, and newer asSISted propertIes
comprise 31 %.
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annual unfunded accrual was $525 for older assisted properties, compared with
$227 for newer assisted properties, and $361 for unassisted properties.

• Over half of all newer assisted properties had sufficient resources to cover ongoing
needs, compared with only 19 percent of older assisted properties.27

. ,

While unfunded accrual is not necessarily a problem at the current time, assuming the

backlog can be met, clearly it is an indicator of potential problems in the future. As time

passes, and the unfunded accrual accumulates, propertIes may fall into disrepair.

Another way to look at the ability to cover ongoing accruals is to examine the effect

on net cash flow of properties depositing sufficient amounts in their reserve for replacement to

cover ongoing accruals. As described above, net cash flow is calculated assuming that the

property owner deposits the maximum of actual and required annual deposits to the reserve for

replacement account. According to HUD guidelines, deposits to the reserve account· are

intended to help defray future repair needs rather than to completely address future needs.

Deposits to the reserve accounts equal on average about one-quarter of the annual accrual of

physical needs. Exhibit 2.12 showed that the current mean deposit was $202, while Exhibit 2.9

showed that the average annual accrual of needs was $832. While the shortfall in resources is

not necessarily an immediate problem, resources to cover future accruitls will be needed at some. .
point either from some sources internal to the property or from external sources. If properties

were to deposit sufficient amounts to the reserve accounts to meet ongoing accrual needs, the

average deposit to the reserve for replac~ment account would quadruple The effect on net cash

flow (Exhibit 2.19) would be that a majority ofproperties (72 percent) would have negative cash,

27Unfunded Accrual = Max (0, Accrual-Replacement Reserve DeposIt-Max(O, Net Cash Flow))

Because both unfunded accrual and cash flow aVaIlable to fund accrual are either zero or higher, the mean
value of unfunded accrual IS not equal to the mean value of accrual minus the mean reserve deposit aIld the
mean net cash. Essentially what this meaIIS IS that properties with pOSItIve resources do not traIlSfer funds
to properties WIth no resources. Thus, while on average newer asSISted properties have resources beyond
what IS needed to fund accrual, the overall mean unfunded accrual for newer assisted properties IS posItIve.,

Mean Values

Accrual·
Reserve Deposit
Cash Flow
Accrual - (Reserve Deposit + Cash Flow)
Unfunded Accrual

UnasSIsted

$795.
$162
$232
$401
$163
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Older
Assisted

. $872
$219
$1119
$504
$525

Newer
Assisted

$800
$207
$665
-$72
$227
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flow (assuming revenues from rents and HUD assistance did not increase). Under this situation,

87 percent of older assisted properties would have negative cash flow, as would 64 percent of

unassisted and 56 percent of newer assisted properties. To avoid this situation property owners

may take a number of actions, including increasing rents where allowed, reducing operating

expenses, or obtaining outside assistance.

2.5 Receipt of Remedial Program Assistance by BUD-Insured Properties

This section describes the major forms of remedial assistance available to troubled

properties and reports on the number of properties that have received assistance through each

of the major assistance program initiatives available. We provide a breakdown of receipt of

remedial assistance by property assistance category, and present current physical and financial

condition by receipt of these.

Exhibit 2.20 lists the major remedial programs that have been received by HUD-insured

properties. The exhibit also lists the portion of properties in each assistance category that have

received each type of assistance. The exhibit shows that:

• Operating loss loans, which are additional loans provided to properties early on to
make up for early shortfalls, are amorti?;ed as part of the mortgage and thus have
been included as part of the fIrst mortgage for our study. Only 1 percent of newer
assisted properties, and 3 percent of unassisted properties have taken operating loss
loans.

• Section 241 loans are HUD-insured market rate loans that insured properties may
use to pay for improvements to the property, expand housing opportunities, or
improve the property's safety features. These loans were rarely used regardless
of assistance category. This is not surprising, given that these are unsubsidized
loans carrying market interest rates and that owners must begin repayment
immediately. Troubled properties are unlikely to qualify for these loans while
properties that are fmancially well off do not need credit enhancement and may,
instead, choose simpler conventional or private fmancing.

• Flexible Subsidy is a competitively awarded program that provides reduced-interest
direct loans to properties that receive Federal assistance under the Section 236 or
Rent Supplement programs (or Section 8 in place of former assistance under these
programs). It consists of two components. The traditional Operating Assistance
Loan Program for troubled properties is a deferred 1 percent interest loan. It can
be used to correct physical deficiencies caused by deferred maintenance, fmancial
deficiencies, and projected defIcits for the assistance year. The newer Capital
Improvement Loan Program, for troubled as well as some non-troubled properties,
is an amortizing direct loan that'caIrles a 3 to 6 percent interest rate set by HUD.
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Exhibit 2.19

ALTERNATIVE NET CASH FLOW PER 2 BR EQUIVALENT UNIT ASSUMING
DEPOSIT TO REPLACEMENT RESERVE ACCOUNT EQUALS

AVERAGE ACCRUAL OF NEEDS

Tolld Assisted

TQW Unll$!llsteiJ Assisted Qlder! Newer

Total Properties 13,271 3,080 xx 10,191 6,037 4,154
Percent of Properties 100% 23% 77% 59% 41%

Negative Altema- 7Z% 64% 74% $7% 56%
ti~ Net Cll$h Frow

<-$1,000 29% 36% 27% 35% 15%

-$1000- < -$500 23% 15% 25% 30% 18%

-$500- < -$250 11% 6% 12% 12% 13%

-$250-<$0 9% 7% 10% 10% 10%

PositiveAltMitati~ 27% 36% 26% 13% 45%
Net Cash Flow

$0-<$250 9% 11 % 9% 1% 12%

$250-<$500 4% 3% 4% 3% 8%

$500-<$1,000 8% 10% 8% 2% 16%

<$1,000+ 6% 12% 5% 2% 9%

Statistics {)ll Alternative Net Cash FlQW

Mean ($517) ($579) xx ($498) ($756) ~* ($124)

Standard Error 84 $320 62 86 $68

Median ($586) ($571) ($590) ($713) ($154)

Alternative
Net Cash Flow = 3 year weighted average revenues

- 3 year weighted average expenses
- mortgage repayment
- deposit to replacement reserve account (= average annual accrual of needs)

xx Signifies that the assisted/unassisted or older assisted/newer asSiSted difference is statistically
significant at the 95 % confidence level.
Percentages III the older and newer asSiSted categories total 100% of the total assisted category's
77 %. Older assisted properties comprise 4;5 % of the universe, and newer assisted properties
comprise 31 %.
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Exhibit 2.20

RECEIPT OF REMEDIAL ASSISTANCE IN HUD-INSURED PROPERTIES

•
ToW ~d

Total U:mwisted Asststild (},Idet Newt!!'

Total Properlles 13,271 3,080 10,191 6,037 4,154
Percent of PropertIes 100% 23% 77% 59% I 41% I

Operating: Loss: Loon

ReceIVed 1% 3% 0% 0% 1%

DId Not ReceIve 99% 97% 100% 100% 99%

S241Loan

ReceIved 1% 2% 1% 1% 1%

DId Not ReceIve 99% 98% 99% 99% 99%

Flerlble St;bJIIdy

ReceIved 7% 0% 9% 14% 0%

Date Before 1/1/80 15% NA 15% 15% NA

111/80-12/31/85 82% NA 82% 82% NA

1/1/86 or later 3% NA 3% 3% NA

Did Not ReceIve 93% 100% 91% 86% 100%

n>A

Had a TPA 17% 25% •• 14% 22% .. 3%

9115/80 or before 16% 17% 15% 13% 40%

9/16/80-12/31/84 35% 17% 45% 48% 20%

1/1/85-2/4/88 32% 45% 25% 27% 0%

2/5/88 or later 17% 21% 15% 12% 40%

DId Not Have a TPA 83% 75% 86% 78% 97%

St!ction3

SectIOn LMSA (regular) 14% 0% 18% 31% 0%

SectIOn 8 LMSA (RS-conversIOn) 18% 0% 23% 39% 0%

No Secllon 8 LMSA 68% 100% 59% 30% 100%

** Slgmfies that the asSIsted/unassIsted or older asslstedlnewer assIsted dIfference 18 statistically slgmficant at the 95%
confidence level.

Data Source- HOD computer databases and FIeld Offices.
1 Percentages m the older and newer assIsted categones total I 00% of the total aSSISted category's 77%. Older assIsted

propertIes compnse 45% of the unIverse, and newer assisted propertIes compnse 31 %.
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The Capital Improvement Loans cannot be used for capital improvements that are
the result of deferred maintenance. Under both components, an owner must
prepare and abide by a Management Improvement and Operating Plan, and a
profit-motivated owner must make a 25 percent matching capital contribution to the
property.28 Receipt of Operating Assistance Loans requires that" the property
remain in low-income use for the balance of the original mortgage term29 and
suspends an owner's right to distribute dividends (until the loans are repaid).

HUD Field Offices did not report any of the study's properties receiving Capital
Improvement loans. Fourteen percent of older assisted properties have received
Flexible Subsidies. The majority of Flexible Subsidies (82 percent) were issued
between January 1, 1980 and December 31, 1985. Properties with Flexible
Subsidy after tbis date have a use restriction that makes them ineligible for
preservation incentives.

• Transfers of Physical Assets (TPAs) are changes in ownersbip that keep the
original HUD mortgage in place. As a condition of HUD's approving TPAs,
owners are required to contribute funds, if needed, to bring properties up to a
reasonable standard of repair or to eliminate outstanding :fmancial deficiencies.
Overall, 17 percent of properties had TPAs. TPAs were most common among
unassisted properties (25 percent) and older assisted properties (22 percent), while
very few newer assisted properties had TPAs (3 percent). Most TPAs took place
between September 16, 1980 and December 31, 1984 (35 percent) and between
January 1, 1985 and February 4, 1988 (32 percent).30

"Nonprofit owners may provide in-kind services to property residents rather than make capital
contnbutlons

29This requirement makes owners of recipient properties ineligible for preservation incentives under
the 1990 Preservation Act.

"Between 1981 and 1984, the largest proportion of ownership transfers (TPAs, or transfers of
physical assets) were to new for-profit or limited-dividend owners takmg advantage ofthe very rapid tax write
offs for depreciatIOn allowed under the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 These transfers were made even
more attractive by a provision of the tax code that encouraged sellers to help fioance a sale by holding a
deferred-interest second trust note. These seller notes enabled buyers to acquire properties with little cash
while prOViding them with a large basis for depreciation. Another advantage of these seller notes was that
buyers were penmtted to expense mterest costs annually for tax purposes, even though no interest payments
were due, while sellers did not have to claim mterest income until the note was due, typically 15 years from
the purchase This allowable mterest expense on second notes, added to the rapid depreciation, greatly
exceeded rental revenues, creating potential to shelter other income.

Subsequent tax legislation all but eIiminated the tax shelter benefits of rental housing. The 1984
tax act eliminated the tax advantage of second trust notes by requinng both sellers and buyers to recogrnze
mterest payments at the same time for tax purposes. The 1986 Tax Refonn Act placed severe restrictions on
the extent to which passive losses could be used to shelter nonpasslve income. The Act also reduced
opportunities for rapidly depreciating properties These changes eliminated the major incentives for investors
to participate, through limited partnerslups, in ownership of HUD-insured properties.

TPAs involvmg HUD-held mortgages or with new Section 8 contracts as of February 5, 1988, are
not eligible for preservation incentives.
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• The Section 8 Loan Management Set Aside (LMSA) program was initiated in 1976
as part of the Section 8 Rental Assistance Program. LMSA, a subsidy to
properties rather than to tenants (unlike Section 8 Certificates or Vouchers), pays
owners the difference between the full rent level and 30 percent of a low-income
tenant's income. HUD's major use of LMSA has been to replace subsidies under
the older Rent Supplement or Rental Assistance Payment programs. However,
LMSA has also been used as a competitively awarded remedial tool to help
troubled properties increase occupancy or raise rents to levels sufficient to sustain
operations. Any troubled multifamily property (regardless ofprior assistance status
or insurance program) is eligible to compete for remedial LMSA.31 In practice,
most remedial LMSA has been awarded to older assisted properties, particularly
those originally insured under Section 236.

Thirty-one percent of older assisted properties have received LMSA as a form of
remedial assistance to increase occupancy or raise rental rates to a level needed to
sustain operations. (Section 8 LMSA has also replaced older rental assistance
under the older Rent Supplement Program; this use of LMSA is not considered
remedial assistance, and is identified in the exhibit as LMSA-RS Conversion).

Exhibit 2.21 shows physical needs backlog by receipt of remedial assistance.32 It

shows the total backlog and unfunded backlog of physical needs for properties that have and

have not received remedial assistance. Note that many properties have received assistance

through more than one program. While we have no information on the condition of properties

prior to their receipt of speci~ assistance, properties receiving either Flexible Subsidy or

remedial LMSA generally had to be deemed troubled as a condition of eligibility. Properties

that have received remedial assistance still had higher backlogs and unfunded backlogs after

receiving assistance than did properties that did not receive remedial assistance.

Exhibit 2.22 shows net cash flow by receipt of remedial assistance. The exhibit

indicates that cash flow was similar between properties that have received flexible subsidies and

those that have not. Cash flow was lower among properties having had a Transfer of Physical

Assets or receiving LMSA assistance than among properties that had not received these forms

of assistance.

31Tlus includes any multifamily property with a HOD-insured or held mortgage, any property
financed by a Section 202 dIrect loan, and any of these properties whose title has been assigned to HOD

''The number of Section 241 loans and operating loss loans are too small to warrant providing data
In eIther Exhibit 2 21 or 2.22
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Exhibit 2.21

BACKLOG OF PHYSICAL NEEDS AND UNFUNDED BACKLOG BY
RECEIPT OF REMEDIAL ASSISTANCE

Tl.'$'lS{I1r (If l'by$l(:al
Fltkdble Subsidy Assets: ('rPA) urSA

R"",""e<l lllil N'Dt

l!:ldll> R......
litdl'%t ~ Root SlIp!1'le:ia1lle

Total SllbOidr &l!1Ifly Had 'I TPA ll:a.e" T1'A LMSA RAPUfSA, N'l>LlIfSA

Number of 13,271 867 12,403 2,248 11,023 1,865 2,351 9,055
Properties

Percent of 100% 7% 93% 17% 83% 14% 18% 68%
Properties

Tolal Bllliklog or Physical Needs (in dollam)

Mean $1,520 $3,372 "'''' $1,391 $1,801 $1,463 $2,003 *"" $2,240 ** $1,234

Standard 92 488 89 229 100 238 249 103
Error

Median $654 $2,210 $602 $1,059 $596 $1,214 $1,232 $450

Unrunded &¢ld1l3 (in dcllll\l'$}

Mean $1,214 $2,847 *'" $1,100 $1,570 $1,142 $1,697 ** $1,881 ** $942

Standard 88 502 85 224 96 237 246 97
Error

Median $228 $1,670 $112 $597 $48 $914 $638 $3

Differences between the means for properties that received the tool and the means for those that did not are
statistically significant at the 95% level.

Data Source: Inspections, costing program for physical needs, HUD Field Office data on resources to cover needs,
HUD Field Offices and computer databases on receipt of tools
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Exhibit 2.22

ANNUAL NET CASH FLOW BY RECEIPT OF
REMEDIAL PROGRAM ASSISTANCE

(per 2BR Equivalent)

Transfer of Pbyskil
:Ftedble Subsidy A~ls (Tl"A) LMSA

_.elI DidNOl

lI:l..a.1l>
-..,

IIlil Nllt ~ -R~S1Ipt
~

T~ta1
Sumlily

SubsWy "Had a'lPA na..." J'l>A lAWA ~tMSA NaLllfSA

Number of 13,271 867 12,403 2,248 11,023 1,865 2,351 9,055
Properties

Percent of 100% 7% 93% 17% 83% 14% 18% 68%
Properties

Percent 68% 56% *¥ 69% 60% ** 70% 46% ** 58% ** 76%
Positive Net
Cash Flow

Percent 32% 44% ><>< 31% 40% ** 30% 54% ** 42% x* 24%
Negative
Cash Flow

SWlstles on Net Cash mOW
Mean Net $330 $292 $332 $301 * $336 $152 ** $115 ** $422
Cash Flow

Standard $82 $158 $88 $88 $215 $221 $65 $114
Error

Median Net $184 $28 $190 $56 $203 ($23) $50 $289
Cash Flow

Net Cash Flow = 3 year weighted average revenues
3 year weighted average expenses

- mortgage repayment
depOSit to replacement reserve account

** Differences between the Means or Proportions for properties that received the tool and the values for those that
did not are statistically significant at the 95% level.

Data Source: HUD Field Offices and computer databases on receipt of tools and property incomes and expenses.
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An important source of assistance for HUD-insured properties is the Section 8 program,

which in addition to Loan Management Set Aside includes the Section 8 New Construction

program and Property Disposition Section 8. As noted above, all of the newer assisted

properties were assisted with Section 8 contracts. Exhibit 2.23 shows that:

• The Section 8 New Construction properties are generally fully assisted, and
received on average $6,126 of assistance per 2BR unit per year.

• Section 8 IMSA assistance was lower on a per-unit basis compared with the new
construction program. On average, 68 percent of units in the Section 8 IMSA
properties received assistance, and the assistance averaged $1,877 per 2BR unit in
the property (or $2,760 per assisted unit).

• Properties which received Property Disposition Section 8 received assistance for
all units in the property, averaging $2,411 per ZER unit per year.

• Properties which received IMSA assistance through Rent Supplement or Rental
Assistance Payment (RAP) conversions, received assistance for on average 75
percent of units, averaging $2,418 per 2BR unit per year (or $3,224 per assisted
unit).

2.6 Neighborhood Characteristics

Along with the actual physical property itself, the lo~al neighborhood plays an important

role in the overall well-being of residents. This section describes the neighborhoods where the

HUD-insured properties are located. The specific study questions addressed are:

• Characteristics of neighborhoods where HUD-insured properties are located, and

• Property characteristics relative to local market.

Neighborhood Characteristics

The types of neighborhoods where insured properties are located were similar across

assistance categories (Exhibit 2.24).33 Neighborhoods for all assistance categories were

predominantly residential (61 percent of structures are residential). Nearly half of the houses

in all neighborhoods were single-family (48 percent). The second most common type of building

"The source for data on property neighborhoods is primarily the inspector windshield survey. The
inspectors drove through each neighborhood, as defined by the property manager, to determme Its
characteristics
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Exhibit 2.23

SECTION 8 ASSISTANCE IN HUD-INSURED PROPERTIES

NewQm..
struction, Rent
M~rate Supple-

Rebabilita- Pr~rty mentIRAP
tiQn WSA ~tWn C1lIlVet'Silln

Number of Properties 4,154 1,864 80 2,351

P~cent ~fUnits Assisted

Mean 96% 68% 100% 75%

Median 100% 77% 100% 99%

Assistance Vain\! p~ 2M Unit

Mean $6,126 $1,877 $2,411 $2,418

Median $5,889 $1,648 $3,265 $2,427

Nm Renewal. Year

1994 or earlier 23% 85% 67% 79%

1995 through 1999 16% 8% 33% 21%

2000 or later 61% 7% 0% 0%

Data Source: HUD computer databases and Field Offices.
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Exhibit 2.24

NEIGHBORHOOD CHARACTERISTICS FOR HUD-INSURED PROPERTIES

~ ~~

ToW UnassISted AssisWll Older Newllt

Total Propemes 13,271 3,080 10,191 6,037 4,154
Percent of Properl1es 100% 23% 77% 59% ' 41%'

Land Use

Res.dentJal 61% 60% 62% 61% 62%

CommercIal 23% 25% 23% 23% 23%

Industnal 6% 4% 6% 7% 6%

InstItutional 8% 9% 7% 7% 7%

Other 2% 2% 2% 2% 2%

RESldl!llllal Struel:UreAg~

Pre-1945 21% 12% :1<* 24% 22% 27%

1945-1960 28% 20% ::ell: 30% 31% 30%

1961-Present 51% 67% ><>< 46% 48% 43%

Typem Residential Stru~

Smgl<>-FaouIy Detached 48% 44% 49% 49% 49%

GardenIRow/Townhouse 12% 12% 12% 12% 12%

MuIllfaouIy 2-4 Umts 9% 7% 10% 10% 8%

MuIllfaouIy 5-10 Umts 10% 11% 10% 11% 10%

MulllfaouIy ;;;: 11 Umts 20% 25%* 18% 17% 20%

COllStl'Uciion Type

Wood Frame 45% 46% 45% 45% 45%

Masonry 36% 35% 37% 35% 38%

Mixed 18% 18% 18% 20% 16%

Central" Ow SlB!w

MSA-CentraI City 58% 63% 56% 60% ** 50%

MSA-Not Central C.ty 32% 33% 31% 29% 34%

Non-MSA 11% 4% ¥>,< 13% 11% 16%

::ell< Slgmfies that the assisted/unassISted or older asSiSted/newer asSISted dtfference IS statLsncally slgrnficant at the 95%
confidence level.

* Slgmfies that the asSISted/unassISted or older assJ.Sted/newer asSISted dIfference 18 statIshcally slgmficant at the 90%
confidence level
Percentages ill the older and newer assIsted categones total 100% of the total assIsted category's 77% Older assiSted
propemes compnse 45% of the umverse, and newer asSIsted propertIes compose 31 %

Data Source Inspector Wmdslueld Survey, HUD MIDLIS database (for Central C.ty status).
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was large multifamily properties (20 percent). The construction type was similar across

assistance category, with wood structures being the dominant building type (45 percent).

Unassisted properties tended to be in areas with newer buildings compared with assisted

properties. They were also slightly less likely to be non-MSA areas compared with assisted

properties. Among the neighborhood characteristics of the two groups of assisted properties,

the only significant difference was the higher concentration of older assisted properties in central

cities.

Exhibit 2.25 shows the neighborhood conditions for the HUD-insured stock. Data for

this exhibit are from the inspector windshield survey. Inspectors rated each neighborhood on

several dimensions such as condition of streets, owner housekeeping, and general condition of

housing. The unassisted properties were located in "better" neighborhoods compared with

assisted properties across all dimensions. The inspectors rated about 90 percent of the

neighborhoods of the unassisted properties as "good" or "excellent" in all dermitions of quality,

whereas 27 to 38 percent of assisted properties were in areas rated as "fair" or "poor" on all

dimensions. There are no discemable differences between neighborhoods where newer assisted

and older assisted properties are located, with the exception of the inspectors' rating of

neighborhood quality relative to the city as a whole-39 percent ofolder assisted properties were

rated as in worse than average neighborhoods, while only 29 percent of newer assisted properties

were so rated.

Exhibit 2.26 shows the demographic characteristics of the neighborhoods where insured

properties are 10cated.34 On average, insured properties are located in neighborhoods that are

68 percent white, 24 percent black, and 8 percent other groups. The average neighborhood

percentage of Hispanic households was 10 percent.35 Unassisted properties tend to be located

34Data on property neighborhoods are from the Conquest database extracts of 1980 Census data
A property's neighborhood IS defined as the area Within a one-mile radIUS of the property. Where the precise
address was unknown, the property's zipcode area was used. '

"HIspanics include both white and black indiViduals Thus, one cannot determine the proportion
ofnon-Hispanic whites or blacks in any neighborhood. In the description of the illsured properties, HispaniCS,
regardless of race, are identified as a separate group
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Exhibit 2.25

NEIGHBORHOOD CONDITIONS FOR HUD-INSURED PROPERTIES

, T<ltal Ms~~

Tillai Unassisted Assisted Older NeWl!1'

Total Properttes 13,271 3,080 10,191 6,037 4,154
Percent of PropertIes 100% 23% 77% 59% 1 41% 1

Condition ofStrtilsfCurbs

Excellent/Good 77% 91% *x 73% 70% 77%

FarrIPoor 23% 9% xx 27% 30% 23%

~t~~

Excellent/Good 74% 90% Xx 69% 66% 71%

FarrlPoor 26% 10% *>< 32% 34% 29%

O~ R<)usekeepmg

Excellent/Good 74% 90% *>.: 69% 67% 71%

FarrlPoor 26% 10% ** 31% 33% 29%

Quality as "ffilsldellfull NeJghbmilwllfl

Excellent/Good 69% 89% *¥ 63% 62% 64%

FaIT/Poor 31%' 11% ** 37% 38% 36%

Neighl)01'M9dlblJatlve to Cily Qttaliiy

Better than Average 36% 64% ** 27% 24% 32%

Average 35% 27% ¥¥ 38% 37% 40%

Worse than Average 29% 9% lie>:: 35% 39% xx 29%

Geltenll Cll.ndition ofllllUSil!g

Sound Condll1on 71% 87% l<x 67% 66% 67%

Mmor Detenoratlon 20% 11% xx 23% 24% 21%

Major DetenoratlOn 6% 1% ** 8% 8% 8%

DilapIdated!Abandoned 2% 0% 2% 2% 3%

¥x Slgmfies that the assIsted/unassIsted or older assisted/newer asSisted dIfference IS statIStically SIgnificant at the 95%
confidence level.
Percentages m the older and newer assISted categones total 100% of the total asSISted category's 77%. Older aSSISted
properties compnse 45% of the unIverse, and newer assisted propertIes comprise 31 %.

Data Source Inspector Wmdshield Survey.
Note Colunms SunIS may not add to 100% due to roundmg.
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Exhibit 2.26

DEMOGRAPIDC CHARACTERISTICS OF PROPERTY NEIGHBORHOODS

Tillal As$isfIIl!

T1lta1 llnassl$ted Assisted 01(ler Newer

Total Properties 13,271 3,080 10,191 6,037 4,154
Percent of Properties 100% 23% 77% 59% 1 41% 1

Rlu:elEthnicity
.

WhIte 68% 75% ** 65% 65% 66%

Black 24% 17% *. 27% 26% 27%

Other 8% 7% 8% 9% 7%

HIspanIC (regardless of race) 10% 6% 11% 12% 9%

liloome'Distribution

<$7,500 13% 9% 14% 14% 14%

$7,500 . $10,000 8% 6% 8% 8% 8%

$10,000· $15,000 10% 8% 11% 11% 11%

$15,000· $25,000 18% 15% 19% 18% 19%

$25,000· $35,000 15% 15% 15% 15% 15%

$35,000· $50,000 16% 18% 16% 16% 16%

>$50,000 20% 29% "" 18% 18% 17%

lncome Distrilmlinn

Percent <50% MedIan 36% 28% ~l:: 38% 38% 38%

Percent 50·80% MedIan 18% 17% 18% 18% 18%

Percent 80·100% MedIan 10% 11% 10% 10% 10%

Percent > MedIan 36% 45% ** 33% 33% 33%

Percent Elderly Head of House· 17% 17% 17% 15% 17%
hold

Mean Age of Head of Household 350 43.0 32.6 34.0 31.7

Average Household SIZe 25 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.5

** Slgmfies that the assisted/unassisted or older assisted/newer assisted difference IS statIstically slgmficant at the 95%
confidence level.

Data Source InspectIOns, HUD MIPS database, and HUD F,eld Offices.
Note: Column sums may not add to 100% due to roundmg. , '
1 Percentages m the older and newer assIsted categones total 100% of the total assISted category's 77% Older assIsted

properties compnse 45% of the unIverse, and newer aSSISted properties compnse 31%.
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in neighborhoods with higher concentrations of whites, while the racial composition of

neighborhoods is similar for both groups of assisted properties.36

As expected, unassisted properties tended to be located in wealthier areas compared with

assisted properties, both in terms of absolute income levels, and in terms of income relative to

the area median. Forty-five percent of households in neighborhoods where unassisted properties

were located earned more than the local area median, compared with 33 percent of households

for the assisted properties' neighborhoods. At the opposite end of the income distribution, 38,
percent of households in neighborhoods where assisted properties were located had incomes

below 50 percent of the local median, compared with only 28 percent for unassisted properties.

Though the percent of elderly residents was similar across all neighborhoods, the average age

of head of household was higher (43 years) in neighborhoods where unassisted properties were

located compared with assisted properties (32.6 years). Average household size was similar,

about 2.5 people per unit across all neighborhoods.

Property Characteristics Relative to Neighborhood

This section compares property physical and occupancy characteristics with the

characteristics of the surrounding neighborhood.

Exhibit 2.27 compares actual property rents with local market rents. The exhibit first

compares the rents received by landlords (Apartment Revenue) with property rent potential in

an unrestricted market. Unrestricted potential rents were computed based on information from

Market Value summaries and are the expected rents for a similar property fixed up to its highest

and best use.37 The exhibit next compares the rents paid by tenants (Tenant Rents) with

Section 8 Existing Fair Market Rents (FMRs). This provides an indication of what tenants face

if a property is lost as low-income housing either because it is converted to unrestricted use, has

the owner opt out of Section 8, or suffers from extreme physical and fmancial deterioration.

The exhibit shows that:

'"Within each assistance category the stock of properties with HUD-insured or held mortgages had
a slightly higher concentration of minorities compared with their local neighborhoods. (See Exhibit 2.2
above.)

37Highest and best use is determined by companng the rent stream attamable with the repair and
upgrade costs required to achieve such levels.
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Exhibit 2.27

PROPERTY CHARACTERISTICS RELATIVE TO NEIGHBORHOOD

Total A5sisWd

Thtal Una~~ ~ ()Jd<lr Ne.w«-
Total Propemes 13,271 3,080 10,191 6,037 4,154
Percent of Propemes 100% 23% 77% 59% ! 41% !

Aplll:tml'lli RI'lJlsIUu~eted Rl'llt~

<05 5% 4% 6% 10% ** 0%

05- <0.75 20% 21% 20% 31 % ><>< 4%

075 - <1 39% 60% ** 30% 35% .. 23%

1 - <15 25% 12% .. 29% 18% "" 45%

.,1.5 12% 4% "ell: 15% 6% •• 28%

teQ\lut"PllWR~~MR

<0.25 18% 0% .. 24% 10% """" 44%

0.25 - <05 36% 3% ** 45% 56% ** 29%

05- <0.75 20% 17% 21% 28% 10%

0.75 - <1 15% 46% 5% 5% 6%

1 - <1.5 10% 26% " 5% 0% .* 10%

.,1.5 1% 8% ""X 0% 0% 1%

Nelgbhorilood Vlreaner Rate

Tlght Market (low vacancy) 40% 37% 41% 36% xx 48%

Ttght-Average 20% 23% 19% 23% ""'lI 13%

Average 18% 15% 19% 18% 20%

Average-Soft 11% 16% ** 9% 9% 9%

Soft Market (!ugh vacancy) 11% 10% 12% 14% 10%

PJ:OPerly llI'JiIih<I'~ N<ilglihorhOOll Vlll:IIIl1'Y

PrOPerl¥ Lower than Nelghborhood 44% 23% ** 50% 50% 49%

Property Equal to Nelghborhood 34% 23% *. 38% 32% ><¥ 45%

Property Greater than NeIghborhood 22% 54% ** 12% 18% •• 6%

Data Source:
1) Market ValuatiOn Sununary on NeIghborhood VacancIes
2) HUD MIPS database for Property Rents, Tenant-patd Rents and Property VacancIes
3) HUD Fate Market Rent Data

** Slgmfies that the dtfferences ill proportIOns between the chstressed and sound or stressed and sound propemes are
statls11calIy stgnificant at the 95% level.

* Slgmfies that the dIfferences 10 proportIOns between the dtstressed and sound or stressed and sound propertIes are
stattsltca1Iy stgnificant at the 90 % level.
Percentages m the older and newer assisted categones tota1100% of the total assJ.Sted category's 77%. Older assisted
propemes compnse 45 % of the umverse, and newer asSISted propemes compnse 31 %.
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• For the unassisted properties, rents received by owners were generally below,
though close to their potential market rents. Eighty-five percent of owners
received rents below their potential. Sixty percent of rents were between 75
percent and 100 percent of potential. This implies that a large portion of owners
of unassisted properties were not maximizing their income from the property.

• Seventy-six percent of owners of older assisted properties received rents that were
below their unrestricted market potential. Below market rents are common in these
properties because of the program rent restrictions.

• Seventy-three percent of owners of newer assisted properties received rents above
their unrestricted market potential. This is generally a result of the high levels of
subsidies received. Another twenty-three percent received rents between 75 and
100 percent of unrestricted potential.

The exhibit next compares the rents paid by tenants (Tenant-Paid Rents) with Section

8 Existing Fair Market Rents (FMRs). This provides an indication of what tenants would face

if a property were lost as low-income housing either because it was converted to unrestricted

use, had the owner opt out of a Section 8 contract, or suffered from extreme physical and

fmancial deterioration. The exhibit shows that:

• Rents paid by tenants in unassisted properties (which are equal to rents received by
owners), are generally below the Section 8 FMRs, though 46 percent are between
75 and 100 percent of FMR.

• All residents in older assisted properties paid rents that were under the FMR.
Most paid less than half the FMR (10 percent paid under one-quarter of the FMR,
and another 56 paid between one quarter and one half of the FMR). This means
that renting units in the unassisted market would be much more costly for these
families.

• Eighty-nine percent of residents in newer assisted properties paid rents that were
below the local FMRs. Most paid less than half the FMR (44 percent paid under
one quarter of the FMR, and another 29 percent paid between one quarter to one
half of the FMR). As with the older assisted properties, this implies that absent
the assisted property, these families would likely face significantly higher housing
costs.

The exhibit also describes local market vacancies (based on responses to the Market

Valuation survey) and compares them with property economic vacancies (uncollected rents as
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reported on fmancial statements).38 The summary measures of local market vacancies reflect

all responses provided to the market valuation summary. If, for example, all respondents

reported that the neighborhood was in a tight market, the table reports a tight market. If, on

the other hand, some respondents said the market was tight and others said it was average, the

table reports "tight-average." There were few SIgnificant differences in neighborhood vacancies

across assistance categories. However, there were differences in property vacancies relative to

neighborhood vacancies.

• The majority of assisted properties had vacancies that were less than or equal to
those of their neighborhoods.

• In contrast, over half of the unassisted properties had vacancies that were higher
than the average in their neighborhoods. This indicates that there is room to
reduce vacancies in unassisted properties.

2.7 Prepayment and Preservation

The continued role of the HUD-insured stock as a source of housing for low-income

households is challenged in several ways. Some owners had the option to prepay mortgages on

or after their twentieth anniversary, thereby ending low-income use restrictions; HUD may have

to offer many of these owners fmancial incentives under the Low Income Housing Preservation

and Homeownership Act of 1990 (Preservation Act) to keep their properties in low-income use.

Other owners of Section 8 properties may opt out of their Section 8 contracts periodically (every

5, 15 or 20 years). The probability of an eligible owner converting from assisted to market use

depends on the revenues and costs associated WIth each option. The owner decision model,

discussed at length in the companion volume to this report, provides further insight into the

process. This section provides information on the timing of prepayment possibilities, the

associated costs of converting to market use, and the fmal market value ,of the properties in their

"optimal" market position.

'8Economic vacanCIes are imperfect measures of the true annual vacancy rate They reflect the ratio
of revenues collected to maximum potential revenues that could have been collected under approved rents
at full occupancy. Economic vacancies thus combine lack of collection with lack of tenants. In additIOn,
economic vacancies may use as the base for maximum potential revenues, a higher rent level than may have
been in operation for the full year dependmg upon when rental rates were changed.
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This section distinguishes among four categories of properties based on their

prepayment eligibility:

• 1990 Preservation Act Assisted Properties. Owners of these properties were
originally eligible to prepay their mortgages after 20 years, but now may be
eligible to receive preservation incentives instead.

• Properties that are locked into low-income use for the full mortgage term.
Properties that have non-profit owners, or Preservation Act properties that have
received Flexible Subsidy loans are generally locked in for the full mortgage term,
and are thus restricted in terms of use based on program requirements.

• Section 8 Opt-Out Properties. These are properties with no prepayment
restrictions, but with low-income use restrictions associated with Section 8 contract.
Some Section 8 contracts require periodic renewals, enabling owners to terminate
Section 8 and use restrictions instead of renewing the contracts.

• Properties with no prepayment or use restriction. For-profit owners with no
HUD-imposed restrictions on the distribution of dividends generally have no
restrictions on prepaying HUD mortgages after the first five years. They can
voluntarily terminate their mortgages without HUD agreement as long as they
receive consent from the mortgagee.

1990 Preservation Act Assisted Properties

The Preservation Act (Title VI of the National Affordable Housing Act of 1990)

provides incentives to owners of properties that, according to the original regulatory agreement,

would have been allowed to prepay the HUD-insured mortgage, typically at the end of 20 years,

and convert the property to a non-assisted use. HUD may provide these incentives to maintain

these properties in low-income use. Two types of incentives are provided-to Extend assisted

operation under the current owner, or to Transfer title to another owner who is committed to

maintaining assisted operation, in both cases for the "remaining useful life" of the property.

Properties with limited dividend owners that have mortgages insured under Section

22l(d)(3) BMIR, Section 236, or Section 22l(d)(3)MR with property-based Section 8 or Rent

Supplement, fall under the rules of the 1990 Preservation Act. The Preservation Act, together

with the body of other law regulating HUD insurance and assistance, restricts prepayment or

requires use as low-income housing, as follows:

• For full mortgage term (typically 40 years)-Properties with TPAs from
nonprofit owners since September 25, 1980, Flexible Subsidy since December
1979, or with Rent Supplement Contracts (which restrict use for its term).
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• For 20 years, after which Preservation Act options apply-All other limited
dividend properties insured and assisted as listed above. Under the Preservation
Act, owners of these properties may under stipulated circumstances prepay anytime
after the twentieth mortgage anniversary, request HUD incentives to keep the
property in low-income use for its remaining useful life, or sell to another owner
(also with HUD assistance) who will keep the property in low income use for its
remaining useful life.

Properties with no prepayment restrictions fall into two categories-those with no use restrictions

at all, and properties with Section 8 contracts, that require renting to low-income households for

the term of the Section 8 contract.

As Exhibit 2.28 shows, overall 23 percent of owners have no restrictions on the use of

the property; 32 percent can prepay their mortgages but still have use restrictions associated with

Section 8 contracts; another 26 percent are eligible for preservation incentives after 20 years;

and 19 percent are locked in for the full mortgage term. The distribution of prepayment

eligibility varies by aSSIstance category.

• Fifty-six percent of owners of older assisted properties are restricted from
prepaying their mortgages for 20 years, after which the Preservation Act options,
which include prepayment, apply. Thirty-nine percent of older assisted properties
are locked in by the mortgage and/or subsidy programs to low-income occupancy
for the full mortgage term.

• Nearly all unassisted and newer assisted properties can prepay their mortgages at
any time. However, the newer assisted properties are still restricted by their
Section 8 contracts for a penod of up to 20 years.

Exhibit 2.29 shows the timing of prepayment eligibility for the insured stock, and the

potential number of units affected each year. The distribution is drawn graphically in Exhibit

2.30. The prepayment year is defmed as the twentieth anniversary of the mortgage for preserva

tion properties, as the full mortgage term for properties locked in, and as the next renewal year

for Section 8 properties for which no other restrictions apply.

• 2,999 properties (23 percent of the stock) have no prepayment or use restrictions.

• An additional 4,218 properties (32 percent of the stock) are eligible to prepay their
mortgages at any time, but have Section 8 assistance contracts. To be free from
use restrictions these properties would have to opt out of their Section 8 contracts
at the next renewal. For over half the properties this will occur between the years
2000 and 2004.
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Exhibit 2.28

PREPAYMENT/PRESERVATION STATUS BY ASSISTANCE CATEGORY

Tflwl ~i8ted

ThUd Ul1ilSSisWd AssisWd OI~ NIlWEll'

Total Properties 13,271 3,080 10,191 6,037 4,154
Percent of Properties 100% 23% 77% 59%' 41 %'

Can Prepay Any 23% 97% 0% 0% 0%
Time, No Restric-
tions

Section 8 Opt-Out 32% 0% 42% 5% 94%
Properties -

Eligible for Preser- 26% 0% 34% 56% 3%
vation Incentives

Locked In for Fnll 19% 3% 24% 39% 3%
Mortgage Term

Data Source: HUD databases.

Percentages in tbe older and newer assisted categories total 100% of tbe total assisted category's
77%. Older asSiSted properties comprise 45% of tbe universe, and newer assisted properties
comprise 31 %.
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Exhibit 2.29

PRESERVATION STATUS BY PREPAYMENT ELIGIBILITY YEAR

P~~t

J!r,=,~ 1lI81.1 "',. t!J9G· l~ 2jlllG· 1lllls.. 2ll11). 20t5 "',. ",f
Statim eww 1994 1999 2064 iOll9 2014 W;,,. Tolal tfnll'a'se

Can l'rllpilY Any Time, No: Restrictions

Total PropertIes 2,945 54 0 0 0 0 0 2,999 23%

Total Umts 414,580 15,292 0 0 0 0 0 429,872 29%

2BR EqUIvalent 398,293 12,845 0 0 0 0 0 411,138 29%
Umts

Sectloo 8 O{lt-Ollt l'oosiliillty

Total PropertIes 27 1,093 593 2,304 142 28 28 4,218 32%

Total Umts 6,193 120,520 46,272 200,173 15,960 1,707 2,191 393,016 26%

2BR EqUIvalent 6,492 105,998 44,676 189,047 12,797 1,878 1,980 362,860 26%
Umts

Ef'1jlil)te fin' I'I'l'Senlltlqn hlcel1ti>~nr Mortgage Prepayntent.at illtlt AJiliIoer$8Fy

Total PropertIes 187 2,305 854 158 0 0 0 3,504 26%

Total Umts 20,331 237,940 89,298 19,870 0 0 0 367,438 25%

2BR EqUIvalent 20,375 236,220 88,387 22,468 0 0 0 367,450 26%
Umts

LOOl.eiJ In fw J!'\jH M<lt4~ 'fi!nn ~lIy 4(l YEaUl)

Total PropertIes 0 13 0 94 374 1,659 409 2,549 19%

Total Umts 0 108 0 15,873 44,130 182,125 55,248 297,483 20%

2BR EquIvalent 0 126 0 14,422 45,351 166,456 52,779 279,134 20%
Umts

IlJsu:r«l SIook T«a!

Total PropertIes 3,159 3,465 1,447 2,556 516 1,687 437 13,271 100%

Total Umts 441,104 373,860 35,570 235,919 60,090 183,832 57,439 1,487,812 100%

2BR EquIvalent 425,160 355,189 133,063 225,937 58,148 168,334 54,759 1,420,591 100%
Umts

Data Source: HUD data.
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Exhibit 2.30

Preservation Status by Prepayment Eligibility Year
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Chapter 2: Current Status ofthe HUD-Insured Stock

• 3,504 properties (26 percent of the' stock) fall under the category of eligible for
preservation incentives or mortgage prepayment. The timing of eligibility for the
majority of these properties (2305) is between 1990 and 1994, with another 854
reaching their eligibility between 1995 and 1999.

• 2,549 properties (19 percent of the stock) are locked in for the full term of the
mortgage, usually 40 years. As the exhibit shows, these mortgages will largely be
paid off between the years 2010 and 2014.

Properties located in markets lucrative for conversion from assisted to market occupancy

typically require expenditures for physical upgrading as part of the conversion. As part of this

study's physical inspections, systems were identified that would have to be upgraded for such

a conversion-higher level of repair, or replacement, or addition-over and above what would

be required to bring the property into good repair. Exhibit 2.31 shows the per unit expenditures

that would be required for physical upgrades to market occupancy (including remedying the

physical needs backlog), were these properties to attempt such conversions immediate1y.39

Mean upgrade costs are $8,771 per 2BR unit across the entire stock, regardless of prepayment

ehgibility. These costs are similar across all categories of properties, except in the properties

with no use restrictions, which have higher average upgrade costs of $10,066 per 2BR. As the

exhibit shows, some properties would face very high costs of upgrading (14 percent ofproperties

had costs over $20,000 per unit).

The upgrade costs tie in to the ultimate market value of the property. Exhibit 2.32

shows properties' highest and best use value (per unit), which represents the value of each

property in the highest return use the market would support (regardless of actual eligibility to

convert to such use). The value was computed by taking the capitalized value of the rents

achievable less operating costs after conversion to the highest and best use and subtracting the

upgrade (and repair) costs required to reach that 1eve1.40 The exhibit shows that along with

higher upgrade costs, the unrestricted properties have the highest average market values. The

3~e recogmze that many of these properties would not be permitted to convert for some time

<OThe portion of tills study addressing the future status of the stock (reported in the companion to
volume), takes this into account in estimatmg whether an owner, at each year after the twentieth mortgage
anmversary, would be better off carrying out an upgrade to market occupancy No account is taken m the
exhibit of conversion costs incurred in a change of tenancy, such as eviction costs, turnover redecoration,
turnover vacancy loss, and re-rent advertising costs The model on future status, presented in the companion
report, does estimate these costs.
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Exhibit 2.31

MARKET UPGRADE COSTS PER 2BR UNIT; BY ELIGffiILITY TO PREPAY
(Including Fixing Physical Backlog)

(;:tn ?repay
AnyTIme. Ell&ible ror l&ckedfu
NoR~- Section S ~:ttion fOl' :Full

Coot per 1,BR:. tron Opt.uut lncenlives Tenn Total

Total PropertIes 2,999 4,218 3,504 2,549 13,271
Percent of Properties 23% 32% 26% 19% 100%

$0 - 6% 8% 2% 4% 5%-

<$1,000 18% 15% 15% 20% 17%

$1,000 - <$5,000 21% 28% 38% 26% - 29%

$5,000 - <$10,000 20% 13% 14% 16% 15%

$10,000 - <$15,000 13% 17% 12% 12% 14%-

$15,000 - <$20,000 4% 8% 4% 7% 6%

$20,000 - <$25,000 5% 6% 6% 7% 6%

$25,000 - < $30,000 3% 3% 6% 4% 4%

:2:$30,000 10% 3% 3% 3% 4%

Sta6stiCII ()It .M:lrk~ l)iJgralk (:()st$

Mean $10,066 $8,320 $8,433 $8,458 $8,771

Standard Error $1,093 $742 $687 $809 $409

MedIan $6,801 $3,617 $4,024 $4,895 $4,895

Data Source: lnspections, costing program
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Exhibit 2.32

PER 2BR UNIT VALUES AND MARKET POSITION
AT UNRESTRICTED OPTIMAL USE

(:lln Prepay
Al1Y Time, .Eligible fol' Lockedfn
No.R~ Section 3 ~vatiun tur :Fun

Net Value per ZBR l10n Opt.{)ut 1ncemives Tel'Ill TOOtl

Total Properties 2,999 4,218 3,504 2,549 13,271
Percent of Properties 23% 32% 26% 19% 100%

<$10,000 0% 2% 7% 5% 4%

$10,000 - < $20,000 10% 24% 36% 22% 23%

$10,000 - <$30,000 29% 36% 30% 39% 33%

$30,000 - <40,000 33% 18% 11% 15% 19%

:2:$40,000 28% 19% 16% 19% 21%

SWJsti~ on~ Value at Optitull! Ulll'es~ll:ted Use

Mean $36,909 $30,236 $25,766 $29,826 $30,484

Standard Error $1,689 $1,262 $1,062 $1,424 $684

Median $33,099 $26,977 $22,289 $26,685 $27,101

Optimal Market 'P($\lIQn

Low-End Market 7% 25% 44% 31% 27%

Moderate Rent 84% 75% 56% 68% 71%

Luxury 9% 0% 0% 2% 2%

Data Source: Market Valuation Summaries, mspectlons, costing programs.
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majority of properties, regardless of current use restrictions, would be positioned as moderate

market rentals in an unrestricted market.

2.8 Multivariate Analysis of Factors Contributing to Backlog and to Unfunded Backlog

Section 2.3 above described the physical condition of the HUD-insured stock based on

a sample of 570 inspected properties. In addition to the physical condition, a wide array of

secondary data sources were used to characterize properties. Most property characteristics are

presented as two-way tables, without presenting a method for predicting condition in the stock

as a whole. The process of conducting on-site physical inspections is very costly, whereas many

of the secondary sources used are readily available from HUD. Data on property age, property

size, occupancy, cash flow, mortgage amount and mortgage start year are available from existing

,HUD data bases. In order to determine whether physical condition can be predicted based on

these readily available data, we performed a multiple regression analysis relating physical

condition to property and neighborhood characteristics. If we were to fmd that these variables

explained a large portion of the variance in physical needs, HUD could use available

characteristics to predict physical condition. To that end we constructed a multivariate

regression analysis, attempting to identify all factors that are likely to contribute to physical

needs backlog. The expected effect of each factor is presented in Exhibit 2.33.41

Exhibit 2.34 shows the results of regression equations which relate backlog of physical

needs to available property characteristics that may be correlated with backlog. Because each

assistance category is very different, the regressions were performed separately for each

category.

Available data do not appear to predict physical needsY All the variables together

explain less than one fourth of the variance in physical needs backlog (adjusted R.2 ranges from

0.1392 for newer assisted properties to 0.2177 for unassisted properties).

Some of the variable coefficients have the expected sign and are statistically significant.

For example, as expected, among unassisted and older assisted properties, high-rise buildings

41Whlle net cash flow is readIly available from eXIsting sources, in Appendix Exhibit D 11 we
present a regression relatmg net cash flow to other property characteristics.

42An addItional piece of data that should be available for these properties is the Form 9822 on
physical conditIon and repair needs. This study did not explore whether these data conld improve the abIlity
of available data to explain the backlog (or unfunded backlog) of physical needs
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Exhibit 2.33

FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO PHYSICAL NEEDS BACKLOG

Dependent Variable: Backlog per 2BR Unit

Independent Expected
VarlM~ Unit Sign

Total Umts Units - Efficiencies to scale

Property Age Years + Older properties accrue higher need

Average Umt Size Bedrooms + Larger average sized units indIcate farmly occupancy

HIgh-Rise O=No + HIgh-rise bUlldmgs have high cost components
100= Yes

Central City O=No + HIgher cost in central cities
1OO=Yes

Percent Vacancy Loss 0-100 + Vacancies correlate WIth other problems

Percent Assisted 0-100 + More assisted umts worse condition

RemedIal LMSA O=No ? Receiving LMSA means additional resources, however
100= Yes LMSA only provIded to troubled properties

TPA O=No + Owner required to make capItal mfusion at TPA
100= Yes

% Very Low Income 0-100 + Lower income, worse condItion

% Income > Median 0-100 - HIgher income, better condition

Percent Mmority 0-100 ?

HIgh Neighborhood O=No + Not worth investing in high vacancy neighborhoods
Vacancy 100= Yes

Good Neighborhood O=No - Properties in good neighborhoods taken better care of
100=Yes

Bad Neighborhood O=No + Properties in bad neIghborhoods taken worse care of
100=Yes

Non-Profit Sponsor O=No + Often assumed that non-profit owners less efficient
100= Yes

Flexible SubSIdy O=No ? ReceIving Flex means additional resources; however,
loo=yes Flex only provIded to troubled properties

Per Unit Mortgage m $1,000 +
EXiSting O=No + Systems likely to be older or more worn at time of

100= Yes insurance than in new constructIOn or substantial rehab

Net Cash Flow In$ ? Properties WIth high cash flow may be in better condi-
tion. However, troubled properties may trade off cash
flow with maintenance.
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Exhibit 2.34

MULTIVARIATE REGRESSION FACTORS CONTRIBUTING
TO PHYSICAL NEEDS BACKLOG

Dependent Variable. Backlog per 2BR Urnt

VarlaMes ~lsteil Oliter Assist. Newe'C Assisted

Intercept -850.3153 6258.9267 ¥* -8432723
(1125462) (1697.559) (1946.420)

Total Units -0.1653 -5.2394 ** -1.6661
(1522) (2.025) (2.282)

Property Age -2.2550 -171.7206 ** 116.6303
(30739) (49006) (104957)

Average Unit SIZe (#BRs) 676.2033 91.4153 -111.6005
(426.601) (289.865) (243.054)

High-rise 9.3411 ~~ 8.8425 ~ -6.9086 ~

(4.482) (5.117) (3.836)

Central City 4.0659 6.8629 *" -1.1908
(3281) (3.046) (2.714)

Percent Vacancy Loss -123131 41.6675 158.4995 "
(22627) (33757) (84 176)

Percent Assisted -0.0034 90065
(3.994) (9.765)

Remedial LMSA -1.4762
(3.128)

TPA 3.0437 1.0615
(3.534) (3.402) (3.402)

Percent Very Low Income 9.1587 -1.7739 -5.5439
(8.528) (8.181) (9.765)

Percent Income Above Median 05388 -206919
(10.939) (24.546)

Percent Minority 162887 ~~ 104574 ** 6.4902
(6516) 4.6160 (4.082)

High Neighborhood Vacancy -4.1228 1.0520 32158
(3.683) (3.382) (3.117)

Good Neighborhood 0.6482 -10.0901 ~~ -3.8394
(3.535) (3.516) (2.868)

Bad Neighborhood 20.2316 ** 1.3190 5.1995
(6.230) (3.407) (3.303)
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Exhibit 2.34 (continued)

MULTIVARIATE REGRESSION FACTORS CONTRIBUTING
TO PHYSICAL NEEDS BACKLOG

Variables UnassisWd OlireJ, AsSist Newer AssistM

Non-Profit Sponsor . 0.5537
, (3.311)

FleXIble SubsIdy 127820 ~~

(4 178)

Per Urnt Mortgage -15 1958 -98.1101 *¥ 18.7605
(10.811) (33.536) (16.240)

, Existing 9.6294 ~

(5009)

Per Urnt Net Cash -00588 -00809 -0.4401 ~~

(0059) (0.111) (0.208)

ObservatIOns 115 309 146

R-Squared 0.3206 0.2515 0.2224

Adjusted R-Squared 02177 01995 0.1392

'" Sigmfies statistical significance at the 0.10 level.

** Signifies statistical sigmficauce at the 0 05 level.
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have higher backlogs per unit. However, backlogs were negatively related to high-rises in newer

assisted properties. Another variable having an effect the opposite of what was expected is
, '

property age. We expected older properties in each assistance category to have higher needs.

In the case of older assisted properties, older properties appear to have lower backlogs of need.

One should note that the model presented here does not attempt to determine causality,

but rather correlation. For example, high concentrations of minorities tend to be associated with

higher backlogs. The regression does not address the issue of whether minorities, for example,

cause high repair needs, have access only to properties that have high needs, or tend include

more families with children rather than elderly couples or individuals.

As was the case with predicting overall backlog, the available data do not do ~ell ~t

predicting the unfunded portion of the backlog of physical needs. Exhibit 2.35 shows the results

of a regression model that predicts unfunded backlog using property and neighborhood

characteristics. (Expected effects of each factor are the same as for the overall level of backlog

presented in Exhibit 2.33 above). The available data explain under 20 percent of the variance

in the unfunded backlog in each of the three assistance categories (adjusted R2 ranges fro~

0.1054 for newer assisted properties to 0.1893 for older assisted properties).

Some of the individual components of the regression appear to explain part of the

variance. Unassisted properties in neighborhoodS rated as "bad" by inspectors had higher

unfunded backlogs. Older assisted properties ~ "good" neighborhoods had lower unfunded

backlogs. However, as was the case with the total backlog, property age appears to be

negatively correlated with unfunded backlog in older assisted properties.
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Exhibit 2.35

MULTIVARIATE REGRESSION FACTORS CONTRIBUTING
TO UNFUNDED PHYSICAL NEEDS BACKLOG

Dependent Variable: Unfunded Backlog per 2BR Unit

lDdupendimt Varia. Unassisted OMer Assisted Newel' Assisted

Intercept -910.0027 5668.0608 ** -96.4352 xx

(1086.860) (1684.858) (1795.665)

Total Units 00434 -5.3311 *¥ -0.8373
(1.470) (2.010) (2.105)

Property Age -9.6145 -1817608 ** 53.1539.
(29.685) (48.640) (96.828)

Average Unit Size (#BRs) 712.6082 * 138.9324 -136.7517
(411.969) (287.696) (224.229)

HIgh-rise 9.2934 ** 7.9136 -4.1946
(4.329) (5.078) (3.539)

Central City 4.0786 5.5604 * -1'2003
(3.169) (3.023) (2.503)

Percent Vacancy Loss -10.5681 63.5308 * 156.4316 **
(~1.851) (33.504) (77656)

Percent Assisted 0.5619 75334
(3.964) (9009)

Remedial LMSA -08126
(3.105)

TPA 3.4523 1.5951
(3.413) (3.376)

Percent Very Low Income 9.2741 1.7403 -4.5303
(8.235) (8.119) (9.040)

Percent Income Above Median 0.4237 -12.1226
(10.564) (24.362)

Percent Minority 14.6715 ** 108687 ** 6.3810 *
(6.292) (4.582) (3.767)

High Neighborhood Vacancy -4.6797 -0.3000 2.8713
(3.557) (3.356) (2875)

Good Neighborhood 0.4160 -8.6411 ** -23178
(3.414) (3.490) (2646)

Bad Neighborhood 16.8861 ** 0.1365 45846
(6.016) (3382) (3048)
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Exhibit 2.35 (continued)

MULTIVARIATE REGRESSION FACTORS CONTRIBUTING
TO UNFUNDED PHYSICAL NEEDS BACKLOG '

IIldependen~ Variables 'lbtasslsted Order Asslilred N_ Assisted

Non-Profit Sponsor 0.9356
(3.287)

FleXIble SubsIdy 11 2959 xx

(4.147)

Per Unit Mortgage -14.5010 -967280 ",* 3.4424
(10.440) (33285) (14.982)

Existmg 8.8384 x
•

(4.972)

Per Umt Net Cash -00571 -0.0827 -03612 *
(0057) (0.110) (0 192)

Observations 115 309 146

R-Squared 0.2953 0.2420 01917

Adjusted R-Squared 0.1885 ' ( 01893 0.1054

'" SignIfies statistical signIficance at the 0.10 level.

** Signifies statistical significance at the 0 05 level
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CHAPTER THREE

DISTRESSED MULTIFAMILY RENTAL HOUSING
WITH HUD-INSURED (OR HELD) MORTGAGES

This chapter focuses on distressed multifamily housing. Drawing on the data presented

in Chapter Two on properties' physical and financial condition, a combined Distress Index is

devised. This index provides a basis for comparing properties, assessing the extent of distress,

and classifying properties as sound, stressed, and distressed. The remainder of this chapter

examines the characteristics of distressed properties, with special focus on a group of

predominantly older assisted properties-the Capital Needs Study properties-about which

Congress has expressed particular concern. 1

3.1 Distress Index-Measuring Distress

A property is distressed when it fails to provide sound housing and lacks resources to

correct deficiencies, or if it is likely to f~ :fmancially. These two aspects of distress are

intertwined. To measure distress, a Distress fudex has been developed that reflects a property's

cash flow, other fmancial resources, and backlog of physical repair needs. The Distress fudex

measures a property's fmancial capacity to meet current expenses, set aside reserves for future

physical needs, and undertake a repair program to address its backlog of physical needs. The

index is used in this chapter to identify distressed properties from among all HUD-insured (or

held) properties, and to measure the degree of distress.

The Distress fudex is computed by taking:

a) Net Cash Flow

b) Minus the amortized cost of remedying the Unfunded Backlog of Physical Needs

c) Plus added rent from improving vacancy losses

'The HOD Reform Act of 1989, Section 204(c)(1), directed HOD to study the capItal needs of
properties having mortgages insured under Sections 236 or 221 (d) (5) [commonly known as 221(d)(3) BMIR,
or Below Market Interest Rate]; or insured under Section 221(d) (3) and recelVlng rental asSIStance under
Section 101 [Rent Supplement] or Section 8 These predominantly older assisted properties WJl1 be referred
to as "Capital Needs Study properties."
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Chapter 3: Distressed Multifamily Rental Housing with HUD-Insured (or Held) Mongages

The computation begins with net cash flow, which measures a property's capacity to meet

current expenses and make deposits to its replacement reserves account. Net cash flow is then

reduced by the amortized cost of remedying the unfunded backlog of physical needs, which

represents the annual cost of undertaking a repair program. This simulates an owner's likely

attempt to spread the remedial costs over time by spreading the work over time or spreading

payments by borrowing. The f"mal step in computing the Distress Index is to add back a portion

of a property's excess vacancy loss to represent higher revenues resulting from improved

operations and physical condition. These elements of the Distress Index are discussed below.

Net Cash Flow

Net Cash Flow (Weighted 3-Year Average) =

Total Revenue (WeIghted 3-Year Average)

Minus Operating and Maintenance Expenses (Weighted 3-year Average,
includmg expenses for administration, operatIOns and maintenance,
utilities, taxes and msurance)

Mmus Mongage Debt Service (Interest, Prmcipal and Mortgage Insurance
Premium as requITed by mortgage)

Minus Replacement Reserve Deposit (using the greater of the property's
actual depOSIt or an amount equal to 0.5% of the onginal mortgage)

Net cash flow is computed as explained in Chapter Two, taking a weighted average over

the most recent three years (expressed in 1989 dollars per 2BR unit) of both revenues and

expenses. Averaging over three years focuses on problems that are significant or chronic, while

applying a higher weight to more recent years incorporates trends into the index. Mortgage debt

service (including insurance premium) was computed based on the original mortgage principal,

interest rate, and mortgage tenn. The replacement reserve deposit was set at the greater of the

amount paid in 1989 or an amount equal to 0.5 percent of the original mortgage principal (which

approximates the contractually required deposit of 0.6 percent of replacement cost of structure
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Chapter 3: Dzstressed Multifamzly Rental Housing With HUD-Insured (or Held) Mortgages

for new construction properties and 0.4 percent of the mortgage amount for rehabilitated

properties).2

Amortized Cost ofRemedying the Unfunded Backlog of Physical Needs

Amortized cost of remedying the unfunded backlog ofphysical needs =

Annual debt service on a loan amount equal to the unfunded backlog cost
(20 year term at 9% moorest)

where

and where

Unfunded Backlog Cost = Total Backlog Cost - Available Resources
(or 0 If resources exceed the total backlog)

Available Resources =

Replacement Reserve Balance in excess of2 years' annual deposits

Plus Residual Receipts Account Balance

Plus Other Reserve Account Balances (such as pamting reserves)

At this step a property's backlog of physical needs for replacements and non-routine

repairs is taken into account. As explained in Chapter Two, a property's unfunded backlog of

physical needs is its total backlog less available resources from the replacement reserve fund,

special reserve account, and residual receipts account. Where resources exceed the total backlog

cost, there is no unfunded backlog.

In computing the Distress Index, net cash flow is reduced by the amortized cost of the

unfunded backlog, which is the annual cost of a loan (20 years at 9 percent interest) for the

amount of the unfunded backlog. (The annual debt service on such a loan would equal 10.8

percent of the unfunded backlog of physical needs.) This computation does not mean that an

2We used the replacement reserve depOSIt in computing the distress index, rather than the amount
that would be needed to cover average annual accrual of future physical needs. Deposits to the reserve
account reflect a property's current cash flow and are thus used in the distress index

Not depositing needed amounts to the reserve account, while not immediately a threat to the
property, should serve as a caution to HUD and the property manager that future problems are likely. This
measure was not used in the overall distress index because remedies may be found, including allowable rent
increases, reductIon in operating costs, or HUD assistance. However, this study has shown that replacement
reserve deposits are typically less than the projected average annual accrual of future physical needs. The
effect on net cash flow of using needed amounts to cover average annual accrual of future phySical needs is
presented on page 2-41 above.
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owner would necessarily by willing or able to take out a loan at these terms to cover the needed

repairs. Rather, it represents the real world situation where an owner, faced with years of

accumulated backlog, spreads a repair program and payments over the future. An owner may

effectively spread payments by a combination of:

• Staging repairs over time, beginning with highest priority items,

• "Borrowing" informally from creditors by deferring full payment of the property's
obligations, including those to any identity-of-interest management agents or
vendors (e.g., related accounting, legal, or plumbing fIrms),

• Deferring a portion of mortgage debt service (in the case of HUD-held mortgages
under workout agreements),

• Providing advances to the property from the owner's own funds (or from loans
secured by the owner and not the property), and, [mally,

• Taking out a loan secured by the property.

In computing the Distress Index, the modifIed net cash flow fIgure is further adjusted

by adding back a portion of the property's excess vacancy loss. This represents the income that

would result if improved management and physical condition brought a property's excessive

vacancy loss closer to the norm for the property's assistance category.

Added Rent from Improving Vacancy Losses

Added rent from improving vacancy loss =

(1) Forproperties with vacancies in excess ofthe 75th percentile ofvacancy losses
for properties in same assistance category

Current vacancy loss - 75th Percentile Vacancy Loss (for properties
in same assistance category)

(2) For properties with vacancies between the median and 75th percentile of
vacancy losses for properties ill same assistance category

Current vacancy loss - Median Vacancy Loss (for properties in same
assistance category)

(3) For all other properties-No adjustment
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This computation is based on the assumption that properties whose vacancy losses rank

in the highest 25 percent (among properties in their assistance category) will be able to reduce

their vacancy losses down to the 75th percentile; that properties with vacancies between the

median and the 75th percentile will be able to reduce vacancy losses to the median level for their

assistance category; and that for all other properties, vacancy losses will remain as they are.3

The net result of these three factors yields the Distress Index, which can be thought of

as a modified version of net cash flow. A non-negative value of the Distress Index will mean

that a property has the fmancial capacity to meet all current expenses, make required deposits

to the reserve for replacement account, and undertake a repair program to eliminate its entire

unfunded backlog of physical needs. A negative value of the Distress Index-a deficit-will

mean that a property cannot fully meet all of fmancial and physical repair obligations and, in

the absence of improved finances, may be in danger of becoming distressed. With a relatively

small deficit an owner can probably continue operating in the short run by juggling which

obligations will be short-changed-for example, by continuing to defer backlog items, especially

those that do not substantially reduce occupancy or rent levels. However, a large deficit on the

Distress Index means that a property's obligations greatly exceed its resources, and probably

exceed the respite to be gained from just cutting coruers. Such a property is clearly distressed

To facilitate presenting the results of applying the Distress Index, the following

thresholds and terms will be used to describe properties' distress status: Distressed Properties

(Index Below Minus $250), Stressed Properties (Index between $0 and Minus $250), and Sound

Properties (Index $0 or Positive). These terms are discussed below.

Distressed Properties-Distress Index Deficit Exceeding $250 per Unit per Year
(i.e., Distress Index Below Minus $250)
Properties having a Distress Index deficit exceeding $250 per 2BR unit are considered
distressed. In monthly terms, this deficit, exceeding $21 per unit, is large relative to

'For the unassisted properties the top quartile of vacancy loss is 10 5 percent, and the median IS 6.4
percent Thus, the quarter of unassisted properties With the highest vacancy losses will reduce thelf vacancy
losses to 105 percent (and will add rents equal to the difference between actual vacancy loss and 10.5
percent). Similarly, vacancy losses for the quarter of unassisted properties With vacancy losses between the
median and 10.5 percent are reduced to the median (6.5 percent) Older assisted properties are treated in two
separate subcategories For older assisted properties With small units (property average of < 2 25 bedrooms
per actual unit), the thresholds are 3.5 percent (top quartile) and 1.9 percent (median). For the older assisted
properties with larger units (property average of ;;;, 2 25 bedrooms per actual unit) the thresholds are 4 percent
(top quartile) and 2 percent (median), and for the newer asSiSted the thresholds are 1 7 percent (top quartile)
and .9 percent (median).
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typical tenants' monthly rent payment,4 and exists even after applying all of the
property's resources and improving vacancy losses. Properties with deficits exceeding
$250 lack an amount in excess of 9 percent of median total operating expenses. This
level of shortfall in Imancial resources seems likely to exceed a property's ability to
economize by postponing non-essential activities, even in the short run. At deficits
exceeding this threshold, properties would be at risk because one or more of the
following would suffer:

• Remedying critical systems of outstanding backlog of physical needs

• Funding essential operations, including minimum annual maintenance

• Paying full mortgage debt service.

A Distress Index deficit of over $250 could occur through any combination of physical
and Imancial problems. For example, a property would be distressed, even with no
cash flow problem, if had unfunded physical needs backlog exceeding approximately
$2,300 per 2BR unit ($250 + the 10.8 percent debt service factor). This amount is
nearly three years' average annual accrual of physical needs. A Distress Index deficit
of over $250 could also occur in a property with no unfunded physical needs backlog,
but with cash flow negative by as much as 9 percent of operating expenses.

Distressed properties will need operating changes, remedial assistance, or (in the case
of unassisted properties in soft markets) improved market outlooks if they are to survive
as HUD-insured properties.

Stressed Properties-Distress Index Deficit up to $250 per Unit per Year (i.e.,
Distress Index between $0 and Minus $250)

Properties with an overall Distress Index between $0 and minus $250 will be considered
stressed. In the absence of improved income or operations, these properties will likely
develop serious problems in the future. However, their monthly shortfall of less than
$21 per unit may be within reach of achievable improvements, and might be juggled
for some time by cutting comers. Intensive loan servicing by HUD could help these
properties so that problems will be remedied rather than accumulated further. The
negative value of the overall index indicates that they must be falling short on either
upkeep or mortgage payment or some combination of the two.

4Exhibit 2.10 showed that monthly tenant rent payments averaged $294 per month overall, and $229
per month in assisted properties A rent increase of $21 per month IS over 9 percent of current rent for
residents in assisted properties and is likely to be finanCially difficult.
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Sound Properties-Distress Index Breakeven or Positive (No Deficit)

Properties with a Distress Index of breakeven or better have sufficient resources to meet
all of the property's current physical and fmancial obligations. Some of these
properties may, nevertheless, have large physical needs backlogs; however, they can,
on their own, use their resources to remedy these problems, or they can be made to do
so through HUD's regulatory sanctions.

3.2 Distress in the Multifamily Stock with HUD-Insured (or Held) Mortgages

-Exhibit 3.1 shows the result of applying the Distress Index to the full stock of

multifamily rental housing with HUD-insured or held mortgages. The mean index value was

positive overall and for each assistance category, but only marginally positive for older assisted

($28), highly positive for newer assisted ($625), and intermediate for unassisted ($293). This

is consistent with the fmdings in the previous chapter on the physical and fmancial components

of the Distress Index.

Overall, 24 percent of properties were distressed-they had Distress Index deficits of

more than $250 per 2BR unit per year. The percent distressed varied sharply by assistance

category. Only 9 percent of newer assisted properties were distressed, compared with 31

percent of older assisted and 30 percent of unassisted.

Within the older assisted category, additional analysis (Exhibit 3.2) reveals that

problems were most acute among properties serving larger households. Among older assisted

properties with larger average unit sizes (at least 2.25 bedrooms per unit on average), 44 percent

were distressed. This subgroup includes properties housing larger families. By contrast, of the

remaining older assisted properties-those having smaller average unit sizes (less than 2.25

bedrooms per unit on average), many of them serving elderly households-only 27 percent were

distressed. These older assisted non-family properties were about on par with unassisted

properties (which, on the whole, also provided smaller units rather than units for larger families)

in terms of proportion in distress.

The degree of distress was most severe among unassisted properties, followed by older

assisted properties. Twelve percent of unassisted properties had Distress Index deficits

exceeding $1,000 per unit, and another 10 percent had deficits between $500 and $1,000.

Among older assisted properties, 6 percent had Distress Index deficits exceeding $1,000, and
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Exhibit 3.1

DISTRESS INDEX BY ASSISTANCE CATEGORY
Multifamily Rental Housing with BUD-Insured (or Held) Mortgages

Total Asslllted

Older Asslst* Newer As-
Total Unassisted Assbted ell .sbWd

Total Properties 13,271 3,080 10,191 6,037 4,154
Percent of Properties 100% 23% 77% 59% 1 41 % 1

Distressed 24% 30% 23% 31% ** 9%

< -$1,000 6% 12% 4% 6% 1%

-$1,000 to < -$500 9% 10% 9% 12% 3%

-$500 to < -$250 9% 8% 10% 13% 5%

Stressed 14% 10% 15% 21% *'" {i%

-$250 to $0 14% 10% 15% 21% 6%

Sound 6:2% 60% 63% 49% ** 85%

$0 to <$250 20% 15% 21% 26% 14%

$250 to < $500 13% 9% 15% 13% 18%

$500 to <$1,000 13% 8% 14% 5% 28%

;" $1,000 16% 29% 13% 5% 25%

Statistics on Distress Inde1'/:

Mean $276 $293 $271 $ 28 x* $625

Standard Error $82 $326 $ 55 $ 75 $ 62

Median $145 $184 $142 $(20) $530

Distress Index = Net
Cash
Flow

+
Added Rent

from Reduced
Vacancies

Loan Repayment
on Unfunded

PhySICal Backlog
Data Source: Computed.
Note Colunm sums may not add to 100% due to roundmg
*"" Slgrufies that the dIfferences ill proportIons between the older assisted and newer assISted propertIes are statistically

slgmficant at the 95 % level The dIfferences between asSISted and unasSIsted propertIes are not statIstIcally Slgmficant

Percentages ill the older and newer asSIsted categones total 100% of the total asSISted category's 77% Older asslSted
propertIes compnse 45% of the universe, and newer assISted properties compnse 31 %
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Exhibit 3.2

DISTRESS INDEX FOR OLDER ASSISTED PROPERTIES

Older Assisted Older Assisted
DistrtIss IndtIX per Total ()ldel' Av~BRSht~ A;verage DR Size

2BRUnit As$isted <2.25 ~2.25

Total Properties 6,037 4,660 1,377
Percent of Properties 100% 77% 23%

Distressed 31% 27% 44%

< -$1,000 6% 6% 3%

-$1,000 to <-$500 12% 11% 16%

-$500 to < -$250 13% 10% 25%

Stressed 21% 24)% 22%

-$250 to $0 21% 20% 22%

Sound 49% 54% 35%

$0 to <$250 26% 28% 21%

$250 to < $500 13% 15% 6%

$500 to <$1,000 5% 5% 7%

;::, $1,000 5% 6% 1%

Statistics on Distress Index

Mean $ 28 $ 80 ($148)

Standard Error $ 75 $105 $ 66

Median $(20) $14 ($168)

Distress Index =

Data Source: Computed.

Net Added Rent
Cash + from Reduced
Flow Vacancies

Loan Repayment
on Unfunded

Physical Backlog

Note: Column sums may not add to 100% due to rounding.
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12 percent between $500 and $1,000. Newer assisted properties had only 1 percent with deficits

over $1,000 and 3 percent with deficits from $500 to $1,000.

On the other extreme of the Distress Index, 85 percent of newer assisted properties

were sound, compared with 60 percent of unassisted properties and only 49 percent of older

assisted properties. In other words, only half (49 percent) of older assisted properties and only

62 percent of insured properties overall had sufficient internal resources, under current

operations, to cover all of their current fmancial and physical obligations. The remaining

properties (38 percent of the stock or 5,043 properties) will require careful loan servicing,

operating improvements, rent increases, or remedial assistance in order to remain viable in their

current low-income use.

3.3 Characteristics of Distressed Properties-Multifamily Rental Housing with HUD
Insured (or Held) Mortgages

This section p'resents the characteristics of the distressed, stressed, and sound properties

in the full multifamily rental stock with HUD-insured (or held) mortgages. These characteristics

help show the context of distressed properties. In this section (as well as the next), data are

presented by properties' distress status and not by their assistance categories.

Exhibit 3.3 describes the characteristics of residents by overall properties' distress

status. This exhibit is important in showing who IS most affected by the problems of distress.

• The overall income distribution of tenants tended to be similar across distress
categories. There was, however, a small but significant difference in that
distressed properties compared to sound properties had proportionately more
tenants above median income and fewer below 50 percent of median income. This
fmding appears counter-intuitive, but it reflects the fact that over 80 percent of
distressed properties are unassisted or older assisted properties, both of which
include more moderate-income and fewer very low-income tenants than do newer
assisted properties.5

• All categories of properties had more households headed by non-minority whites
(49%) than by any other racial or ethnic group. However, distressed and stressed

5Newer assisted properties (of which only 9 percent are distressed) are often 100 percent assisted
by Section 8, winch HUD has targeted to very lOW-income households. Exhibit 2.2 showed that 90 percent
of residents of newer asSiSted properties have very low incomes, while only 1 percent have incomes at or
above median. By contrast, unassisted properties (30 percent of which are distressed) have 18 percent of
residents with incomes at or above median, but only 22 percent With very low Incomes Similarly, older
assisted properties (31 percent of which are dIstressed) have 3 percent of tenants with incomes at or above
median and only 77 percent with very low incomes.
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Exhibit 3.3

TENANT CHARACTERISTICS BY DISTRESS INDEX
Multifamily Rental Housing with HUn-Insured (or Held) Mortgages

Distressed Stressed
(fn~ (l)l~ lletw_ - Sowd

Tmal <-nsm $-$ll ;mil $Oj Undell :> $0)

Total Properties 13,271 3,168 1,816 8,287
Percent of Properties 100% 24% 14% 62%

Race/Ethnicity1
WhIte 58% 49% xx 51% xx 64%
Black 32% 41% xx 40% "" 26%
Hispanic 5% 5% 4% 5%
Other 5% 5% 5% 5%

Household SIZe
1 Person 41% 33% xx 31% xx 47%
2 People 27% 28% 28% 26%
3 People 16% 18% 20% xx 14%
4 People 10% 13% " 14% xx 8%
5 People 3% 5% 4% 3%
6+ People 3% 3% 2% 2%

Mean Household Size 2 1 2.4 2.5 20

Elderly Head of Household
Percent 33% 25% 23% "x 38%

Household Income
<50% of MedIan 68% 62% x 68% 70%
50-80% of MedIan 19% 19% 20% 18%
80-100 % of Median 8% 9% 8% 7%
::<: 100% of Median 6% 10% ~x 4% 4%

01:* Slgmfies that the dIfferences between Distressed and Sound or Stressed and Sound propertIes are statIstlcally sigruficant at
the 95% confidence level
Slgru.fies that the ihfferences between Distressed and Sound or Stressed and Sound propertIes are statIStIcally slgruficant at
the 90% confidence level

Tenant Data Source: Owner/Manager Survey. HUD Ponn 50059 provIded by property owners, and managers, HUD
prepayment database, NHP study

Note Column sums may not add to 100% due to roundmg

1Percents show the tenant charactenstlCS of the average property m the category mdlcated by the column headmg For example,
the column headed "DIstressed" shows that the average DIstressed property has 49 percent of umts OCCUpIed by fanuhes headed
by whites, 33 percent of umts OCCUpIed by l-person households, and 62 percent of units occupied by households with mcome
under 50 percent of medIan
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properties, compared with sound properties, each had proportionately fewer
households headed by whites, and proportionately more households headed by
blacks. Hispanics and other minorities were equally distributed across the property
distress categories.

• Sound properties had proportionately more single people and households headed
by elderly members, and fewer large families.

Exhibit 3.4 describes the characteristics of properties by their Distress level.

• Distress was more prevalent in larger properties, with average property size being
124 units for distressed properties, compared with 107 and 109 units, respectively,
for stressed and sound properties. This reflects the large proportion of distressed
properties that are unassisted or older assisted, which tend to be larger than the
newer assisted properties (as is shown in Exhibit 2.1).

• There were no significant differences in the types of buildings that were distressed
versus sound (although stress was more common in walk-ups and less common in
high-rises).

• Sound properties had smaller units (i.e., lower average bedroom count) on average
compared with s~essed and distressed properties. This is consistent with the
higher concentration of single and elderly households in sound properties.

• Overall project quality is a rating the study's physical inspectors gave to 'each
property at the end of the inspection. Not surprisingly, distressed and stressed
properties were less likely to be rated as excellent by inspectors, and were more
likely to be rated as fair or poor. Nevertheless, inspectors rated 68 percent of
distressed and 88 percent of stressed properties as being excellent or good (as
opposed to 94 percent of sound properties). Despite their distressed status, for the
moment, most insured properties seemed to be providing tenants with good
housing. (Over the longer run continued fmancial shortfalls or neglected backlogs
may reduce project quality). .

Exhibit 3.5 describes, by distress status, properties' locations and HUD programs.,

• Distressed and stressed properties tended to be located in neighborhoods that were
in worse condition than those in which sound properties were located.6 In
comparison to sound properties, distressed properties were also more likely to be
found in central cities, and less likely to be found in non-metropolitan areas.

6As part of the neighborhood windshield survey, inspectors rated neighborhoods on such items as
condition of housing exteriors and yards, condition of streets and curbs, maintenance of streets, presence of
litter, presence of enviromnental dis-amenities, and presence of amemties. Based on these ratings, inspectors
developed summary ratings of each neighborhood relative to the city as a whole and as a residential
neighborhood.
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Exhibit 3.4

PROPERTY CHARACTERISTICS BY DISTRESS INDEX
Multifamily Rental Housing with BUD-Insured (or Held) Mortgages

Distressed Str~ed

(Index tynl!elt between SolJild
TqW <-SUO) 4251.1 illld $Ii} tlndelt > $OJ

Total Properties 13,271 3,168 1,816 8,287
Percent of Properties 100% 24% 14% 62%

Property Size
<50 Units 19% 19% 19% 18%
50-99 Units 34% 27% x 32% x* 37%
100-199 Units 35% 39% 39% 34%
;,,200 Units 12% 15% 11% 11%

Mean Units 112 124 Xx 107 109
Standard Error 3.5 87 71 4
Median 96 100 98 90

Average Unit SIZe
< 2 25 Bedrooms 80% 75% xx 68% xx , 85%
;" 2.25 Bedrooms 20% 25% * 32% x* 15%

Mean Unit Size 1.7 1 8 xx 2.0 xx 1.6
Standard Error 003 0.05 0.06 0.03
Median 1 9 1 9 21 1.7

BUilding Type
High Rise 28% 28% 14% ** 32%
Walk-Up ·44% 43% 54% xx 41%
SF Attached 28% 29% 30% 26%
SF Detached 0% 0% 2% x 0%

Overall Project QUality
Excellent 39% 26% xx 33% xx 45%
Good 48% 42% 55% 49%
Fair/Poor 13% 32% xx 12% xx 6%

xx Signifies that the differences between Distressed and Sound or Stressed and Sound properties are
statistically significant at the 95 % confidence level

x Signifies that the differences between Distressed and Sound or Stressed and Sound properties are
statistically sigmficant at the 90 % confidence level.

Data Source: InspectIOns.

Note: Column sums may not add to 100% due to rounding.
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Exhibit 3.5

NEIGHBORHOOD AND PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS BY DISTRESS INDEX
Multifamily Rental Housing with BUD-Insured (or Held) Mortgages

Di~ Slt~d

~ ~l><t_ Sound
Thf$ < .$2$1)) ·~511 and $41) (Iud\!>: '> $!II

Total Properties 13,271 3,168 1,816 8,287
Percent of Properties 100% 24% 14% 62%

Neighborhood Quality Relative to
CIty

Better than Average 36% 33% 26% *'" 39%
Average 35% 28% ** 38% 38%
Worse than Average 28% 38% :><:>< 35% ** 21%

QualIty as Residential Neighborhood
Excellent/Good 69% 61% *'" 66% ><:><: 73%
Falr/Poor 31% 39% ** 34% ** 26%

Central City Status
SMSA, Central City 57% 66% ** 58% 54%
SMSA, not Central 32% 28% 31% 33%

CIty
Non-SMSA 11% 6% ** 11% 13%

Assistance Category
UnassIsted 23% 29% 18% 22%
Older Assisted 46% 59% "'''' 68% "'''' 36%
Newer AsSISted 31% ' 13% ~* 14% ** 42%

Sponsor Type
Non-Profit/Coop 18% 22% *'" 29% ** 14%
Limited Dividend 37% 39% 43% * 34%
For Profit 46% 39% ** 27% ** 52%

Mortgage Start Year
Before 1~J70 6% 8% 4% 5%
1970-1979 54% 47% 73% ** 52%
1980 or later 41% 45% 23% "'''' 43%

Preservation Status
Can Prepay Any TIme 54% 46% ** 30% ** 63%
EhgIble for PreservatlOn 26% 29% 39% ** 23%
Incentives

Locked in for Full Term 19% 25% ** 30% ** 14%

"'* Signifies that the differences between Dzstressed and Sound or Stressed and Sound propertIes are statistical
ly significant at the 95% confidence level.
Signifies that the differences between Dzstressed and Sound or Stressed and Sound properties are statistically
significant at the 90% confidence level.

Data Source: Windshield Snrvey, HUD MIDUS database.

Note: Column sums may not add to 100% due to rounding.
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Exhibit 3.5 (continued)

NEIGHBORHOOD AND PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS BY DISTRESS INDEX
Multifamily Rental Housing with HUD-Insured (or Held) Mortgages

'fOOd Distressed: Str~d Suund

Total Properties 13,271 3,168 1,815 8,203
Percent of Properties 100% 24% 14% 62%

:Property:RentsJLocal FMR

<05 5% 7% ** 7% x 3%

0.5-< 1 59% 69% ** 72% ** 53%

1-< 15 28% 19% ",x 19% xx 34%

;",1.5 8% 5% * 2% "'* 10%

Tenant PaidRen~ FMR.

<025 18% 13% * 18% 20%

0.25-<0.5 36% 39% 40% 34%

0.5-< 1 35% 37% 36% 33%

;",1 11% 11% 6% * 13%

Ne:iglriwrhood Vataney

Tight (low vacancy) 40% 28% *'" 41% 44%

Tight-Average 20% 21% 26% 18%
.

Average 18% 19% 14% 18%

Average-Soft 11% 13% 7% 10%

Soft (high vacancy) 11% 18% xx 12% 9%

l'.roperty Relative to Neighborhood Vatallcy

Property Less than Neighborhood 44% 43% 51% 42%

Property Equal to Neighborhood 34% 26% x", 28% * 38%

Property Greater than Neighborhood 22% 31% ** 21% 20%

Source 1) Market Valuation Summary ou Neighborhood Vacancies
2) HUD MIPS database for Property Rents, Tenant Paid Rents and Property Vacancies
3) HUD Fair Market Rent Data

** Signifies that the differences between Distressed and Sound or Stressed and Sound properties are
statistically Significant at the 95% confidence level.

'" Signifies that the differences between Distressed and Sound or Stressed and Sound properties are
statistically significant at the 90% confidence level.
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• Distressed and stressed properties, compared with sound properties, were more
likely to be older assisted and less likely to be newer assisted. Older assisted
properties accounted for 46 percent of the insured stock, but accounted for 59
percent of the distressed properties and for 68 percent of the stressed properties.
In contrast, newer assisted properties accounted for 31 percent of the stock, but
only for 13 percent of distressed properties and 14 percent of stressed properties.

• Distressed and stressed properties were more likely than sound properties to have
nonprofit (or cooperative) owners and were less likely to have for-profit owners
(unrestricted as to dividend distributions). These [mdings largely reflect difference
in programs rather than difference in owners: For-profit owners predominate
among newer assisted properties (where non-profits played a small ownership role)
and non-profits (and cooperatives) were concentrated in older assisted properties
(where unrestricted for-profits were all but absent).

• Distressed and stressed properties were more likely than sound properties to have
rents below the local Section 8 fair market rent (FMR) levels.

• Distressed properties were more likely to be in soft markets (and less likely to be
in tight markets) ihan were sound or stressed properties-a condition beyond their
control. However, distressed properties were likely to have higher vacancies than
the general vacancy rates in their neighborhoods-a condition that they may be able
to improve.

Exhibit 3.6 shows that, as expected, distressed properties were more likely to have high backlogs

of physical needs compared with sound properties.

• On average distressed and stressed properties had higher total physical backlogs
($3,272 and $1,581 per 2BR unit, respectively) than did sound properties ($837).

• On average distressed and stressed properties also had higher unfunded physical
needs backlogs ($2,999 and $1,284 respectively) than did sound properties ($516).
Not only did these properties have high repair needs, but they also lacked the
resources to make the necessary repairs.

• The median unfunded backlog for distressed properties was $2,156. This means
that even with positive net cash flows these properties were likely to be classified
as distressed. The median backlog for sound properties was $0.

Also as expected, Exhibit 3.7 shows that mean annual cash flow for distressed

_properties (minus $880) and stressed properties (minus $28) was far lower than for sound

properties (positive $871). Even before addressing the backlog of physical needs, distressed and

stressed properties had insufficient revenues to cover operations and maintenance, mortgage debt

service, and deposits to reserve accounts. Only 13 percent of distressed properties and 38
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Exhibit 3.6

TOTAL BACKLOG AND UNFUNDED BACKLOG OF PHYSICAL NEEDS
BY DISTRESS INDEX

Multifamily Rental Housing with BUD-Insured (or Held) Mortgages

Dimessed 8tl:essed
ilnd~ (ludell: betweell Sound

'lhtal < -~Z5() -$2SQ and $il) (ln~ to $0)

Total Properties 13,271 3,168 1,816 8,287
Percent of Properties 100% 24% 14% , 62%

Total Backlog per 2BR Unit
<$10 20% 16% * 12% x* 23%
$10 to <500 25% 9% "'''' 15% ** 33%
$500 to < 1,000 13% 7% x* 18% 14%
$1,000 to <2,000 17% 13% 22% 18%
$2,000 to <3,000 8% 12% x* 15% x", 6%
$3,000 to < 4,000 6% 8% 12% ** 4%
$4,000 to <5,000 4% 8% "'x 5% 2%
$5,000 to <7,500 5% 16% ** 2% *x 1%
~$7,500 2% 10% *'" 0% 0%

Mean $1,520 $3,273 "'* $1,581 *x $837
Standard Error $92 274 157 64
Median $654 $2,311 $1,269 $341

Unfunded Needs Backlog per
2BR Umt

$0 44% 21% x", 25% ** 57%
$0 to <500 14% 11% 11% '" 15%
$500 to < 1,000 10% 7% 17% *'" 9%
$1,000 to <2,000 11% 10% 19% x", 10%
$2,000 to <5,000 15% 28% ** 26% ** 8%
$5,000 to <7,500 5% 16% x'" 1% xx 1%
~$7,500 2% 7% *'" 0% *x 0%

Mean $1,214 $2,999 ** $1,284 "'''' , $516
Standard Error $88 268 152 54.0
Median $228 $2,156 $744 $0

J

"'* Signifies that the differences between Distressed and Sound or Stressed and Sound properties are
statistically significant at the 95 % confidence level

* Sigmfies that the differences between Distressed and Sound or Stressed and Sound properties are
statistically significant at the 90% confidence level.

Data Source: Physical inspection, costmg program, and HUD Field Office data on resources.

Note: COlUmn sums may not add to 100% due to roundmg
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Exhibit 3.7

NET CASH FLOW BY DISTRESS INDEX
Multifamily Rental Housing with BUD-Insured (or Held) Mortgages

:Distressed ~$ed
{lnil~ (lniI~~ Sound

Total < -$ZSOl ~ ",,11$11) (Imleo: > $0}

Total Properties 13,271 3,168 1,816 ,8,287
Percent of Properties 100% 24% 14% 62%

Per 2BR Unit Cash Flow

Negati"% CiISh FloW 3Z% 86% ** 6Z%*'" 4%

< -$1,000 4% 16% Xx 0% 0%

-$1,000 to <-$500 6% 23% ** 0% 0%

-$500 to < -$250 8% 28% ** 5% 1%

-$250 to < $0 14% 19% ** 57% ** 3%

p(l$iii,,~ CllSh lIlu,w 68% 13% ** 38%** 91%

$0 to <$250 25% 11% ** 34% 28%

$250 to < $500 13% 2% ::C'l< 3 % x,... 20%

$500 to <$1,000 14% 0% ** 1% ** 23%

;" $1,000 16% 0% ><'1'= 0% ** 26%

SW.lSti~ on Net CllSh Flu,w

Mean $330 ($880) "'''' ($28) ** $871

Standard Error 82 184 19 100

Median $184 ($378) ($24) $482

Mortgage Status ,

In Force-Current 89% 79% ** 90% 93%
Other 11% 21% ** 10% 7%

"-
xx Signifies that the differences between DlStressed and Sound or Stressed and Sound properties are statistical

ly significant at the 95% confidence level
Sigmfies that the differences between DlStressed and Sound or Stressed and Sound properties are statistically
slgmficant at the 90% confidence level.

Data Source: HUD MlDUS and MIPS data bases, HUD Field Offices

Note: Column sums may not add to 100% due to rounding.
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percent of stressed properties had positive cash flows, compared with 97 percent of sound

properties.7 Sixty-seven percent of distressed properties had cash flows of less than minus $250

per unit (compared with only 5 percent of stressed and 1 percent of sound properties)-they were

likely to be distressed regardless of their physical condition.

Distressed properties were more likely than sound properties to have had mortgage

delinquency or assignment. Mortgage insurance was ill force and the mortgage current for 93

percent of sound properties compared with only 79 percent of distressed properties.

Multivariate Analysis of Distress

The tables presented above present the characteristics of properties by their distress

status. As with the discussion of physical needs above, we are interested in determining whether

readily available data can be used to predict distress. Because each of the three assistance

categories are very different, the regression analysis is conducted separately for each category.

Since the distress index is a modified version of net cash flow, it IS not surprising that net cash

flow alone explains most ofthe variance in the distress index (Exhibit 3.8). (The adjusted R2

is over 94 percent for each of the assistance categories in a model that used only cash flow as

a predictor of distress. Adding additional property characteristics such as physical needs

backlog-which is not readily available for most properties-adds very little to the predictive

model.)

3.4 Distress in the Capital Needs Study Properties

As noted above, Congress expressed particular concern about the Capital Needs Study

properties, a total of just under 6,000 assisted properties consisting primarily (but not

exclusively) ofolder assisted properties. Specifically, the Capital Needs Study properties consist

of 5,663 of the 6,037 older assisted properties (Sections 236, 22l(d)(3)BMIR, and 221(d)(3)

with Rent Supplement or Section 8 Loan Management Set Aside); and 228 of the 4,154 newer

7Pour percent of sound properties showed negative cash flow. These properties were not in the
stressed or distressed categories because their negative cash flows are due to higher than average vacancies,
which are assumed to be remedied by management and operating improvements
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Exhibit 3.8

MULTIVARIATE REGRESSION
FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO DISTRESS

Dependent Variable: Distress Index per 2 BR Unit

Independent Varlablesf UnllS$i$ted Older Ass"lSted Newer Assisted

Intercept 66.9258 X" -119.8311 "" -73.2018 xx

(48.530) (17.025) (19.040)

Net Cash Flow 0.9759 X" 0.9891 " 1.0507 **
(0.014) (0.013) (0.020)

Observations 115 309 146

R-Squared 0.9782 0.9501 0.9508.
Adjusted R-Squared 0.9780 0.9409 0.9505

Standard errors In parentheses

* Signifies significance at the 0 1 level

** Signifies sIgnificance at the 0 05 level

Dependent vanable is the Distress Index per 2BR unit equivalent properties.

Distress Index = Net
Cash
Flow

+
Added Rent

from Reduced
Vacancies

Loan Repayment
on Unfunded

Physical Backlog

Sound properties have positive values of Distress Index.
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assisted properties (Section 221(d)(3) with Section 8 New Construction or Substantial

Rehabilitation). 8 The characteristics of the Capital Needs Study properties, therefore, are

virtually identical to those of the older assisted properties as defmed in this report.

The Capital Needs Study properties are deserving of special focus because they face

significantly worse fmancial and physical problems than do other HUD-insured properties.

Exhibit 3 9 shows the distribution of the Distress Index for these properties. Twenty

seven percent of the Capital Needs Study properties were distressed, twenty-two percent were

stressed, and half were sound. As can be seen in the exhibit, the Capital Needs Study properties

were somewhat more hkely to be distressed, and considerably more likely to be stressed than

the overall assisted stock. This reflects the high concentration of older assisted properties in this

subset of assisted properties.

Exhibit 3.10 describes the characteristics of residents in distressed, stressed, and sound

Capital Needs Study properties. The income distribution of tenants tended to be similar across

distress categories. Among residents in the Capital Needs Study properties, the lowest income

households were no more likely to live in distressed properties than were households with higher

incomes.9 Households m sound properties were more likely to be headed by whites, while

households living in stressed and distressed properties were more likely to be headed by blacks.

Hispanics and other minorities were equally distributed across the types of properties. Single

people and households headed by elderly members were more likely than larger families to live

in sound properties.

Exhibit 3.11 describes the characteristics of Capital Needs Study properties by their

Distress Index. In contrast with sound properties, both distressed and stressed properties tended

to have somewhat fewer, but larger units. This is consistent with the higher concentration of

single and elderly households in sound properties. Distressed and sound properties were similar

in tenus of prevalent building types, though stress was more prevalent in properties that

'Thus 96 percent of caPital needs properties are older assi8ted, and 94 percent of older assisted
properties are Capital Needs Study properties Four percent of capital needs properties are newer assisted,
and five percent of newer assisted properties are Capital Needs Study properties

"It should be noted however, that 93 percent ofall households in the Capital Needs Study properties
had incomes below 80 percent of the median for their area, and 77 percent had mcomes below 50 percent of
the median Thus, the bulk of the tenants in distressed properties are very low-income, even though no more
so than those in sound properties.
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Exhibit 3.9

DISTRESS INDEX
Capital Needs Study Properties versus All Assisted Properties

AssisWd~m

Distress Index per ZBR Ullit TOOl!. AssIsted Capital Needs Stndy

Total Properties 10,191 5,891

DiIltt'eSSed 23% Z7%

< -$1,000 4% 3%

-$1,000 to < -$500 9% 11%

-$500 to < -$250 10% 13%

stressed :15% 22%

$-250 to $0 15% 22%

Sound ~% 50%

$0 to <$250 21% 26%

. $250 to < $500 15% 13%

$500 to <$1,000 14% 5%

;,,; $1,000 13% 6%

Statlstks on Distress Index

Mean $271 $84

Standard Error $ 55 $76

Median $142 $6

Distress Index =

Data Source Computed

Net
Cash +
Flow

Added Rent
from Reduced

Vacancies

Loan Repayment
on Unfunded

Physical Backlog

Note: Column sums may not add to 100% due to roundmg.
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Exhibit 3.10

TENANT CHARACTERISTICS BY DISTRESS INDEX
Capital Needs Study Properties

Distressed Stressed
(ink < (lndexb_ SOlJnd

Total -$-ZStl) -$cZ50 amHO) ~>$l)J

Total Properties 5,891 1,646 1,266 2,979
Percent of Properties 100% 28% 21% 51%

Race/Ethmcity
White 51% 41% x* 46% xx 59%
Black 37% 48% x* 44% ",x 30%
Hispanic 6% 6% 4% 7%
Other 5% 5% 6% 4%

Household SIZe
1 Person 35% 30% x 29% * 41%
2 People 25% 25% 26% 25%
3 People 19% 20% 22% 17%
4 People 13% 15% 16% 11%
5 People 5% 6% 5% 4%
6+ People 3% 4% 3% 2%

Mean Household Size 2.4 2.6 2.6 2.2

Elderly Head of Household (per-
cent) 32% 27% '" 27% x 36%

Household Income
<50% of Median 77% 76% 75% 78%
50-80% of Median 17% 16% 19% 16%
80-100% of Median 4% 4% 4% 4%
;,,100% of Median 3% 4% 2% 2%

*x Signifies that the differences between Distressed and Sound or Stressed and Sound properties are
statistically significant at the 95 % confidence level.

x Signifies that the differences between Distressed and Sound or Stressed and Sound properties are
statistically significant at the 90% confidence level.

Data Source: OwnerlManager Survey, HUD Form 50059 provided by property owners, and managers,
HUD prepayment database, NHP study.

Note Column sums may not add to 100% due to rounding.
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Exhibit 3.11

PROPERTY CHARACTERISTICS BY DISTRESS INDEX
Capital Needs Study Properties

Diitressed . stressed
{JndelJ< (lndmt l!ewreen SOdlid

TlItal < -$2511) -~250 lllld j)) (!will>: :> $0)
-

Total Properties 5,891 1,646 1,266 2,979
Percent of Properties 100% 28% 21% 51%

Property Size
<50 Umts 19% 27% x* 16% 15%
50-99 Units 33% 30% 33% 35%
100-199 Umts 37% 35% 43% 35%
~200 Units 12% 8% 9% 15%

Mean Umts 108 96 ** 104 ** 116
Standard Error 42 7.0 7.5 6.6
Median 96 80 100 98

,
Average Unit Size

< 2.25 Bedrooms 71% 61% *x 68% *'" 79%
~2.25 Bedrooms 29% 39% x* 32% xx 21%

Mean Unit Size 1 8 1.9 x* 2.0 *'" 1.8
Standard Error 0.04 0.08 0.08 005 _
Median 20 2.1 2.1 20

BniIdmg Type
High Rise 21% 17% 17% 25%
Walk-Up - 46% 44% 54% x'" 43%
SF Attached 33% 39% 28% 32%

Overall Project Quality
Excellent 26% 14% ** 24% 34%
Good 52% 39% ** 63% *'" 55%
Fair/Poor 22% 47% ** 13% 11%

xx Signifies that the differences between Distressed and Sound or Stressed and Sound properties are
statistically SIgnificant at the 95 % confidence level.

* Sigmfies that the differences between Distressed and Sound or Stressed and Sound properties are
statistically significant at the 90% confidence level.

Data Source: InspectIOns.

Note' Colnmn sums may not add to 100% due to rounding.
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consisted of walk-ups.

Distressed and stressed Capital Needs Study properties were less likely to be rated as

excellent by the study's inspectors, and distressed properties were more likely to be rated as fair

or poor. Nearly half (47 percent) of distressed Capital Needs Study properties were rated as fair

or poor.

As shown in Exhibit 3.12, both stressed and distressed Capital Needs Study properties

tended to be in worse neighborhoods compared with sound properties, in terms of the

neighborhood as a residential area (both stressed and distressed) and the neighborhood relative

to its city (distressed only). Distressed Capital Needs Study properties also were more likely

than sound Capital Needs Study properties to be found in central cities and tight markets.

Since most of the Capital Needs Study properties were older assisted, it is not surprising

that there was no difference in the mortgage age for distressed versus sound properties (most of

the mortgages involved were issued during the 1970s). There was also no difference in

properties' categorical eligibility for preservation incentives under the Low Income Preservation

and Homeownership Act of 1990. However, the bad neighborhoods and high physical needs

backlogs of the distressed properties may make it less likely that owners could demonstrate

preservation equity needed to rate incentives.

As expected, distressed and stressed Capital Needs Study properties had much higher

backlogs ofphysical needs than did sound properties (Exhibit 3.13). On average, the distressed

properties had $4,222 per unit of needed repairs, compared with $1,793 for stressed, and $1,003

for sound properties. Only 17 percent of Capital Needs Study distressed properties had physical

needs backlogs of less than $1,000, compared with 37 percent of stressed, and 63 percent of

sound Capital Needs Study properties.

The average unjundedbacklog was also much higher in distressed Capital Needs Study

properties ($3,882) and stressed properties ($1,454) than in sound properties ($576). Distressed

and stressed Capital Needs Study properties not only had high backlogs, but they also lacked

resources to make necessary repairs. Sixty-seven percent of distressed Capital Needs Study
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Exhibit 3.12

NEIGHBORHOOD AND PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS BY DISTRESS INDEX
Capital Needs Study Properties

Dis~ ~
(Index (Indexbetween Sound

Total < " $;1st) - $$(}tJ> G) (Ind0>< > $(}}

Properties 5,891 1,646 1,266 2,979
Percent 100% 28% 21% 51%

Neighborhood Quahty Relative to
City

Better than Average 21% 14% "" 17% *'" 28%
Average 38% 33% 42% 39%
Worse than Average 40% 52% ** 41% '" 33%

Quality as Residential
Neighborhood

Excellent/Good 60% 50% ,,'" 64% 66%
Fair/Poor 40% 50% ,,'" 36% 34%

Central City Status
SMSA, Central City 59% 67% "* 62% 53%
SMSA, not Central 30% 25% 28% 35%

City
Non-SMSA 11% 8% 11% 12%

Sponsor Type
Non-Profit/Coop 38% 39% 42% '" 35%
LIllUted Dividend 62% 61% 58% '" 65%

Mortgage Start Year
Before 1970 9% 13% 5% 8%
1970-1979 86% 80% 92% 87%
1980 or later 5% 7% 2% 5%

Preservation Status
Eligible for Preservation 60% 55% 56% 63%
Incentives

Locked in for Full Term 40% 45% 44% 37%

*'" Signifies that the differences between Distressed and Sound or Stressed and Sound properties are
statistically sigmficant at the 95% confidence level.
Signifies that the differences between Distressed and Sound or Stressed and Sound properties are
statistically significant at the 90% confidence level

Data Source: Windshield Survey, HUD MIDUS database.

Note: Colunm sums may not add to 100% due to roundmg.
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Exhibit 3.12 (continued)

NEIGHBORHOOD AND PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS BY DISTRESS INDEX
Capital Needs Study Properties

Tfital Distressed Stressed Sound

Properlies 5,891 1,646 1,266 2,979
~ercent 100% 28% 22% 51%

l'roperty RentsJLocal :FMR

<05 9% 11% 11% 7%

05-< 1 83% 84% 84% 82%

;;,1 8% 5% 5% 11%

Tenant Paid Rents/.LuCld FMR

<025 11% 11% 12% 10%

0.25-<05 58% 64% 55% 56%

0.5-< 1 30% 24% 33% 31%

;;,1 1% 0% 0% 3%

Neighborhood Vacancy

TIght (low vacancy) 36% 28% "X 34% 41%

TIght-Average 24% 24% 28% 22%

Average 19% 23% 16% 19%

Average-Soft 9% 11% 4% 9%

Soft (high vacancy) 12% 14% 18% * 9%

l'ropeny Rcliltive to Nelgbborhood Vataltcy

Property Less than Neighborhood 50% 52% 60% x* 45%

Property Equal to NeIghborhood 33% 26% * 29% 38%

Property Greater than Neighborhood 17% 22% 11% 17%

Source. 1) Market Valuation Suunuary on Neighborhood Vacancies
2) HUD MIPS database for Property Rents, Tenant Paid Rents and Property Vacancies
3) HUD Fair Market Rent Data

*X Signifies that the differences In proportions between the distressed and sound or stressed and sound
properties are statistically sIgnificant at the 95% level.

* Signifies that the dIfferences in proportions between the distressed and sound or stressed and sound
properties are stalistically significant at the 90% level.
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Exhibit 3.13

TOTAL BACKLOG AND UNFUNDED BACKLOG OF PHYSICAL NEEDS
BY DISTRESS INDEX

Capital Needs Study Properties

Distt-esself stressed
c(l"ndelt (ful!el( lwtw. Sound

ToW -< .$2S1\) -~OClY1\) (ln1!eJ< '> $0)

Total Properties 5,891 1,646 1,266 2,979
Percent of Properties 100% 28% 21% 51%

Total Backlog per 2BR Unit
<$10 11% 3% x~ 13% 15%
$10 to <500 21% 7% *x 7% *x 34%
$500 to < 1,000 13% 7% 17% 14%
$1,000 to <2,000 18% 10% 24% 19%
$2,000 to < 3,000 12% 15% 14% 9%
$3,000 to <4,000 9% 10% ~ 18% x~ 4%
$4,000 to <5,000 6% 13% x* 5% 3%
$5,000 to <7,500 7% 21 % ** 2% 1%
~$7,500 4% 13% ** 0% 0%

Mean $2,072 $4,222 x* $1,793 ** $1,003
Standard Error 147 364 186 103
Median $1,219 $3,636 $1,619 $513

Unfunded Needs Backlog per
2BR Umt

$0 38% 12% ** 25% ~~ 57%
$0 to <500 9% 6% 2% *~ 12%
$500 to < 1,000 11% 6% 22% x* 9%
$1,000 to <2,000 12% 9% 19% 12%
$2,000 to <5,000 22% 37% *~ 31% 9%
$5,000 to <7,500 6% 18% * 2% ** 1%
~$7,500 3% 12% *x 0% 0%

Mean $1,688 $3,882 *~ $1,454 ** $576
Standard Error 145 362 183 84
Median $638 $3,425 $1,059 $0

*X Signifies that the differences between Distressed and Sound or Stressed and Sound properties are
statistically sigmficant at the 95% confidence level.

* Signifies that the differences between Distressed and Sound or Stressed and Sound properties are
statistically sigmficant at the 90% confidence level.

Data Source: Physical inspection, costing program, and HUD Field Office data on resources.

Note: Column sums may not add to 100% due to rounding.
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properties had unfunded backlogs of over $2,000, and included in these, 30 percent had

unfunded backlogs of over $5,000 per 2BR ,unit. Even with positive net cash flows these

properties were likely to be classified as distressed.10

Regarding [mances, 82 percent of distressed Capital Needs Study properties had

negative cash flows, 'compared to 54 percent of stressed, and only 7 percent of sound Capital

Needs Study propertIes (Exhibit 3.14). Even before addressing physical needs, revenues were

insufficient to cover operations and maintenance, mortgage debt service, and deposits to reserve

accounts on an ongoing basis. On average, distressed CapItal Needs Study properties had a cash

flow deficit of $268 per unit per year (which is likely to yield a Distress Index below the distress

threshold even before covering physical needs). The stressed Capital Needs Study properties

also had negative average cash flows of minus $5 per unit per year, with 46 percent having

positive cash flows. In contrast the sound Capital Needs Study properties had positive cash

flows averaging $567 per year, and 93 percent had positive cash flowsY

3.5 Conclusion-Capital Needs of Distressed Multifamily Properties

This concluding section provides national estimates of the capital needs of distressed

properties. These estimates are based on the measures of the unfunded physical needs backlog

discussed previously, and use the Distress Index derived in this chapter to classify properties as

distressed, stressed, or sound.

. .

Multifamily Rental Stock

Among the entire multifanilly stock with HUD-insured (or held) mortgages, there were

3,168 distressed properties containing 382,358 2BR equivalent units (Exhibit 3.15). These

properties had a total backlog of physical needs of nearly $989 million. Of this amount, nearly

IOThe actual level of unfunded repaJrs which yields a distress mdex of below -$250 IS $2,315 (10.8
percent of $2,315 = $250).

IISeven percent of sound properties showed negative cash flow. These propertIes were not in the
stressed or distressed categones because their negative cash flows were due to higher than average vacancies,
whIch are assumed to be remedied as part of management Improvements.
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Exhibit 3.14

NET CASH FLOW BY DISTRESS INDEX
Capital Needs Study Properties

DIstressed S~
{lnd"" < (f"allxh<tween Sttund

Total -$15ft) -$Ull;mil$ll) ~>$lf)

Total Properties 5,891 1,646 1,266 2,979
Percent of Properties 100% 28% 21% 51% -
Per 2BR Unit Cash Flow

l'l~veCJII!h lllow 38% 82~ $4% 7%

< -$1,000 0% 0% 0% 0%

-$1,000 to < -$500 7% 23% "'* 0% 1%

-$500 to < -$250 10% 31% ** 3% 2%

-$250 to < $0 21% 28% ** 51% "'* 4%

Positive cash Flow ~2% 18% 46% ~3~

$0 to <$250 36% 13% ** 40% 47%

$250 to < $500 13% 4% *'" 5% *'" 22%

$500 to < $1,000 7% 1% ** 1% ¥'" 12%

~$1,000 6% 0% ** 0% 12%

Stanstres ou"Net cash Flow

Mean $211 ($268) ** ($5) "'* $567

Standard Error 74.0 320 213 143.0

Median $ 56 ($271) $(4) $229

Mortgage Status
In Force-Current 89% 87% 90% 90%
Other 11% 13% 10% 10%

** Signifies that the differences between Distressed and Sound or Stressed and Sound properties are
statistICally Significant at the 95 % confidence level.

'" Signifies that the differences between Distressed and Sound or Stressed and Sound properties are
statistically significant at the 90% confidence level

Data Source: HUD MIDLIS and MIPS data bases, HUD Field Offices.

Note: Column sums may not add to 100% due to rounding.
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Exhibit 3.15

TOTAL CAPITAL NEEDS OF DISTRESSED,MULTIFAMILY HOUSING
Multifamily Rental Stock and Capital Needs Study Properties

Housing with HOD-Insured (or Held) Mortgages

Tatal
DiSlt"essed Stressed Distressed
PivperUes Vl"OPertbJs & Stressed

MultifaJnily RetUI'\l ~ck-MI Properties ,

Number of Properties 3,168 1,816 4,984
Number of Units (2BR equivalents) 382,358 203,513 585,871

Total Backlog of Physical Needs $988.5 $338.1 $1,3266
(in $ millions)

Unfunded Backlog of Physical $897.7 $285.8 $1,183.5
Needs (in $ millIons)

Assisted Properties

Number of Properties 2,258 1,494 3,752
Number of Units (2BR equivalents) 229,250 162,652 391,902

Total Backlog of Physical Needs $785.7 $291.6 $1,0773
(in $ millions)

Unfunded Backlog of Physical $708.3 $247.0 $955.3
Needs (in $ mIllIons)

Capital ~iI$:Swdy Pruperties

Number of Properties 1,646 1,266 2,912
Number of Uruts (2BR equivalents) 159,297 136,804 296,101

Total Backlog of Physical Needs $6190 $255.6 $874.6
(in $ nnllions)

Unfunded Backlog of Physical $564.4 $2148 $779.2
Needs (in $ millIons)

Based on DISTRESS INDEX derived in Chapter 3, physical inspections, HUD MIPS financIal data,
and Field Office records
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$898 million was unfunded backlog. 12 There were an additional 1,816 stressed properties (with

203,513 2BR units) that had a total backlog of physical needs of $338 million, of which nearly

$286 million was unfunded backlog. Thus, the combined unfunded backlog for distressed and

stressed properties was nearly $1.2 billion.13
'

This unfunded backlog represents the upper limit on the amount of resources that these

insured properties would need (from sources external to the property) to fund all repairs and

replacements. This is because:

• Many properties had positive cash flow that could be applied toward remedying
the physical backlog. As was shown in Exhibit 3.7, 13 percent of distressed
properties and 38 percent of stressed properties had some positive cash flow even
at their current levels of rent, occupancy, and operating efficiency.

• Many properties couldfund some oftheir backlog by improving cash flow. By
improving operations or staging repairs, some distressed and stressed properties
could improve occupancy, efficiency, or rent levels, thus increasing cash flow
available to remedy backlogs (or amortize repair loans).

• Owners ofsome unassisted properties could reap higher rents and occupancy by
investing their own funds in remedying backlogs. Unlike assisted properties,
whose rents and occupancy are tightly regulated, many unassisted properties are
able to rent at market levels for the quality of housing they provide.

• A minority ofproperties have extremely high backlogs which, from the Federal
budgetary standpoint, may not be cost effective to" ~emedy relative to other
options. For example, 'Exhibit 3.6 showed that 7 percent of distressed properties
had unfunded backlqgs exceeding $7,500 per unit, and another 16 percent had
unfunded backlogs of from $5,000 to $7,500 per unit. These properties add
disproportionately to the national backlog estimates. Depending upon their overall
quality, their locational desirability to tenants relative to other housing options, and
their current annual subsidy costs (if assisted), it may be more cost effective to

'2Total physical needs backlog is the cost to restore all systems to original workmg condition.
Unfunded physical needs backlog is the amount by winch the total backlog exceeds funds aVaIlable In a
property's replacement reserve or residual receIpts accounts Based on HUD practIce, any amounts up to two
years' reserve deposIts is ~onsidered unavailable

"The backlog for sound propertIes was omitted from Exhibit 3 13 because sound properties have
sufficient internal resources (from their reserve accounts, cash flow, and potential operating improvements)
to cover their backlogs while continuing to make deposits to their reserve accounts to cover future physIcal
needs. There were 8,287 sound properties containing 834,720 2BR equivalent units. These propertIes had
a total backlog of $707 4 millIon, of which $452.4 million was unfunded backlog. These properties should
be able to make all necessary repairs and replacements without addItional Federal assistance " "
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retire some of these especially high backlog properties from the stock of HUD
insured housing rather than to repair them.

• For some distressed properties, lack ofan owner willing to cooperate may make
it impossible to underlake an effective program of physical improvements.
Hun's ability to assist properties depends upon the presence of a cooperative
owner. While HUD may resort to administrative and legal sanctions to motivate
some uncooperative owners, and may be able to effect the replacement of others;
in some situations (such as weak local market conditions, limited rmancial potential
of a property) it may be difficult for HUD to install an owner who will undertake
an effective physical improvement program even with HUD assistance.

Assisted Properties

Assisted properties comprise a major portion of the distressed and stressed multifamily

stock discussed above (Exhibit 3.15). There were 2,258 distressed properties (containing

229,235 2BR units), and 1,494 stressed properties (containing 162,662 2BR units). Distressed

properties had a total needs backlog of $786 million, of which $708 million was unfunded

backlog. Stressed properties had a total needs backlog of $292 million, of which $247 million

was unfunded. Thus, the combined unfunded needs backlog of assisted properties that are either

distressed or stressed was $955 million.14 For the reasoIJ,s given'above, this $955 million in

capital needs represents the upper limit on properties' need for additional assistance from HUD.

Many of these distressed and stressed properties among the assisted stock would be

eligible to apply for the Department's existing remedial assistance programs, Section 8 Loan

Management Set Aside (LMSA), Flexible Subsidy Operating Loans, and Flexible Subsidy

Capital Improvement Loans.

Capital Needs Study Properties

Capital Needs Study properties (which are a subset of assisted properties discussed

above) include 1,646 distressed properties (containing 159,297 2BR equivalent units) and 1,266

stressed properties (containing 136,804 2BR equivalent units) (Exhibit 3.15). Distressed

properties had a total backlog of physical needs of $619 million, of which $564 million was

'''There were 6,439 sound assisted properties contaming 602,415 2BR equivalent umts. These
properties had total physical needs backlogs of$530.4 million ofwhich $302.4 rmllion was unfunded backlog.
However, as was true of sound properties in the entire multifamily stock, these sound properties have
sufficient internal resources to cover their full backlogs without need for additIOnal Federal assistance
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unfunded backlog. Stressed properties had a total physical needs backlog of $255 million, of

which $215 million was unfunded. Thus, the combined unfunded backlog for distressed and

stressed properties was $779 million.IS Again, this estimate represents the upper limit on

properties' need for additional assistance from HUD.

Capital Needs Study properties account for a large share of the national unfunded

backlog in multifamily housing: Distressed Capital Needs Study properties are 52 percent of

all distressed properties, and account for 63 percent of the unfunded needs backlog of the

distressed multifamily stock; they are also 73 percent of the distressed assisted properties and

account for 80 percent of the unfunded needs backlog of distressed assisted properties.

Distressed and stressed Capital Needs Study properties would be eligible to apply for

assistance under the current remedial assistance programs, Flexible Subsidy and Section 8

LMSA.

l'There were 2,979 sound Capital Needs Study properties containing 327,656 2BR eqUivalent units
These properties had total physical needs backlogs of $336 4 million of which $193 4 million was unfunded
backlog However, as was true of sound properties in the entire multifamily stock, these sound properties
have suffiCient internal resources to cover their full backlogs without need for additional Federal assistance
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APPENDIX A

SAMPLING

A.I Target Population

The potential respondent universe for the study is the multifamily residential housing

stock that, as of mid-l989, had a fully insured or HUD-held mortgage and was in a Metropolitan

Area or adjacent county in the contiguous 48 states or the District of Columbia. The universe

selection is designed to balance policy research needs against study cost, respondent burden, and

data collection feasibility. 1

The umverse consists of some 13,271 properties2 entered in the HUD Multifamily

Insured and Direct Loan Information System (MIDUS), which is the Department's master

'We have excluded the following property types for the following reasons'

• Properties not in the contIgnous 48 states or the DIstnct of Columbia and properties m remote
rural counties-these areas mclude relatively few properties and would prohibItively rrose data
collectIOn costs

• Properties with PHA, Public Body, or condominium owners-mcluslOn of properties havmg
these owner types would greatly compllcate modellng and analysis whl1e providmg HUD with
relatively llttle pollcy gnidance.

• Co-insured properties-would require separate analysIs, because of flawed underwriting, would
requIre costly extra data collection because Field Offices mrontain less complete files on them,
and would be of relatively llttle pollcy gnldance smce the Department has termmated these
programs because of their flawed desIgn

• Nursing homes and mobl1e homes-are qUIte separate m structltre, management, and purpose
from the multifamily residential properties that are the core of this study

• Veterans and War Housmg-HUD has generally had less dIrect overSight over these special
purpose properties, and rarely has project files available for analysIs. This would make data
collectIOn much more burdensome to respondents and more costly.

• Properties whose titles have been acqUIred by HUD-these properties, which constitute less
than 4 percent of the stock, generally leave the mventory relatively qUIckly, and have

• incomplete project files, both making data collection and analySIS difficult and costly.
• Section 202 Elderly or Handicapped Direct Loan Projects-these projects have direct loans to

nonprofit sponsors rather than insured mortgages, and generally differ substantially from the
msured stock Their mcluslOn would greatly compllcate and raise the cost of thIS study

• Uninsured State 236 and Uninsured S8-HUD lacks key data on these unmsured properties,
and has less progr3.lllmatlc control over time. Their inclUSIon would complicate the study and
greatly raise respondent burden and costs.

• 235 and Other Smgle F3.llllly-these properties have llttle m common with the multif3.lllily
rental properties upon which thIS study focuses

2We ongmally assumed that the Ulllverse included 13,667 properties However, our Field Office
survey produced an estimate of nearly 400 properties in the MIDUS file that were not part of the study
universe because they were life care facl1ities, their mortgages had been paid off, or they were HUD-acquired
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processing fIle on multifamily insurance programs. .Properties included in the universe are of

three assistance categories:

1. Unassisted

The following Sections of the Act, unless they have some rental assistance:

207 Multifamily Housing
220 Urban Renewal
231 Elderly
22l(d)(3) Market Interest Rate (MR)
221(d)(4) Multifamily Rental Housing

2. Older Assisted

Any of the following three classes are included:

Sections of the Act:
221(d)(3) Below Market Interest Rate (BMIR), formally known as 221(d)(5)
236 Interest Supplement on Rental and Cooperative Housing

Any project that has a Rent Assistance Program (RAP) or Rent Supplement
contract

Any insured multifamily Section of the Act having one of following types of
Section 8 assistance:

Loan Management Set Aside (LMSA) Section 8
Property Disposition Section 8
Rent Supplement conversion
RAP conversion

3. Newer Assisted

Any insured multifamily Section of the Act having anyone of the following types
of Section 8 assistance:

Section 8 New Construction
. Section 8 Substantial Rehab

Section 8 Mod Rehab

The sampling frame for this study was drawn from properties in the MIDUS data base.

Variables used to defme the sample were drawn primarily from MIDUS, with supplementary

variables extracted from other BUD computerized data bases, particularly the Section 8

Management Information System (MIS).
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The sample contains two major components. The first is a large probability sample of

roughly 1,000 properties for which we have assembled a basic set of data drawing heavily upon

records already required and available on HUD computer ftles or at HUD Field Offices. This

sample is termed the monitoring sample because it provides baseline data on a sample for which

HUD could update the data relatively easily for ongoing monitoring of the HUD-insured

multifamily rental stock. A 90 percent completion rate was expected for this sample, yielding

about 900 sample properties with the required data. During our preliminary data collection with

Field Offices, Field Office staff identified 24 properties that were either no longer in the

inventory (n= 19) or were ineligible for the sample because they were elderly congregate housing

(n=5). Following the on-site inspections, two additional properties were determined to be

ineligible, leaving a fmal monitoring sample of 974 properties (which is a completion rate of 97

percent).

A subsample of 600 of the 1,000 properties was randomly drawn to form the analysis

sample. As noted above, during the Field Office data collection 24 properties were determined

to be ineligible for the study. These included 12 properties from the analysis sample. Prior to

collecting on-site data, we replaced these properties with other monitoring sample properties in

the same geographic areas and assistance categories as the ineligible properties, so that our

preliminary analysis sample included 600 properties. For this sample we also obtained physical

inspections, market value assessments, owner/manager data, and tenant data. We had originally

expected that this could be successfully carried out in about 575 of the 600 properties, for a

completion rate of around 96 percent. Data were successfully collected for 570 of the 600

properties Some properties were not inspected due to refusals on the part of owners or

managers or difficulty in scheduling inspections (n=28). Other properties were inspected, but

the data were not used because we later discovered that the properties were not eligible for the

study (n=2). Thus, our fmal analysis sample included 570 properties, which is a completion

rate of 95 percent.

As discussed in more detail later, the three categories of properties divide into four

sampling domains, for which separate estimates are needed-unassisted, older assisted properties

which can house large families, other older assisted properties, and newer assisted properties.

• Unassisted properties are of interest because of HUD's contingent mortgage
insurance liability, and the fact that many tenants are low-income.
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.. Newer assisted properties represent the major resource for new low-income
housing. In addition they are also at risk for opt outs, that is, voluntary
termination of their Section 8 housing assistance payment contracts.

.. Older assisted properties are ofparticular interest because of their higher likelihood
of being in distress; many are also at risk for prepayment or opt-outs.

.. Special attention is paid to projects accommodating larger families (with average
bedroom size 2.25 or greater per unit) because:

- From prior research, we know these are disproportionately distressed;

- These are households for whom it is hardest to find alternatives, which is
especially important for prepayment and opt-outs, where vouchers alone are less
likely to be adequate.

The overall and domain sample sizes for the monitoring sample and analysis sample are

shown on the following page along with the corresponding population counts.
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Monitoring Sample

Expecled
Nwnber'ilf !<)!Qa!

!nil:1al ElI<pWM Propertioo Ael.uId ~
U.m.etse> SmnpJe'Slze CllmpletiOlt with Rl!<JIIlred Compl<!llDn with R~"lffll

!)<)main {Propertk$} {Properties} Rate lJala Rate Data

UnaSsIsted 3,080 205 90% 184 92% 188

Older asSISted, 1,377 200 90% 180 99% 198
Avg BR:>:2.25

Older asSISted, 4,660 340 90% 306 98% 334
AvgBR<2.25

Newer asSISted 4,154 255 90% 230 100% 254

I Total I 13,271 I 1,000 I 90% I 900 I 97% I 974 I

Analysis Sample

E.qlected
NnmbeJ: ot MWllI

PopUlation lnfflaJ Sample Et<:lleet«l. l'I'epel:lles AttnnJ Properlles
Sl.iJ! S-lZe Compli!lJJm. \'i'ith :ll:eqult«l. CoIllp1eti(lJi u'ith ltegwred

llomaln (Pl:'~ (l'I'operlks} RlIt~ !)lito! Rate Data

UnassISted 3,080 123 96% 118 93% 115

Older asSISted 1,377 120 96% 115 96% 115
Avg BR:>:2 25

Older asSISted 4,660 204 96% 195 95% 194
Avg.BR<225

Newer asSISted 4,154 153 96% 147 96% 146

hotal I 13,271 I 600 I 96% I 575 I 95% I 570 I

'In our original sample we assumed the actual universe was:

Unassisted -
Older assisted, average BR ~ 2.25
Older assisted, average BR <2.25
Newer asSiSted
Total

3,357
1,392
4,748
4,170

13,667

About 400 properties were later estlmated to be ineligible based on the results of the momtoring sample.

'The sample sizes for each group were predetermined to provide reliable estimates for each domain
of interest. Both groups of older assisted properties were oversamp1ed due to their higher policy relevaoce.
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A.2 Statistical Methods

Stratification and Sampling

Introduction

The main objectives of this study relate to both the current status of the HUD-insured

multifamily rental housing stock and future condition of this stock. Some of the basic

descriptors of the current status of the stock can be addressed using the monitoring sample,

which involves only secondary data collection from existing HUD data files. Answering some

of the more detailed questions regarding the current status of the stock as well as simulating

future conditions involves more detailed primary data collection. Given these objectives, the

design involved fIrst selecting a monitoring sample of properties and then selecting a subsample

as the analysis sample for which primary data were collected. The sample sizes selected for

each of the four key domains of policy interest along with universe size for each category of

property detennine the sampling fractions. The universe, sample sizes, and resulting sampling

fractions are:

Assumed M~nit~ring

Universe Sample
Sb<e Size sampling

Domain (Properties) (Properties) Fraction"

Unassisted 3,357 205 0.0611

Older Assisted, Avg. BR ;;:: 2.25 1,392 200 0.1437

Older Assisted, Avg. BR < 2.25 4,748 340 0.0716

Newer Assisted 4,170 255 0.0611

Total 13,667 1,000 0.0730

As shown above, the two older assisted domain were oversampled due to their higher policy

relevance. In the sections that follow the details of the sample design are presented.

5Sampling fraction = Sample Size / Umverse Size
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Selection of Primary Sampling Units

While the monitoring sample involved only secondary data collection, the analysis

sample involved several intensive on-site primary data collection efforts for each sampled

property. As with any national sample, cost-efficiency as related to travel cost between

properties was a major concern. The approach to dealing with this issue was to cluster the

sample of 1,000 properties within a fIrst-stage sample of 53 Primary Sampling Units (PSUs),

with each PSU composed of Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs) and non-MSA counties. In

some cases nearby or adjacent MSAs were grouped together in order to satisfy minimum PSU

size requirements in terms of number of properties. The sample size of 53 PSUs was deter

mined by taking cost and variance considerations into account. Fifty to 100 geographic clusters

is typical of national surveys of 500-2000 respondents. The number of clusters ensures that

subgroups of properties are distributed across geographic locations, without being overly expen

sive.

We wanted the sampled properties to have equal weight within each domain. This in

turn determines the minimum PSU size from the requirement that:

53 MOS,
-13-,6-6-7-:' x f 21j = 0.1437

where 0.1437 equals the sampling fraction for older assisted properties with average BR size

;;;:'2.25 which are sampled in the highest proportion, f2" equals the second stage sampling

fraction for this group within PSU" which in a "take-all" situation would equal one, and MOS,

is the total number of properties in the ith PSU. Solving for MOS, yields a value of 37

properties as the required minimum PSU size. This means that any MSA with fewer than 37

properties would have to be combined with a nearby or adjacent MSA if one exists.

Sample PSUs were selected with probability proportional to size (PPS) sampling. The

PPS sampling procedure used total properties as the measure of size. The sampling frame of

PSUs was stratifIed prior to PSU selectiOn in order to reduce the sampling error of property

level estimates. First, all PSUs were sorted by the ten HUD regions. Within each HUD region,

PSUs were next sorted by total number of dwelling units in all properties in the PSU. This

ensured that the sample is representative of all PSUs in terms of total units contained.
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Sort Order

High to low
Low to high
High to low
Low to high
High to low
Low to high
High to low
Low to high
High to low
Low to high

To draw the 53 sample PSUs the total measure of size was cumulated, aud au initial

PPS selection interval, K, of:

K = 13,667/53 = 257.87

was fIrst computed. PSUs that would have had a selection probability of 0.65 or greater were

in fact included in the sample with certainty. These are PSUs with a measure of size greater

thau or equal to 167.6 properties. A total of 17 PSUs met this criterion. The 0.65 inclusion

criterion was chosen to ensure that all of the larger MSAs, in terms of total properties, were

represented in the sample. Following this step, 36 noncertainty PSUs were selected with

probability proportional to size sampling by fIrst recomputing the PPS selection interval with the

certainty PSUs removed, aud then applying this recomputed PPS selection interval to the

noncertainty PSU sampling frame. Exhibit A.I shows the sample PSUs.

Total properties is the measure of size. However, we also examined a composite

(weighted) measure of size. The composite measure is equal to:

4

MOS: = L ~Nij'
1=1

where MOS: is the composite measure of size of the i lh PSU, ~ is the desired sampling fraction

for each of the four key domains, aud N" equals the count of properties in the jlh domain in the

IIh PSU. For a self-weighting sample MOS: = MOS,. Recall however that the two groups of

older assisted properties are being oversampled compared to unassisted aud newer assisted. We
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Ann Arbor, MI
Appleton, WI
Asheville, NC
Atlanta, GA - C
Augusta, GA
Baltimore, MD - C
Binningham, AL
Bismarck, ND
Boston, MA - C
Charleston, WV
Chicago, IL - C
Chico, CA
Cincinnati, OH - C
Columbus, OH - C
Dayton,OH
Denver, CO - C
Detroit, MI - C
Duluth, MN
El Paso, TX
Fayetteville, NC
Gary, IN
Hartford, CT
Houston, TX
Indianapolis, IN - C
Jersey City, NJ
Kansas City, MO - C
Knoxville, TN
Las Vegas, NY
Lewiston, ME
Longview, TX
Los Angeles, CA - C
Miami, FL
Milwaukee, WI
Minneapolis, MN - C
Mobile, AL
Monroe, LA
New York, NY - C
Oakland, CA
Omaha, NE

*C identifies the certainty PSUs.

Exhibit A.I

List of Study PSUs*

Pittsburgh, PA - C
Raleigh, NC
Richmond, VA
Rochester, NY
Sacramento, CA - C
San Francisco, CA
Seattle, WA
Spokane, WA
St. Louis, MO - C
Stockton, CA
Tampa, FL
Tulsa, OK
Washington, DC - C
Youngstown, OH
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computed MaS: and MaS, and determined the value of their product-moment correlation. It

is very high (+ .996), therefore total properties (Mas,) was used as the measure of size.

When properties vary in size in terms of number of dwelling units, one could instead

c<;:msider using total property dwelling units in the PSU as the measure of size. This is not,

however, necessary because, for the 217 PSUs in the sampling frame, the PSU-Ievel correlation

between total properties versus total dwelling units as the measure of size is + .96. Therefore,

a property-based measure of size, which i~ more attuned to the planned modeling of owner

decisions, is reasonable to use. Using properties as the measure of size will still allow unit

based estimates, however.

Sampling Properties for the Monitoring Sample

The desired sample size for the monitoring sample was 1,000 properties. This total was

to be allocated across the four key domains as follows:

Domain

Unassisted

Older assisted, average BR ;<: 2.25

Older assisted, average BR <2.25

Newer assisted

Total

200

340

255

1,000

The procedures for selecting properties from PSUs, therefore, involved the following steps:

1. Stratify properties in a PSU into the four key domains.

2. For each domain, compute the second stage sampling fraction fz as follows:

- Unassisted: fz = .0611/fl

- Older assisted, average BR ;<:2.25: fz = .1437/fl
- Older assisted, average BR <2.25: fz = .0716/fl
- Newer assisted: fz = .0611/fl

where the numerator equals the overall sampling fraction for the domain and fl

equals the selection probability of the PSU.

3. The expected sample size of properties, n,,, from the PSU, for each domain j
equals:
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where N" equals the total number of properties in domain j in PSU i.

4. To select the sample of PSUs, compute the sampling interval F2 by taking the
reciprocal of the second stage sampling function f2• Apply the interval F2 to draw
a systematic random sample of ~SUs without replacement.

National Low Income Honsing Preservation Sample

We included a portion of the approximately 300 properties from the Preservation

Commission study in the sample. This provided some initial data about these properties and

should allow analysts to compare the Preservation Commission ~imulation results for those prop

erties with the results from additional data collection and the simulation model developed for this

study.

Inclusion in the sample of a portion of the sample of properties studied by the National

Low Income Housing Preservation Commission '(Preservation Commission) does not affect the

ability to use the total sample to form national estimates. The sample of 53 PSUs was drawn

without regard to whether they contain any Preservation Commission sample properties..The

Preservation Commission sample is a national simple random sample of older assisted

properties.6 There are however differences in the definition of older assisted properties used

for this study and the Preservation Commission study. The preservation study included a

random sample ofpre-1975 properties developed under FHA's Sections 221(d)(3)BMIR, 236,

and 221(d)(3)MR with assistance. The current study also includes as older assisted properties

post-1974 properties developed under the above Sections of the Act as well as properties

developed under other sections which receive RAP, Rent Sup, IMSA, or property disposition

assistance.

In order to include a portion of the Preservation Commission study sample we split both

of the older assisted domains into two subgroups for sampling purposes-those in the

'The Preservation Commission stody sampled properties included in HUD's 1987 stody of insured
rental housmg See Laurent Hodes et aI., HUD/FHA Insured Rental Housing: Physical and Financial
CondItion of Multifamily Properties Insured Before 1975 (U S Department of Housmg and Urban
Development, April 1987).
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Preservation Commission sample and those not in the Preservation Commission sample. To

judge the degree of oversampling of Preservation Commission sample properties that is feasible

it is fIrst necessary to examine how the universe of older assisted properties distributes:
.1

Older Assisted

Average BR 2 2.25 Average DR. < 2.25

Number Pereent Number Percent

In Preservation Commission 73 5.2% 202 4.3%
sample

Not in Preservation Commission 1,319 94.8% 4,546 95.7%
sample

Total 1,392 100.0% 4,748 100.0%

Ifno oversampling took place one would expect the sample of 200 older assisted properties with

average BR ;;:: 2.25 to contain only 10 PreseCJvation Commission sample properties, and the

sample of 340 older assisted properties with average BR < 2.25 to contain 15 such properties.

This represents only 25 out of the 1,000 properties in the monitoring sample. This yield can

be doubled to 50 properties out of the 1,000 without having any signifIcant negative

consequences for the sampling variance of the two older assisted domains. Increasing the yield

beyond this was not advisable because it would overly increase the sampling variance.

The revised sampling fractions for the two older assisted domains become:

In l'l:'eservation~ Not In Pr~ervatioo COOl-
sion Silmple mission Sample

Older assisted, average BR ;;:: 2.25 20/73 = .274 180/1,319 = .137

Older asSISted, average BR < 2.25 30/202 = .149 310/4,546 = 068

The sampling design contains the above four domains plus the unassisted and newer assisted

domains, for a total of six sampling domains. The sampling fractions and sample sizes for each

of the study's PSUs are presented in Exhibit A.2.
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Exhibit A.2

Sampling Fractions and Sample Sizes for Each PSU
Monlteril__

PSU OVERAU. EXPECTED SECOND-STAGE 1stAND2nd
PSU SAMPLING SAMPLINGOOMAIN SAMPliNG PROPeRl1ES SAMPLE SAMPLING STAGESAMPl

PSUMSANAME,STAlE SIZE FRACTlON FRACl1OI'l COUNT SIZES FRACTION FRACTiON
(MOSij (l1ij (ADJJSlED) (Nlj) (n1~ (!2,D (flIJ xf21j)

::===----=~=========================::========================================================~===a======•
CERT~NTYSAMPlE

==-========
, BOSTON,MA '00 '1lllOOOO

UNASSISTED 0050732 32 181. 0056732 0058702
OlD ASST/NONFA\VIN NHP 0138&'73 • 0555 0138873 0138673
a..OASST/NONFNNNOTNKF 0071740 70 5022 0071740 0071740
OlD ASSTft=AMU.VAN NHP 0....... 3 1080 0 ...... 0 ......
OlD ASSTIFAMllViNeT NHP 0131036 27 3538 0131036 0131036
NEWER ASSISlED 0002-425 54 3371 0062425 0062425

TOTAl. '00 1537~

2 NEWVORK,NV 727 '1lllOOOO
UNASSISTED 0056702 301 17067 0056702 0056702
OLD ASST/NONFAM/IN NHP o138S73 • 0832 0138873 0138673
01..0 ASST/NONFPM/NOT NHF 0071740 12. ;039 0071740 0071740
OLD ASST/FAMILyftN NHP 0359868 2 0720 0359868 0359868
OLDASST/FAM1LYft',lOTNHP 0131036 2. 3407 0131036 0131036
NEWER ASSISlED 0062.425 2.. 16805 0062425 0062425

TOTAl.. 727 -47670
3 WASHINGTON,DC 327 '1lllOOOO

UNASSlSlED 0056702 84 4753 0056702 0056702
OlD ASST/NONFAMIlN NHP 0138673 • 0832 0138673 0138673
01.0 ASST/NONFAM/NOTNHF 0071740 84 6026 0071740 0071740
01..0 ASSTjFAMILVftN NHP 0359868 5 1799 0359868 0359868
OLD ASST/FAMILVt-lOT NHP 0131036 '2 5504 0131036 0131036
NEWER ASSISTED 0062-425 100 6617 0062-425 0062425

TOTAL 327 25541
... BA1.1WI0RE MD 244 , 00000o

UNASSISTED 0056702 100 5670 0056702 0056702
01.0 ASST/NONFAMIlN NHP 0138673 2 0277 0138673 0138673
OlD ASST/NONFAM/NOT NHf 0071740 .. 4663 0071740 00717-40
01.0 ASSTjFN.1ILV"N NHP 0359868 3 1080 0359868 0359868
OLD ASSTjFAMILyftllOTNHP 0131036 17 2228 0131036 0131036
NE'NER ASSISTED 0062425 57 3558 0062425 0062425

TOTAL 244 17-476
5 PITTSBlRGH.PA 171 '1lllOOOO

UNASSISTED 0056702 ' 38 2'55 0050732 0056702
OlD ASST/NONFAM,I1N NHP 0130073 5 0503 0138673 0138673
01..0 ASSTINONF~OT NHF 0071740 64 -4591 0071740 0071740
OLD ASSTIf'AMILY/IN NHP 0 ...... 1 0300 0 ...... 0359868
OlD ASST/FPMILY,oNOT NHP 0131036 14 '635 0131036 0131036
NE!NER ASSISTED 0062425 4. 3059 0062425 0062425

TOTAL 171 12693

6 C1NctolNAn.OH '1lllOOOO
UNASSISTED 0056702 .. 2_ 0056702 0056702
OLD ASST/NONFN.VIN NHP 0138873 • 0832 0138673 0138673
OlD ASST/NONFMVNOT NHF 0071740 90 6457 0071740 0071740
OLD ASSTjFAMILYjJN NHP 0 ...... 0 0000 000000o 000000o
OLD ASST/FAMILV,tlOT NHP 0131036 2. 3145 0131036 0131036
NEWER ASSISTED 0002425 .. -4120 O0G2425 0062425

TOT.... 22. le992
7 AlLANTA,GA. ,.. '1lllOOOO

UNASSlSTED 0.-02 ,. 0007 00se702 0056702
OlD ASST/NONFAM/IN NHP 0138673 0 0000 000000o 000000o
OLD ASST/NONFN,VNOT NHF 0071740 73 5.237 0071740 0071740
OlD ASSTffAMILYftN NHP 0 ...... 0 0000 000000o oIlllOOOO
OlD ASSTjFN.11LY/NOT NHP 0131036 .. 5635 0131036 0131036
NE\\'ERASSISlED 0062425 36 2.247 0062425 0062425

TOT.... 108 1-4026
8CHtCAGO.L 370 '.IlllOOOO

UNAsSISTED
"

0050732 138 7825 005&702 0050732
OlD ASSTJNONFNNiN NHP 0130073 5 0'03 0138873 0138673
a..0 ASST/NONFMtlNOT NHf 0071740 .. 6815 0071740 0071740
OLD ASSTffAMILYjJN NHP 0 ...... , 0350 0359868 0 ......
OlD ASSTffAMILY,oNOT NHP 0131038 ,. 2007 0131036 0131036
NEWER ASSIS'TED 0062425 12' 7741 0062425 006242$

TOTAl. 370 25531
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Exhibit A.2 (Continued)

Sampling Fractions and Sample Sizes for Each PSU

_bilg_ PSU OVERALL EXPECTED SECOND-STAGE 1st AND 2nd
PSU SAMPLING SAMPLINGDOMAIN SAMPLING PROPERTlES SAMPLE SAMPliNG STAGESAMPL

PSU MSA NAME. STATE SIZE FRAC1ION FRACTION COUNT SIZES FRACTlON FRACOON
(MOS~ , (f1~ (ADMTE1l) (NID eniD (I2'D ('f1ljxf2ID

~========================================================= ===============d==================:===========
~ DETROiT,MI 400 , o00ooo

UNASSISTED Oose702 '84 02.. 0050702 0056702
OLD ASST/NONFNMN NHP o13S073 • 0055 0138073 o138e73
OLD ASSTJNONFNA/NOT NHf 0071740 153 10;76 0071740 0071740
OLD ASST,If=AMILYJlN NHP 0 ...... , 0300 0"'''' 0 ......
OLD ASSTJf'AMILY~OT NHP 0131038 57 7 ... 0131038 0131036
NEYtalASSISTED 0082425 Z7 , 085 0062425 0002425

TOTAl. 400 30344
10 ST.lOUIS.MO 2'8 1000ooo

UNASSlSlED 0050702 03 5.273 0056702 0056702
OLD ASST/NONFAMJIN NHP o13Se73 0 0000 0000ooo 0000ooo
OLD ASST/NOI'EAM/NOT NHF 0071740 23 ,~ 0071740 0071740
OlD ASST/FNoiILVAN NHP 0 ...... , 0360 0 ...... 0 ......
OLDASSTjFAMILy,.t.lOTNHP o131D3e ,. 2097 0131036 0131030
NEWER ASSISlED 0002425 as .308 0082425 00152425

TOTAL 2'8 ,....
11 MJNNEAPOl.IS,MN 2<lO , o00ooo

UNASSISTED, 0056702 .3 5273 0056702 0056702
OLD ASST/NONFM-tj1N NHP 0138673 • 0693 0138673 0138673
OLD ASST/NONFAM/NOT NHF 0071740 •• 4." 0071740 0071740
01..0 ASSTjFAMILY"N NHP 0359868 0 0000 ooסס000 0000ooo
OLD ASSTjFNv1ILYiNOT NHP 0131036 • 0786 0131036 0131036
NEWER ASSISlEO 00&2425 35 2247 0062425 0062425

TOTAL 209 13950
12 COLUMBUS,OH 188 1000ooo

UNASSISTED 0056702 53 300. 0056702 0056702
01..0 ASST/NONFM-tj1N NHP 0138673 2 0277 0138673 0138673
01..0 ASST/NONFM-t/NOT NHF 0071740 82 .... 0071740 0071740
OLD ASSTjFM-tILY"N NHP 0359868 0 0000 0000ooo 0000ooo
OLD ASST/FNAILYMOT NHP 0131036 11 , 441 0131036 0131036
NEWER ASSISlEO 0062425 .0 3746 0062425 0062425

TOTAL '88 12917
13 INDIANAPOLIS !N '88 1000ooo

UNASSISTED 0056702 3. 1985 0056702 0056702
OLD ASST/NONFMVlN NHP 0138673 2 0277 0138573 0138673
OLD ASST/NONFAMjNOT NHF 0071740 78 .... 0071740 0071740
OLD ASST/FAMILY"N NHP 0359868 0 0000 oo00סס0 oo0סס00

OLD ASST/FPMILYMOT NHP 0131036 ,. ,... 0131036 0131036
NEWER ASSISlED 00152425 38 2372 0062425 0062425

TOTAL '88 12195
14 KANSAS CITY,MO 242 1000ooo

UNASSISTED 0056702 •• 277• 0056702 0056702
OLD ASST/NONFMt/lN NHP o 138e73 3 0416 0138573 0138673
OlD ASST/NONFM1jNOT NHF 0071740 83 .... 0071740 0071740
OLD ASSTJFAMILY,.,N NHP 0359888 , 0360 035Q868 0 ......
OLD ASST/FAMILVMOT NHP 0131036 .. 5897 0131036 0131036
NEWER ASSISlED 0062425 ., 3_ 0062425 0062425

, TOTAl. 242 lQ213
15 DENVER,CO 170 1000ooo

UNASSISTED 0055702 33 187' 005$702 0055702
a..oASSTINe».FN.VIN NHP 0138573 • 0055 0138573 0138673
OLD ASST/NONFAM/NOT NHF 0071740 3. 2790 0071740 0071740
OLD ASSTjFAMILV"N NHP 0 ...... , 0380 0359888 0 ......
a.O ASST/FA\tILVtNOT NHP 0131038 ,. 2007 0131036 0131036
NEWER ASSISlED 0062425 83 5181 0062425 0062425

TOTAl. 17. 12861

10 lOS ANGELES, CA 438 1000ooo
UNASSISTED 0050702 ,. 0'" 005e702 0056702
OlD ASSTINQt.FMtIIN NHP 0'30573 • 0832 o 138e73 0138673
a.O ASST/NONFNd/NOT NHf 0071740 227 1Cl:.285 0071740 0071740
OLD ASST/F.AMJLYJlN NHP 0....... • 215Q 0359888 0 ......
OlDASSTJFAMJLY,.NOTNHP 0131038 ., .372 0131036 0131036
NEY.£RASSISlED 0062425 143 8927 0062425 0062425

_ TOTAL 438 3442e

A-14



Exhibit A.2 (Continued)

Sampling Fractions and Sample Sizes for Each PSU

Man_.Sample PSU OVElWl. EXPECTED SECOND-STAGE 1stAN02nd
PSU SAMPLING SAMPliNG DOMAIN SAMPLING PROPERTIES SAMPLE SAMPLING STAGESAMPL

PSU MSA NAME. STAlE SIZE FRACTION FRACTION OOUNT SIZES FRACTION FRACTION
(MOS~ l'1~ (AOJJSTED) (N'D (niD l'2'D (f1IJx12lj)

========================================================================================================
17 SACRAMENTO.CA 301 1000ooo

UNASSISTED 0050702 163 8075 0056702 0056702
OlD ASSTINOfIFNd/lN NHP 013M73 • 0.... 0138&73 013M73
OLD ASSTINOtENA/NOT NHF 0071740 7. 5452 0071740 0071740
OlOASSTJFAMILVftN NHP 0 ...... 0 0000 0000ooo 0000ooo
OLD ASSTIFAMILY,oNOT NHP 0131030 12 1572 0131038 0131036
NEWER ASSISlED oCle242S 54 3371 0082.25 oGe2425

TOTAl.. 301 10 ...

NONCERTAMYSAMPLE
========:::::=====

18 HARTFORD.CT .. 0.29285
UNASSISTED 0056702 7 1 531 0.218686 0056702
01..0 ASST/NONFN.1/IN NHP 0138873 2 1070 0 ....... 0138873
01..0 ASST/NONFAM/NOT NHF 0071740 35 .... 0276684 0071740
01..0 ASST/fM4ILY/lN NHP 0359868 0 0000 0000ooo 0000ooo
OLD ASST/FM1JlViNOT NHP 0131036 • 3032 0505375 0131036
NEWER ASSISTED 0062425 14 3371 0240759 0062425

TOTAl.. 64 18687
19~~ 38 0145848

UNASSISiED 0056702 4 1555 0388nS 0056702
01.0 ASST/NONFAMnN NHP 0138873 0 0000 0000ooo ooסס000
01.0 ASST/NONF/lWNOT NHF 0071740 • 4427 0491883 0071740
OlD ASST/FAMlLV~N NHP 0359868 0 0000 0000ooo 0000ooo
OLD ASST/FAMILViNOT NHP 0131036 8 7199 0898445 0131036
NEWER ASSISTED 0062425 " 6420 0428015 0062425

TOTAl. 38 19590
20 ROCHES1'ER,NY 23 0093180

UNASSISTED 0056702 3 1826 0608518 0056702
OlD ASST/NONFAMnN NHP 0138673 0 0000 0000ooo 0000ooo
OLD ASST/NONFAM/NOT NHF 0071740 • .92. 0769904 0071740
OLD ASST/FM1ILVftN NHP 0359868 0 0000 0000ooo 0000ooo
OlD ASST/FAMILViNOT NHP 0131036 1 1406 1 406261 0131036
NBYER ASSISTED 0062425 10 .... 0669937 0062425

TOTAl.. 23 ,....
21 JERSEYCITY,NJ .. 0.2025&3

UNASSISTED 0058702 5 1400 0279918 0056702
OLD ASST/NONF/IMJIN NHP 0138673 0 0000 0000ooo 0000ooo
OlD ASST/NONFAM/NOT NHf 0071740 13 4604 0354156 0071740
OLDASST/FAMILVA:N NHP 0359868 0 0000 0000ooo 0000ooo
OlDASST,tFAMILViNOT NHP 0131036 3 1 941 0 ......0 0131036
NEWERASSISlED 0062425 2. 8S137 0308171 0062425

TOTAL .. 16881
22 RlCHMOND,VA GO 0.27;541

UNASSISTED 0058702 23 4085 0202839 0056702
OlD ASST/NotE'AMlIN NHP 0138873 1 0498 04~74 0138673
OLD ASST/NOt-EN.1/NOT NHf 0071740 21 5380 0.268835 0071740
OlD ASST,tFAMILV"tN: NHP 0359868 0 0000 0000ooo 0000ooo
OlD ASST/FNdILY,tlOT NHP 0131038 10 4099 0408154 0131036
NEYJER ASSISTED 0082425 14 3126 0.223312 0062425

TOTAl. GO 18'"
23 YOllNGSTO'Mol,OH 30 0153002

UNASSlSTED 0056702 2 0718 0.358870 0056702
OlD ASST/NON=MVJ;N NHP 0138873 0 0000 0000ooo 0000ooo
OLD ASST/NONFMt/NOT NHf 0071740 10 7.265 0454048 0011740
OlD ASST/FMtllVftN NHP 035.... 0 0000 0000ooo 0000ooo
OlD ASST/FMtILYIVOT NHP 0131036 • 4078 0820334 0131036
NEWER ASSISlB) 0062425 " .028 03~1 0062425

TOTAl. 30 10905
24 CHARLESTON,m .. O0G3180

UNASstSTED 0056702 0 0000 0000ooo 0000ooo
ClLD ASSTINOf'EM1./lN NHP 0138673 0 0000 0000ooo 0000ooo
OLD ASST/NotE'AM/NOT NHF 0071740 7 5309 07..... 0071740
OLDASST/FlMILV~NNHP 0359868 0 0000 0000ooo 0000ooo
01.0 ASST,tFAMIlViNOT NHP 0131038 3 4.21S1 140&2&1 013103&
NEM:RASSISlED 0062425 13 .700 0 .....7 0082425

TOTAl. A-l<; 23 18317



Exhibit A.2 (Continued)

Sampling Fractious.and Sample Sizes for Each PSU

_110m........ PSU OVERALL EXPECTED SECOND-STAGE 1atAND2ndPSU SAMPLING SAMPLING DOMAJN SAMPLING PROPERllES SAMf'lE SAMPliNG STAQESAMPl
PSUMSANAME.STAlE SIZE FRACTION FRACTION COUNT SIZES FRACTION FRAC110N

(MOS~ (f1~ (AO.lJSTED) (N,n (niD (I2'D (f1IJXf2ID========================================================================================================
25ASHlM..LE,NC 2D 00810215

UNASSISTED DD087D2 7 .... o(llKl706 0058702
01.0 ASST,tNOfIE'.AM1IN NHP 0138&73 1 1711 1711454- 0138873
OLD ASST/NOtoFN.fJNOT NHf 0071740 1 0.... 088S300 0071740
OlD ASST/FNNLYttN NHP 0 ...... 0 0000 000000o 000000o
OLD ASSTJFM11LYJNQT NHP o13103C1i • '852 1017200 0131036
NeweR ASS1SlED 0052425 • 818> 0770428 0062425

TOTAl. 20 18510

26 FAYETlEIILLE NC 0170156
UNASSlSlED 005e702 • 2099 0333238 0050702
OLDASST~ONF~ANNHP 0138873 0 0000 000000o 000000o
OlD ASSTJNONFAM/NOT NHF 0071740 3 12(15 04218104 0071740
OlD ASSTJFN.1fLYJ1N NHP 0 ...... 0 0000 000000o 000000o
OlD ASSTJF~rLYtNOTNHP 013103& 10 7701 0770QgS 0131036
NEWER ASSIS1ED 0062"'25 20 7337 03&6870 0062425

TOTAl. 42 ,.'"27 AUGUSTA,GA. 39 0158002
UNASSISTED 0056702 • 2871 0358870 0056702
01.0 ASST/NONFAM/IN NHP 0138673 1 0878 08n6Q9 0138673
01.0 ASST/NONFJW/NOT NHF 0071740 10 4540 0454046 0071740
01.0 ASSTJFAMILYftN NHP 0359808 0 0000 0000000 0000000
01.0 ASSTJFM1ILY,t.IOT NHP 0131036 3 2488 0829334 0131036
NEWER ASSISTED 0062:425 17 6717 0395091 0062425

TOTAL. 3. 17494
28 B1RMINGHAM.AL. .. 0178258

UNASSISTED 0056702 16 60s. 0318089 0056702
01..0 ASST/NONFAM/lN NHP 0138673 0 0000 0000000 000000o
OLD ASST/NONFAM/NOT NHF 0071740 6 2415 0402450 ' 0071740
OLD ASST/FAMILVftN NHP 0350_ 1 2019 2018802 0359868
01..0 ASSTjFAMILYA\lOT NHP 0131036 2 1470 0735091 0131036
NEWER ASSISlED 0062425 ,. 6664 0350194 0062425

TOTAL 44 17647
• 2-D MOBU.E,AL 61 0247131

UNASSISTED 0056702 24 6507 0229441 0056702
OLD ASST/NONFAM/IN NHP 0138873 0 0000 000000o 000000o
01.0 ASST/NONFAM/NOT NHf 0071740 ,. 6.22. 02~92 0071740
01.0 ASSTIFAMILY,1N NHP 0"9808 0 0000 000000o 000000o
OLD ASST/FAMILYJNOT NHP 0131036 1 0530 0530230 0131036
NEWER ASSISTED 0002425 ,. 4547 02525", o De2425

TOTAL ., "809ao J<NOXVIu.e;rn 0271~

UNASSISTED 0056702 24 5013 0208894 0056702
OLD ASST/NONFMMN NHP 0138673 1 0511 0510882 0138673
OLD ASST/NONFAM/NOT NHF 0071740 ,. '022 02642Q6 0071740
01.0 ASSTJFAMlLV,1N NHP 0 ...... 0 0000 000000o 000000o
01.0 ASSTtf'AMILY,t.IOTNHP 0131038 1 0483 0482746 0131036
NEWERASSISlED 0062425 22 .060 022;978 0062425

TOTAL '" 18088

31 MlAMI,FL .. 0218n1
UNASSISTED 0D087D2 17 .... 02sg184 005&702
01.0 ASST/NONFAM/IN NHP 0138&73 0 0000 000000o 000000o
OLD ASST/NONFAMmDT NHF 0071740 18 5247 o 327Q22 0071740
01.0 ASSTIFN.1ILY,4N NHP 0....... 1 1645 1 M49SO 03598&8
OLD ASSTJFNAILYiNOT NHP 0131038 • 3.94 05989&3 0131038
NEWER ASSISTED 0002425 ,. 3'" 0285344 0062425

TOTAL .. ,.883

A-16



Exhibit A.2 (Continued)

Sampling FractiODS and Sample Sizes for Each PSU- ........ PSU • 01IEIW.i exPECTED SECOND-STAGE 1stAN02nd
PSU SAMPLING SAMPlINGOOMAfN SAMPLING PROPER1lES SAMPLE SAMPLING STAGESAMPL

PSU MSA NAME.,STATE 512!; FRACTION FRACllON COUNT 51= FRACllON FRAC1'ION
(MOSij (I1ij (AD.lJSlEtll (N<j) (m) (1211 (1111x 12lj)

......s ..............c ................................K2••__...........__c.•••____•••••_ ....~.3._~••••~

32 RAlEIGtt,NC 112 0....,..
UNASSl'STED 00= 34 '4.2.(0 0124~ 0058702
OLD ASST/NOf'FAM/IN NHP 0'38573 , 0_ O305e17 0138&73
cx.o ASST/Not-.FNd/NOT NHf 00717<40 8 ,~.. 0158105 0071740
OLD ASST~AMILVAN NHP 0 ...... 0 0000 000000o 000000o
CllD ASSTIFN.41LVmT NHP 0131038 .. 7~0 0.288718 0131038
NE\\£RASSIS'IED 0"'''' .. .... 0137578 0082425

TOTAL 112 ,.'"
33'1'......A,FL 78 O.3UIOO3

UNASSlSlCD 0050102 '8 3~30 0170435 0058702
Q.OASSTJNOrEAMIINNHP 0'38873 2 0878 0438834 0138073
OlD ASST/NONFNM'o/OT NHF 0071740 38 8027 0.227023 0071740
OLD ASSTIFNdILVAN NHP 0 ...... , "38 1138812 0 ......
OLD ASSTjFAMILY,tIDT NHP 0131035 5 2073 0414687 0131036
NEYJERASSISlED O0e2425 14 27.. 01Q7548 0082425

TOTAL 78 18712
34 Mn.WAlKEEW 152 01515801

UNASS!S1ED 0058702 51 .... Oogz078 0056702
OLD ASSTJNOtENMN NHP otSBe73 , 0~5 0.225101 0138673
aD ASST/NC)M:AM!NOT NHF 0071740 .. .... o1184Qg 0071740
OLD ASST/FAMILYJlN NHP o:l59888 1 0584 0.384300 0 ......
01.0 ASST/FNdILYiNOT NHP o 13103e • 1915 0.2127;0 o 1310ae
NEVoIER ASSISTED 00&2425 50 508. 0101372 0062425

"TOTAL 152 17149
35DAYTONOH 148 0.591~

UNASSISTED 0058702 31 2 ~72 0005852 0056702
OLD ASSTlN'otEM4JIN NHP o 138e73 0 0000 000000o 000000o
OLD ASSTlNotEAM/NOT NHF 0071740 30 4730 o 1212Be: 0071740
OLD ASST,t:.AMlLY~N NHP 0 ...... , 0808 0 ...... 0 ......
01.0 ASSTiFNAILYAIIOT NHP o 13103e 18 3_ 0.221534 0131036
NE\\'ER ASSISTED 0062425 57 0010 0105538 o oe2425

TOTAL 146 18314

38 ANN ARBOR,MJ .7 o 1Q0.412
UNASSISTED o 05e702 17 5082 02~nBe: 00se702
OI.DASSTJNOM'"~IlNNHP 0138613 0 0000 000000o 000000o
01.0 ASSTINQt.FNAINOT NHF 0071740 ,. 7158 0370782 0071740
OLD ASSTiFN.fILY~N NHP 0 ...... 0 0000 000000o 000000o
OLD ASSTJFM1ILYJNQT NHP 0131038 10 .882 0888170 0131036
NEWER ASSt5TED o oe2425 1 0328 0327841 o oe2425

TOTAL '7 '8430
$1GARY,IN 27 0'.....

UNASSlSlEl> 005&702 1 0518 051SU8 0058702
OlD ASST,lNOf'.FPMJ1N NHP 0138073 0 0000 000000o 000000o
OLD ASST/NOM=AM/NOT NHF 0071740 '3 .52. 0 ...... 0071740
OLD ASST}FN.4.1LY~N NHP 0 ...... 0 0000 000000o 000000o
OLD ASSTlFM4ILY,.NOTNHP 0131038 2 2388 11;mo 0131038
N~RASSISTED o oe2425 11 0.27a 057Dea7 o Qe2425

TOTAL 27 17718
3B APPlETON,WI 43 0174207

UNASSISTED 005e702 • 1302 0325487 0058702
OLD ASSTINOtEMVtN NHP 0138073 1 07.. o 7;eQ25 0138073
OLD ASSTINOf'FNotINOT NHF 0071740 '2 .... 0411~ 0071740
a.o ASSTlFM41LY~N NHP 0 ...... 1 2088 20e5781 0.......
a.DASST/FM4IlY,tIDTNHP o 13103e • .770 o 7521Be 0131038
NEW<R ASSIS1ED 00e2425 ,. .733 0.358338 00e2425

TOTAL 43 210c0
3D Dll.U11i,MN 27 01.....

UNASSlSlEl> 0050102 3 ,... 0.518388 0058702
OLD.ASSTINOtEN"JIN NHP o 138e73 0 0000 000000o 000000o
01.0 ASST/NOlIFAMINOT NHf 0071740 12 7.70 0_ 0071740
OLD ASSTJ1=.AA4lLY~N NHP 0 ...... 0 0000 000000o 000000o
Q.O ASSTlFNJA.V/NOT NHP 0131038 3 3.... 11~0 0131030
NEWeRASSISlED 0 ...... • .,38 0.570887 0002425

TOTAL 27 10155
40 a. PASO.1X 20 0081028

UNASSlS1ED 0058702 1 0700 0_ 0088702
a.o ASSTJ'NONl'AMIIN NHP 0'38873 1 1711 17114$4 0131873
a.o1SSTM:lfENA/NfJ'( NHF 0071740 '0 .... 0 ...... 0.011740
a.o ASST,t:JMl.VAN NHP 0 ...... 0 0000 000000o 000000o
a.oASST/FNM..V/WJTNf.p 01310315 • .703 '817200 0111035
NEWeRASSISlED 0 ...... 2 '.541 0770421 OQlS2425

TOTAL A-17 20 22500



Exhibit A.2 (Continued)

Sampling Fractions and Sample Sizes for Each PSU

Monitoring ....... PSU OVERALL EXPECTED SECOND-STAGE 1stAND2nd
PSU SAMPlING SAMPLING DOMAIN SAMPlING PROPERTIES SAMPLE SAMPliNG STAGESAMPI..

PSUMSANAME.STATE SIZE FRACTION FRACTION COUNT SIZES fRACllON FRA.CTlON
(MOSij (l1ij (ADJJSTED) (N'D (nlll (!2'D (f1IJXt'ZID

===============================================================-========================================
41 MONROE,LA .. 01803&1

UNASSlSTEC 0050702 ,. .200 0304259 0056702
OlD ASSTINot<FNNlN NHP 0138873 0 0000 000000o 000000o
OlD ASST/NONFAM,INOT NHF 0071740 11 4234 0384~52 0071740
OLD ASST.,f'AMlLYAN NHP 0 ...... 0 0000 000000o 000000o
OLD ASSTlFNdILV,.,.,OT NHP 0131038 4 2813 0703131 0131038
NEWER ASSISTED o0lS2425 17 50.. 0"'''' 0002425

TOTAl. 48 17001
42 LONGVlEW,lX O.21O&8P

UNASSISTED 0050702 ,. .- 0269152 0056702
OLD ASST/NONFNMN NHP 0138873 2 1317 0658251 013$&73
OLD ASST/NONFAM/NOT NHf 0071740 18 8130 0340535 0071740
OLD ASST,f'AMILVAN NHP 035.... 0 0000 000000o 000000o
OLD ASSTJFAMILV,.t.IOTNHP o13103ei 8 497e 0822000 0131036
NEWERASSISlED 0062425 • 2371 0296318 oDe2425

TOTAl. 52 ,.090
43nt.sA,OK ttl 0271439

UNASSISTED 0056702 10 208' 0208894 0058702
01.0 ASST/NONFAMilN NHP 0138673 1 0511 0510882 0138673
OlD ASSTiNONFPM/NOT NHF 0071740 32 .457 0.264296 0071740
Ol..DASST/FAM1LYIIN NHP 035.... 0 0000 000000o 000000o
OLD ASST/FAMILYtNOT NHP 0131035 8 3882 0482746 0131036
NE'wVER ASSIS1ED 0062425 16 3880 0229978 0062425

TOTAL .7 18599
44 HOUSTON,TX 117 0474005

UNASSISTED 0056702 27 3230 0119623 0056702
OLD ASST/NONFAM/IN NHP 0138673 2 0585 0292556 0138873
OLD ASST/NONFAM/NOT NHF 0071740 58 8778 0151349 0071740
OLD ASST/FAMILYIIN NHP 0359868 0 0000 0000000 0000000
OLD ASST/FAM:ILYtNOT NHP 0131036 4 1108 0276445 0131036
NEWERASSISlEO 0062425 28 3424 0131697 0062425

TOTAl. 117 17123
45OMAHA.NE 50 02025S8

UNASSISTED 0056702 7 1959 0279918 0056702
OLD ASST/NONFAMnN NHP 0138673 0 0000 000000o 0000000
OLD ASST/NONFAM/NOT NHF 0071740 12 4.250 0354156 0071740
OLD ASST.rf"AM1LVIIN NHP 035.... 0 0000 000000o 000000o
OLD ASST/FAMILYJNOT NHP 0131036 • 5822 0 .....0 0131036
NEWER ASSISlEO 006.2425 22 6780 0308171 0062425

TOTAL 50 18811

.t6 B1.SMARCK.N> • 003S4S2
UNASSISTED 0056702 3 .... 1 555103 0056702
OLOASST/NONFAMnNNHP 0138673 1 3803 3803230 0138673
OLD ASSTlNONFAM/NOT NHF 0071740 2 3035 1967533 0071740
OlD ASST.rf".ANJILYIIN NHP 035.... 0 0000 000000o 000000o
01..0 ASST/FAMILYJNOT NHP 0131035 0 0000 000000o 000000o
NEWERASSISlED 0062425 3 5135 1712061 0062425

TOTAl. • 17540
47 OAKlAND,CA 120 0.522821

UNASSISTED 005tf102 39 4231 01084g& 0056702
OLD ASST/NONfMVIN NHP 0138673 • 1081 0265342 0138673
OLD ASSTiNONFI1M/NOT NHF 0071740 .. .040 0137270 0071740
Q.D ASSTJFPMILYIIN NHP 035.... 1 0". 0 ...... 035....
OlD ASST/FAMILYtNOT NHP o13103e 15 3761 0250729 0131036
NElNERASSISlED 0062425 26 3108 o11Q.W6 0062425

TOTAl. 12. ,....
48SANFRANCISCO,CA 111 0 .....7

UNASSISTED o05tf102 2. 3020 0120089 0050702
OLD ASST/Not-FAM/IN NHP 013M73 3 0025 0308370 0138&73
OLD ASSTiNotoFAM/NOT NHF 0.071740 48 7857 o15Q530 0071740
OLOASSTJFNJlILYIIN NHP 0359888 0 0000 000000o 000000o
OlD ASST.rf"AM1LYJNQTNHP 0131036 • 2331 0.2;1387 0131036
NEWER ASSISlED 0062425 2. 3887 0138816 0062425

TOTAl. 111 17827

A-i8



Exhibit A.2 (Continued)

Sampllng Fractions and Sample Sizes for Each PSU

MorulcfhgSample PSU ClVERAl.l EXPECTED SECOND-STAGE 1ltAND2nd
PSU SAMPLING SAMPlING 00UAlN SAMPLING PROPERTlES SAMPLE SAMPLING STAGESAMPl

PSU MSA NAME. STATE SI2E FRACllON FRACTION COUNT SIZES FRACTION FRACTION
(MOSO (I1ij (AOJJS1E1l) (NoD (nlD (I2'D (f1IJx12ID

========================================================================================================
G LAS VEW\S,NV 58 0234;77

UNASSISTED 0050702 27 G515 O.2413OQ 0050702
OlD ASSTJ'Nm.FNNlN NHP o138CJ73 1 0.500 o50015e 0138e73
OLD ASSTJNOf*'AMJNOT NHf 0071740 12 3 ... 0305307 00717<4-0
OlD ASSTIFAMILV~N NHP 0....... 1 1532 1.531505 035....
OlD ASSTIFAMILV,NOT NHP 0131034 2 1115 0557055 0131038
NEWERASSISlED 0002425 ,. 3085 0....... 0002425

"KIT'" .. 17401
50 STOCKTON.CA 41 O.1Mt04

UNASSISTED 0056702 .. S875 0341384 005&702
OlD ASSTjNotEAM/IN NHP o138e73 0 0000 0000ooo 0000ooo
OlD ASSTINONFAWNOT NHf 0071740 11 .. 751 o4318Sl8 0071740
OlD ASST/FNJJILY/lN NHP 0....... 0 0000 0000ooo 0000ooo
OlD ASSTjFAN!ILy,.t.lOT NHP 0131035 0 0000 0000ooo 0000ooo
NEWERASSlSlED 0002425 • 1503 0375818 0082425

"KITAI. 41 15130

51 CHICO.CA .. 0162053
UNASSISTED 005&702 17 '948 0349898 0056702
OLD ASST/NONFNJJ/IN NHP 0138673 1 0856 0855727 0138673
OLD ASST/NONFM1/NOT NHF 0071740 ,. • ..0 04421595 0071740
OLD ASST/FNJILVJlN NHP 0359858 0 0000 0000ooo 0000ooo
01.0 ASST/f'AMILV/NOT NHP 0131036 0 0000 0000ooo 0000ooo
NEWERASSIS1EO 0062425 7 2." 0385214 0062425

TOTAl. .0 16141
52 SPOKANE,WA 91 0358670

UNASSlS1'ED 0056702 39 59.. 0153801 0056702
OLDASST/NONF~NNHP 0138673 • 1505 0376144 0138673
01.0 ASST/NONFAM/NOT NHF 0071740 35 6811 0194591 0071740
OLD ASSTjfM4ILVJlN NHP 03S~68 0 0000 0000ooo 0000ooo
OLD ASSTjFAMILV/NOT NHP 0131036 • 2133 0355429 0131038
NEWER ASSISlEO 0062-425 7 1185 0169325 0062425

TOTAl. ., 17631
53 SEATIlE,WA 123 0-498313

UNASSISTED 0056702 13 1479 0113788 0056702
01.0 ASSTjNONFAM,/IN NHP 0138673 • 1113 0278285 0138673
OLD ASSTjNONFAMjNOT NHF 00717-40 \ 54 7n. 0143966 0071740
OLD ASST/FNAILVJlN NHP 0 ...... 1 0722 0722173 0359808
OLD ASSTjFAMILV,oNOT NHP 0131036 11 2893 0262959 0131036
NEWERASSISlED 00152425 .. 5011 0125273 0062425

TOTAL 123 18992

OVERALL TOTAL 99999n2

TOTAL EXPEClED SAMPlE SIZES BY SlRAlUM

UNASSISTED 204 ....
OLD ASSTINOtEM\ItN NH? ......
OLD ASST/NotoFNAlNOT NHP 3100003
OLD ASSTn:AMILVJlN NHP 200001
01.0 ASSTft=AMILV,.t.lOT NHP 180 0005
NEWERASSISlED 255 0001

OVERALL TOT& .....n
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Appendix A: Sampling

Sampling Properties for the Analysis Sample

The analysis sample was drawn as a subsample of the 1,000 property monitoring

sample. A random subsampling procedure, taking 60 percent of properties within each of the

four groups in each PSU, was used to attain the following expected sample sizes:

Unassisted
Older assisted, average BR ~ 2.25
Older assisted, average BR < 2.25
Newer assisted

123
120
204
153
600

We originally expected to be successful in completing primary data collection for about 96

percent of these sample properties. In fact, we completed data collection for 95 percent:

Unassisted
Older assisted, average BR ~ 2.25
Older assisted, average BR < 2.25
Newer assisted

Expected
Completions

118
115
195
147
575

Actual
Completions

114
115
194
147
570

A.3 Weighting Methodology

Each sample property in the initial monitoring sample received a basic sampling weight

equal to the reciprocal of the probability of selection of its PSU and the within-PSU selection

probability of the property itself. Before estimating national and domain means, total and

proportions, the weights of the 974 properties in the [mal monitoring sample for which data

collection is completed were adjusted for properties determined to be ineligible.

Stratum

Unassisted
Oltler assisted, average BR ~ 2.25 - in PreservatIOn CommIssion sample
OIlIer assisted, average BR ~ 2.25 - not in Preservation Connnission sample
Older assisted, average BR < 2.25 - in PreservatIOn Connnission sample
Older assisted, average BR < 2.25 - not in Preservation Connnission sample
Newer assisted

A-20
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3,080
73

1,304
202

4,458
4,154
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The weighting process for the analysis sample followed the same steps. The only

modification was that the calculation of the basic sampling weight took into account the

subsampling of 600 of the 1,000 properties.

The sampling weight for the six strata are shown below.

Basic Analysis
Sampling Adjusted Sample

Stratum Weight Weight Weight

Unassisted 17.636 16.296 26.782
Older assisted, average BR ;:;: 2.25 - in

Preservation Commission sample 2779 3650 4056
Older assIsted, average BR ;:;: 2 25 - not ill

PreservatIOn Commission sample 7.631 7.301 13.446
Older assisted, average BR < 2.25 - in

Preservation ComnnsslOn sample 7.211 6.733 7481
Older assisted, average BR < 2 25 - not in

PreservatIOn Commission sample 13.939 14.665 26.694
Newer assisted 16.019 16.417 28.450

The monitoring and analysis samples were used to form descriptive estimates of the

current status of the target universe. The analysis sample was also used to develop simulation

models of future actions. This is discussed in more detail elsewhere.

The descriptive estimates take two forms. Property as unit of analysis estimates were

formed using the post-stratified nonresponse adjusted weights. For example, for a variable, y,

the unbiased sample estimator of the mean and total would be:

-y = and

Not only is there interest in examining the proportion of properties with some

characteristics of interest, but to also estimate the proportion of dwelling units with the same

,characteristic of interest. To form these estimates the weights assigned to a sample property will
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be multiplied times the number of dwelling units in that property. Unlike public housing, where

there is considerable variation in the number of units in a property, HUD-insured multifamily

rental housing exhibits less variability:

Eblment
Mean NUmber Coefficient {)f

J)qmllln ofUniU!~ StJIniJar{l .Err~ VariatiQn

Unassisted 147 11.6 0.78

Older assisted, average BR ;;;, 2.25 112 5.5 068

Older aSSIsted, average BR < 2.25 110 6.6 0.64

Newer asSISted 87 46 0.64

This means that the sampling variance of the unit-based estimates should not be greatly increased

over that of the property-based estimates.

A.4 Level of Accuracy

The main objective of the study was to provide reliable national estimates for the four

key domains of interest, as well as overall national estimates. There are additional subgroups,

such as the distressed stock, properties eligible to prepay Section 221(d)(3) or 236 mortgages,

and particular Sections of the Act for which estimates are also desired. Both the monitoring and

analysis samples are used to develop profIles of the HUD-insured multifamily rental stock.

Much of the analysis involves describing and characterizing properties. To judge the

precision of a typical estimate, assume that 50 percent of properties have a characteristic of

interest. For each domain the 90 percent confidence limits of P = 50 percent are derived from:

1.65 IDe!! 150(IOO-50)!n,

where n is the domain sample size of properties, and the design effect, Deff, equals

- -
1 + pCb - 1), where b is the average number of properties per PSU and p is the intra-cluster

7Based on analysIs sample.
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correlation. The typical p value is around 0.01, given that we are using entire MSAs and their

adjacent non-MSA.counties as PSUs. The calculation results are shown below.

Monitoring Sample

90% Con-

JJmi
fidenw

Domain SampleSb'e b- Limits

UnassIsted 188 355 1.01 ±6.1%

Older assisted, average BR ;;:, 2 25 198 374 101 ±59%

Older assisted, average BR < 2 25 334 60 103 ±47%

Newer assIsted 254 4.79 1.02 ±5.3%

Analysis Sample

90% C{ln·

- fidence
Domain Silmple Size b ,jDeff LilJlits

Unassisted 115 2.15 101 ±7.8%

Older assisted, average BR ;;:, 2.25 115 2.17 1.01 ±7.8%

Older assisted, average BR < 2.25 194 3.66 1.01 ±60%

Newer assisted 146 2.77 1.01 ±69%

For the overall monitoring and analysis sample the 90 percent confidence limits for

P=50 percent can be derived from:

where 1+L represents the increase in variance due to weighting. If one lets W, equal the

universe proportion of properties in the jth key domain and lsi equal the relative weight assigned

to the jth domain, then variances are increased by the factor:

1.65 VDeff V50(100-S0)/n VI +L
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With the moderate degree of oversampling of older assisted properties, the value of VI +L is

only 1.03. Incorporating this into the above equation yIelds:

Monitoring Sample

90% C~nfi-

IDijj
denee

Thlmain Sample Size b Limlm

Overall sample 974 18.38 1.08 , ±294

Analysis Sample

90% Cool'i-
.

JiiijJ
dence

Vomain Sample Size b Limits

Overall sample 570 10.75 1.05 ±3.37%

These tables show that in estinIating any characteristic of the universe ofproperties, one

can be 90 percent confident that the true value is within ±2.94 percent of an estimate obtained

from the monitoring sample, or ±3.37 percent of an estinIate obtained from the analysis sample.

While we did not set out to obtain estimates for particular Sections of the Act, our

sample will allow us to obtain estinIates for Sections 221(d)(3)BMIR, 22l(d)(3)MR, 221(d)(4)

and 236. The following table of confidence limits takes into account the effects of clustering

and the weighting.

8JlmpfeSUe 90% Confidmoo Liltltts

M~lIg Analysis :t\fortm)ring .Analyms
Sooion or tire Act Sample SalllPle Sample Sample

221(d)(3)BMIR 92 58 ±8.9% ±11.2%

221(d)(3)MR 94 54 ±8.8 ±11.6

221(d)(4) 386 221 ±45 ±58

236 335 190 H.8 ±6.3
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APPENDIX B

DATA COLLECTION SUMMARY
, .

The study's data collection on multifamily properties was conducted in three phases,

with each successive phase focusing more intensively on a smaller group of properties. In the

fIrst phase, data were assembled on all multifamily rental properties having HUD-insured or

HUD-held mortgages. This phase was limited to collecting data from automated data bases in

HUD's Central Office. It ultimately provided the information needed to identify the universe

of policy interest (initially 13,667 properties, reduced to 13,271 properties at study completion)

and to draw the Monitoring and Analysis Samples. In the second phase, data were collected on

the Monitoring Sample (initially 1,000 properties, 974 properties at study completion). These

additional data were limited to information available from HUD's Field Offices or from various

computer mes available to the Department. In the third phase, primary data were collected on

the Analysis Sample (initially 600 properties, 570 properties at study completion), the Analysis

Sample being a subsample of the Monitoring Sample. These data were obtained by surveying

each property using a mixture of on-site, telephone, and mail data collection.

In addition to collecting data on the stock of multifamily housing, the study also

collected data necessary to model HUD's programs, rules, and procedures. This information

was compiled through a series of interviews with staff in HUD's Office of Multifamily Housing

Programs and from published notices, regulations, and other issuances.

All data collection was directed by Abt Associates and carried out by staff of Abt, its

specialty subcontractors, and HUD. Exhibit B.l provides an overview of data collection on

multifamily properties.

B.i Data Collection on the Universe ofHUD Properties-HUD's Automated Data Bases

In 1989, data were extracted from two of HUD's automated data bases to identify the

universe. of policy interest and to create the sampling frame. The primary data source was the

Multifamily Insured and Direct Loan Information System (MIDUS), which contains information

(derived from HUD's mortgage underwriting and loan servicing) on all direct loans (primarily

Section 202) and on all mortgages ever insured on multifamily properties. MIDUS provided

the study with information on Section of the Act, mortgage terms, status of mortgage insurance,
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I Exhibit B.1

Overview of Data Collection Activities
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,.
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(rom MIDLlS ana send to

MIPS,sa MIS. fleia Office,
'$te,. .

I

• , ,.
HUD Files anoForms located

mField Offices-
HUD FieloOffice

EconomIsts
• Addl~Onal prOJecHevel oesCliplOf$
.. AddllJonal data OJ) projectsubsldlesand inSlJranc& hIstory ExpertMarket
.. Project site plans where- aval1able Contacts-
•Tenant compO$ftTon oata (fotmS0059)Whereavaiiabie
.. Management and ownerorganization infoJ'JJlatlon

I I

• • +
OKMTeam InspectIOn Team AREA Team

ONnerlManager Inspect Properties Telephone Local Real
Surveys and Neighborhood Estate Market Experts

, t + , +
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InspeCbon - Completed Maps - ValuationSurveys
Contacts
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Ustof Secondary

Contacts,.
Tenant Data
Form 50059
or diskette

where
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geographic identifiers, property characteristics (such as unit size or building type), receipt of

subsidies, and intended occupancy type. The second data source was the Section 8 Management

Information System (Section 8 MIS) which contains information on all Section 8 contracts,

including those on uninsured multifamily properties. MIDUS and Section 8 MIS, together,

permitted the study to identify the universe of interest-defmed by Section of the Act,

geographic location, ownership type, and insurance status (in force or HUD-held).
,

MIDUS, together with Section 8 MIS, also provided the information necessary to

stratify the universe by the four broad "assistance categories" and to array the universe by HUD

Region, and Probability Sampling Unit (MSAlcounty location).

B.2 Data COllection on the Monitoring Sample-BUD Data and Compiled Sources

Data collection for the Monitoring Sample was limited to sources that did not involve

primary collection at the property level. Since the Analysis Sample is a subsample of the

Monitoring Sample, data collected for the Monitoring Sample are also available for all propertIes

in the Analysis Sample.

OKM Associates, a fIrm specializing in managing and analyzing rental properties,

conducted a mai1Jtelephone survey of HUD's loan management staff in the Field Offices that are

responsible for the properties included in the Monitoring Sample. These HUD staff reviewed

(and corrected as necessary) data obtained fromMIDUS and Section 8 MIS, and provided

additional information not available from other sources, including replacement reserve balances

and deposits, residual 'receipt balances, dates of transfers of physical assets, and local market

contact information. Field Office staff also provided certain data on properties' local markets,

as discussed elsewhere in this appendix.

Financial data were extracted from HUD's Multifamily Information and Processing

System (MIPS), a Field Office-based automated system used in loan servicing. The MIPS

fmancial data are derived directly from annual statements of income and expense provided by

each property owneras required by HUD mortgage regulatory agreements. These data include

multiple years of income and expense statements for most properties in the sample. Missing

data were imputed based on building type and assistance category, as described in the data

documentation.
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The study also drew on other automated data bases available to BUD for additional

information on the Monitoring Sample. These included BUD's F47 Payment Database on BUD

insured properties, and MARS database on BUD-held properties, both of which are more

reliable than MIDUS on mortgage terms and status;, BUD's 1991 "Form 949" Civil Rights

Tenant Characteristics/Occupancy Report on unassisted properties (which BUD compiles
, ,

annually from owner surveys); BUD's "Form 951" Addresses and Site Codes of Multifamily

HOO-assisted Housing, which goo-codes project addresses; BUD's Prepayment Database,

compiled by Central Office staff; BUD's Section 8 Fair Market Rents and Annual Adjustment

Factors, prepared by BUD's Economic and Market Analysis staff; and the Conquest Marketing

Information System (®Donnelley Marketing Information Services) forneighborhood demographic

data. The study also drew upon hard copy fIles on BUD's Rent Supplement and Rental

Assistance Payment contracts and on Flexible Subsidy contracts.

B.3 Data Collection on the Analysis Sample-Primary Data on Properties

For the Analysis Sample, the study collected 'data on each property's:

• Physical condition

• Local market conditions

• Ownership and [mances, and

o Tenant characteristics

Each of these types of data collection is discussed below.

Physical Condition

The physical condition of the stock was assessed on-site by architects from three

architectural fInns (The DLR Group, Lane Frenchman Associates, and Bradfield Associates) that

were experienced not only in inspecting multifamily properties, but also in applying the

specialized inspection approach used by the study. The inspectors were responsible fo~ gathering

three kinds of information on each property: 1) current condition-observations that were used
, .,

in the study to estimate the backlog of needs (the cost to bring all systems up to their original

condition); 2) upgrade feasibility-whether a pro~erty could be physi~yupgraded to a higher
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market use, and infonnation needed to estimate costs of upgrading; 3) property take-offs-a

measurement inventory of average units, typical building dimensions, and certain systems, used

,l;>y the study both in costiI,lg backlog needs and estimating future accruals of repair/replacement

costs. The inspectors also conducted neighborhood windshield surveys and collected preliminary

infonnation that was used as input for the mark~t assessment team (discussed below).

The study'S inspection approach is known as the Observable Systems Method, which

was initially developed to estimate the modernization needs of the U.S. public housing stockl
•

Under this method, the condition of each property's system~ is observed, evaluated, and assessed

on-site; and then costed in a consistent manner off-site using a computerized costmg program

and cost fJIes.

A system is defmed as an observable component ofa building, unit, or project site such

as roof coverings, building exterior walls, boilers, elevator shaftways, refrigerators, bathroom

fIxtures, landscaping, parking areas, site electrical distrib)ltion systems, and building power

wiring. For the current study, we tailored the Observable Systems to reflect private housing

stock instead of public housing stock. We added systems, such as more unit amenities, special

building envelope features, and air-conditioning systems. The inspection protocol included

observing conditions of 116 mechanical, electrical, and architectural systems.

For each system, the inspector judged and recorded the level of remedial action needed

to restore the system to its original condition. The action levels were "No Action," "Minor

Action," "Moderate Action," "Major Action," and "Replacement," based on the observed

condition. Minor defects that would be corrected through routine maintenance (e.g. faucet

washer replacement) were generally excluded. The action levels assigned to each observable

system condition were provided to all inspectors in training sessions and a series of handbooks.

This unifonn set of instructions assured consistency across individual inspectors. Exhibits B.2

and B.3 are sample action level descriptions and the appropriate section of an inspection booklet.

The examples are taken from the "Full Bathroom" section of the "Unit Inspection" booklet.

(Exhibit B.2 is a page from this booklet.) Under the section labelled "Full Bathrooms," are the

fIrst fIve systems observed in the bathroom inspection. Some systems (walls and ceilings,

'Dixon Bain et al., Study of the Modernization Needs of the Public and Indian Housing Stock
(Cambridge, MA: Abt Associates, Inc., March 1988). This inspectIOn method proved sufficiently cost
effective that it has subsequently been adapted and used by at least one commerCial inspection firm.
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accessories) require only an action level in order to estimate repair cost; others require a type

(i.e., the materials in use or size) as well as action level for the repair estimate. For example,

under the Bathroom Floor Cover and Subbase System, "Type" is necessary because replacing

a ceramic tile floor would be more costly than replacing a resilient tile floor or linoleum.

Exhibit B.3 is taken from the Inspector's Workbook of conditions and action levels.

Under the system heading there are three columns. The fIrst column is the description of the

Observed Condition, the middle column is the Action Level needed, and the third column is a

description of the Likely Repair Needed to Restore the System to full usefulness.

Inspectors used a standard set of fIve booklets-Site Features, Building Envelope,

Building Mechanical and Electrical, Dwelling Unit (both architec~ral and mechanical systems

are included), and Takeoff-to collect all relevant system level information. For each

Observable system, they noted the presence or absence of the system, the age, the type, if

appropriate (e.g., battery or hard-wired smoke detectors), the number, if appropriate (e.g., the

number of windows), and the repair/replace action level associated with the observed condition.2

Using architectural drawings, when available, or "pacing off" when no plans were available, the

inspectors calculated take-off measurements for site areas and distribution systems, average unit

square footage for all unit sizes present at the property, and key building dimensions for up to

three predominant types/sizes of buildings. These measurements were recorded in the Takeoff

booklet.

Two other forms-Project Quality Distribution and Inspection Building Type and

Quality-were used to obtain overall descriptions of the building stock and the relative quality

of units and buildings at the property.

In advance of the site visit, the inspector sent a Project Quality Distribution form to the

site manager. The manager completed the information on the number of units by size

(bedrooms) and condition, as well as the number of buildings by type (high-rise, walk-up, etc.)

and condition. A defmition guide on conditions was attached to the form to make it easier for

the manager to categorize the units and buildings. When the inspectors arrived on-site, they

'The inspections excluded observations related to detecting or abatmg Special hazards due to
presence of asbestos or lead paint. At the time the study was designed, neither the information needed to
categorize the presence and level of these hazards, nor the optimal abatement methods (and costs) were
available. HUD's budget for the study, therefore, excluded funds for these specialized inspectIOns
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Unll Acllons

eathroom WaUa ancl C.llln a: Partltlona and Surlaeaa
Surface Intacl but llxhlblla IImple IUnor
a;ln; or deterioration.

Surtace malerlal need. 10 be r,,"IDred
with minimal prep work, paint.
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no Iosa of partition Inte;rlly.

1I0darala Major prep work r~qulrlld lor
surface material reslorallon,
palnl

ConsIde_ cIamage to surface hut
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"ajor Major ",ep work requlIed lor
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Ind,cale percentage 10 be replaced
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N/A
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, " "

Replace Replace floor covering and sub-floor

IBathroom Flxtur••
Smk IS ChiPped, rusted, cracked
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Typo= Porceloln or flbergl•••
Minor Replace smk
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Sonk and loolet or tub IS chIPped,
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Major Replace sink and tOilet or
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N/A

Replace all fixturesReplace'.An fixtures are chipped, rusled,
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«' ,', . ,. {"',' ,",' . ',' ',," ;:'., n ',"" ",". "
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N/A "'lor N/A
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reviewed the Project Quality Distribution form with the site manager and discussed the general

characteristics of the property, including:

• Number, type (high rise or elevator buildings, low-rise, garden/townhouses, or
single-family detached), and age of buildings,3

• Number of units by bedroom size,3 and

• The property manager's assessment of overall condition of buildings and units, Le.,
what proportion the manager estimated were in excellent, good, fair, or poor
cohdition.4

From this composite of the property, inspectors selected up to three buildings and three units

to inspect, based on predominant quality categories and predominant building and unit types.

Ifmultiple quality buildings were present, inspectors were instructed to inspect the lowest quality

building. Inspectors were also told to inspect at least one building containing an elevator if one

existed at the property, regardless of its likelihood to be inspected under the guidelines based

on predominant quality and type. For example, if the property had one high rise building and

twenty townhouse buildings, the inspector would inspect the high rise and two townhouses.

For units, the inspectors were instructed to inspect units from the predominant sizes

with the provision that the inspectors select units that, in the manager's opinion, were in the

worst phYSICal condition.s If all the units at the property were in good condition, then the

inspector made the selection based solely on predominant unit size. If, however, there were

units ranging in quality from poor to excellent, the inspector would select poor, fair, and good

units, and not inspect units in excellent condition. This protocol was followed to obtain direct

observations on the elements most costly to repair. Adjustments to property-level repair costs

for the relatively less expensive repairs of better quality units are described in Appendix C.

'Inspector recorded this information on the Inspector Buildmg Type and QualIty (lBTQ) form

4Manager and mspector recorded this information on the Project QUalIty DistributIOn (PQD) form.

'The value to the study of the manager's ratmg of units and buildings by overall condition depended
primarily on the manager's consistency, rather than on the manager's use of the exact definition of excellent,
good, faIr, or poor. The mspector conducted quick "walk-throughs" of umts m the various categories, in
addition to conducting the actual mspectlons, to verify the consistency of the manager's ratmgs. If
discrepancIes eXIsted, the inspector adjusted the distributIOn to reflect the differences.
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In addition to assessing the current physical condition, inspectors provided

infonnation on the physical (but not market) feasibility of upgrading certain observable systems

for both a "moderate" and a "major" market conversion. They recorded this infonnation in the

inspection booklets, as shown in the example in Exhibit B.2 for "Kitchen Upgrade Feasibility".

(This infonnation is needed to ascertain net market value-that is, to subtract upgrade costs from

capitalized net operating income for market-level unassisted rents.) In some cases, upgrading

meant adding a system if one did not currently exist (e.g., a swimming pool). If the system

already existed, upgrading it would involve replacing it with better quality materials.

A total of 1,089 buildings and 1,520 units were inspected at all 570 properties of the

Analysis Sample.

Local Market Conditions

Applied Real Estate Analysis, Inc. (AREA), a fIrm specializing in market analysis,

conducted local market assessments for all 570 properties in the Analysis Sample. The local

market assessments provide several types of key data:

• Potential unrestricted market rents, and potential value as condominiums

• Likely use of the property in an unrestricted market

• Local market characteristics: vacancy rates, property appreciation rates,
condominium absorption rates, capitalization rates

• Local assisted and affordable housing, Section 8 success rates, condominium
conversion rules, and housing and real estate activity by nonprofIt community-
based organizations. '

HUD's Field Office economists provided AREA with initial infonnation on the local

markets and competitive properties, and names and phone numbers of local contacts

knowledgeable about the markets (including property managers, realtors, and local planners).

This infonnation was generally supplemented by HUD Field Office loan servicers and by the

study's physical inspectors.

The study's inspectors also provided AREA with important infonnation about the

properties and their neighborhoods. The inspectors photographed the sample properties, nearby

potentially competitive properties, and some views of the neighborhood surrounding the property

to aid in defming the neighborhood context. They also conducted a brief windshield survey,
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recording observations about the neighborhood such as age of residential structures, density,

non-residential uses, major amenities (such as a park or shopping area), and any neighborhood

elements that would detract from the market value (such as an old, rundown industrial area).

AREA staff conducted surveys by telephone. They gathered information from realtors,

public housing and community development officials, and 'others knowledgeable about the local

market on possible alteruative uses (such as condominiums, market-rate rental, or nonresidential)

and current rental market position (i.e., is the property currently a low-rent property, a moderate

rental, or a high-end luxury complex?), vacancy rates, and trends in supply and demand: The

fmal assessment of the local market context of each property was summarized on a Market

Valuation Summary Guide form.

Ownership and Finances

OKM Associates, in addition to surveying HUD Field Offices, also surveyed owners

and managers of the properties in the analysis sample. The Owner/Manager's FHA

Questionnaire was mailed to managers and asked them to provide information not available from

HUD sources (e.g., management operations, ownership structure, fmandal obligations, and

tenant characteristics) as well as to verify some of HUD's data on their properties. The survey

forms listed the information already obtained from HUD fIles, so that for many items, managers

simply needed to scan for accuracy. For other items, however, some managers needed input

from owners or accountants.

Response rates were disappointing. Even after two OKM follow-ups by telephone, and

numerous phone calls from HUD's Field Offices and Central Office staff, the fmal response rate

was 63 percent. Response rates were even lower for questions on ownership structure and

property fmances.

Tenant Characteristics

The primary source of data on the characteristics of tenants in HUD-insured properties

was property owners and managers. The tenant characteristics included household income,

race/ethnicity of head of household, elder status and household size. Owners/managers of

assisted properties were asked to provide tenant characteristics of individual households from

HUD Form 50059. In addition, all owners/managers were asked to provide summary
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Appendix B: Data Collection Summary

characteristics for the property of residents' income, race, age, and household size. We received

micro level data from 31 owners/managers and summary data from 255. (There was some

overlap between the two sources.) Where available, we fIlled in missing data from HUD's

prepayment database (for older assisted properties that are eligible to prepay their mortgag

es)-51 propertIes-and from the National Low Income Housing Preservation Commission

study-15 properties. These backup sources, however, included only some of the demographic

data elements needed. Missing were household size (in the Preservation Commission data), and

age and race of head of household (in both the Prepayment and Preservation Commission data).

Tenant characteristics were missing for approximately half the sample. We imputed the

characteristics of tenants in properties with missing data, based on the mean values of

characteristics among "similar" properties that provided data. Details on the imputation

procedures are provided in the data documentation.

The study had originally been designed to include tenant data from HUD's Multifamily

Tenant Certification System (MTCS) and HUD Region ill's ASTEC system. The MTCS,

however, was not available in time, and the ASTEC system did not cover any of the properties

in the study sample.

B.4 Other Data Collection

For the Monitoring Sample, demographic data on the sample neighborhoods were

extracted from the Conquest Marketing Information System, a proprietary product of Donnelly

Marketing Information Services that updates and supplements information available from the

U.S Decennial Census. This study used Conquest to produce estimates for 1991 (based on the

1980 census) of population characteristics within a one-mile radius of each sample property.

To obtain information needed to model HUD's programs and rules, a series of

interviews were conducted with staff of HUD's Office of Multifamily Housing Programs,

particularly those in the Office of Preservation and Property Disposition and the Office of

Multifamily Management. This information, which supplemented and interpreted published

information, covered items such as rent increase methods, allocation of Section 8 lMSA or

Flexible Subsidy, property disposition, mortgage prepayment and incentives available under the

Preservation Act, Section 8 Opt Outs, and loan servicing practices.
\
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Appendix B: Data Collection Suml1Ulry

B.S Data Cleaning and Quality Control

For each data collection task, fmal data cleaning was performed by Abt staff. In

addition, for any collection done by a subcontractor, the subcontractor's staff performed quality

control checks on at least 10 percent of the work, and edited forms for completeness and clarity

before sending the data to Abt. As an example, 10 percent of the physical inspections were

repeated by a second inspector, using a second set of forms.

Abt staff did extensive cleaning for completeness and consistency. For the data

obtained from HUD sources, Abt faxed lists of missing or conflicting data elements to Field

Office staff for corrections. Most inconsistencies in data collected by the inspectors and market

analysts were corrected by subcontractor staff before the data were sent to Abt. The remaining

errors on key data elements were corrected either by discussing the case with the inspector or

market analyst, or in rare instances, by calling the property manager.

Because it was essential to have complete data on the analysis sample as input for the

simulation model (see companion volume, Modeling the Future Status ofthe HUD-Insured (Or

Held) Multifamily Stock), values on critical missing variables were imputed based on data for

otherwise similarly situated properties. For example, the market value data omitted "estimated

unassisted market rents" for some unit sizes (bedroom/bath combinations) for some properties.

These were imputed from other rent estimates for that unit size within the same assistance

category using the ratio of rents of adjacent sizes. Imputations also were necessary for missing

values of critical fmancial items. These imputations were based on assistance category and

building type. Data fJles provided to HUD contain flags to indicate variables for each property

that were imputed. Data documentation transferred with the data fJles provide more specific

descriptions of imputation steps and other manipulations used to generate analysis variables.
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APPENDIX C

SYSTEM FOR ESTIMATING PHYSICAL NEEDS BACKLOG
AND ACCRUAL COSTS FROM INSPECTIONS

This appendix outlines the approach used to relate observations made by inspectors to

costs of repairs and replacements. The first section describes the methods for arriving at costs

of the backlog ofcurrently needed repairs and replacements ("physical needs backlog costs").

The second section describes the method to obtain upgrade feasibility costs, that is, amounts that

would have to be expended in order to convert a property to unassisted market occupancy

("upgrade costs"). The third section addresses the method for estimating future accrual of

major repair and replacement costs ("accrual costs").

C.I ~imatingPhysical Needs Backlog Costs from Property Inspections

The process of estimating repair costs based on the property inspections involved five

steps:

• Conducting a physical inspection of the overall site and up to 3 buildings and units
within each project in the analysis sample;

• Generating a system-level cost file (116 systems or groupings of physical features
were inspected in the properties);

• Calculating system-level costs for the site and inspected units and buildings;

• Computing property-level costs by inferring costs for uninspected units and
buildings from inspected units and buildings;

• Regionally a4justing the property-level costs.

Physical Inspection of the Property

The physical inspection method-the Observable Systems Method-was described

previously in "Appendix B: Data Collection Summary." The inspection produces information

for each property on: the current condition and required repair action level for each of 116

systems for the site and for the buildings and units that were inspected; upgrade feasibility to
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Appendix C: System for Estimating Physical Needs Backlog and Accrual Costs from Inspections

higher market use; and property take-offs-a complete inventory of the presence, count, age,

type, and dimensions of components.

System Level Cost File for Computing Physical Needs Backlog

As was discussed in Appendix B, under the Observable Systems Method, the costs of

carrying out the repair actions recorded by the inspector is computed off-site using a

computerized cost file and program. The fIrst step in generating the cost file was developing

up to five system-specific, categorized levels of repair, ranging from no action to replacement

of a system, to correspond to action levels the inspector would use to describe the repairs needed

to bring the system up to a safe, sound, marketable condition. The action level groups are:

• NA for no action

• MIN for minor repair

• MOD for moderate repair

• MAJ for major repair, and

• REP for replace

For any system, each action level denotes a specific repair action. For example, for Kitchen

Cabinets/Counters/Sinks (a dwelling unit system), the MIN action is to replace countertop or

faucet fIttings; the MOD action is to refmish existing cabinets, or repair doors or drawer hinges

as well as replacing anything covered under MIN; MAJ includes the components of MOD as

well as replacing the countertop and sink; and REP includes all MAJ components plus replacing

countertop back splash and cabinets. In the above example for cabinets/countertops/sinks, the

MIN cost is $600 for each kitchen requiriog MIN action. MOD costs are $700 for each kitchen

requiriog a MOD level of repair. MAJ costs are $1,400 for each kitchen. REP costs are

$2,200 per kitchen. 1 Exhibit C.I shows the cost for each action level for each system. Not all

systems have 5 action levels. The Inspection Handbook for this study details each allowable

action level for each system.

'While the costs for most systems mcrease as the action level increases, some systems do not have
higher costs at higher actlOn levels This is because of the definition of the action levels. For example,
replacement of storm/screen windows in the window system (MAl) is less costly than replacing the window
security devices (MOD).
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Exhibit 01: Rx System Cost By Action Level

$Y 'Mo : 'MAl' t'
-Sml
tandscapo 0.10 0.20 075 1.00 Landscape-SF
lWadwayll 0.14 0.29 0.51 156 Road-SF (nun 1000)

Puking 0.14 0,29 051 I 33 Park-SF (nun 1000)

P.vedP~ 0.20 0.40 0.70 1.44 PvdPed SF(minlooo)

Curbing-BltuIl!inous NA NA NA 300 Curbmg-LF

Curbin~ NA NA 1000 16.00 Curbmg-LF
Curbing-Grio!ita NA 2.00 8,00 NA Curbmg-LF
Fmcmg-Chaln 1in1; NA NA NA 1200 Fencmg-LF

FmcUig-wtrJll8ht lro!I' NA NA NA 3300 Fencmg-LF

J:lmcing-WfM!Il ' NA NA NA 1000 Fencmg-LF

Retamiitg Wol/s , NA 15.00 NA 150.00 Retain Wall·LF 6ft

Sitio Dl'&in-UQC!ergmd NA 890.00 335000 7850,00 # Catch Basms
Si... DrairJ.-$udllte NA 0.75 . 0.95 NA Landscape-SF

P\>I. Ughting 500.00 800,00 1300 00 3500,00 # Poles
Si... Fumilule 30.00 60.00 100.00 150.00 SIte Umts
Yards & 1lIIC10llW'e8 NA 350.00 NA 75000 # Yards

, .
I>umpstonl 1000.00 3500 00 2100,00 5600.00 # Dumpsters

Swimming Poot 4600,00 5600.00 14000.00 NA # Pools
Q " ' ,

.... T""1\i$ Courts, 3000,00 NA 4300 00 21000 00 # Courts Doubl. Court

lIosketbal1 Courts 3000.00 1800.00 NA 11000.00 # Courts
Elee Dtst-ovt:w/olee NA NA 9500 130.00 SIte Elec DISI-LF
Blee Dst-ovt:_/e1ee NA NA 75.00 100,00 Slle Elec Disl-LF
See l>ist-UJIll.w/.lee NA NA 115,00 ISO 00 Site Elec D1St-LF
Elee Dst-U.... _/etee NA NA 9000 120.00 Slle Elec D1St-LF
HeatW~:t>at.o$~ NA NA NA 150.00 Heat Water Dlst-LF
Heat Watr Dst·lIt Wit NA NA NA 17500 Heat Water Dlst-LF
))omHot'waleI' Unea NA NA NA 25,00 Dam Hot Water-LF
OQm ColdWaterLines NA NA NA 2000 Dam Cold Water-LF
Main WaterService NA NA NA 4000 Mam Water Serv-LF

. GusUnes NA NA NA 25.00 Gas Lme-LF
5i... Sanitaty Lines NA NA NA 3500 SIte Samtary-LF

Septic,System. NA NA 31250 7500 00 SIte Umts
Sewage EjeetQrs 8OQ,00 1400 00 200000 3500 00 # Ejectors
Hydrants NA NA NA 150000 # Hydrants

These cost elements Include labor, buIldmg and profit overhead



Table I:Continued

SYSTSM ~ ,';:... ~~;l ;,,'p MOD MAJ, !Un' O'Jlii,lt'M_' 'L,>,'1 " :M.'::",':, r'i~"
···lll'!Y$lOli'B:sYSI'I;Wb'
Fouad.tioa4t\ 0.60 NA 2.50 NA Pcnmetcr-LF
Foundabon-8 :ft NA 1 60 310 NA Perimeter-LF
Slab.slal> qn a.ad. NA 0.40 2.00 475 Footprmt-SF
Slab.a_moo, NA 040 250 525 Footprmt-SF
E~t Wal\.M"'"'lU)'

"
Masonry-SF, 100 NA 400 1500

ExtWal\'.l'I_ 100 NA 200 650 Plaster-SF
Ext Wal\.Wood 075 1 25 2.00 400 Wood-SF
ExtWal\·Vioy\ . 075 1 25 175 250 Vmyl-SF
lulilation..WaUa- " NA 070

.
Sum AI types-SF

. ~ ., -. NA NA
l..uIlllioo-CclIiog. NA NA 100 NA Roof! +Root'2·SF
R';'t ~criog.m>l'1d 0.75 100 225 325 Roof-SF
RootC"".r-Shioglcs 0.50 080 100 165 Roof·SF .

Roof C"".r.Bunt-up 1.00 1 20 2 75 4 50 Roof·SF
Paropct WII11 NA 3000 NA 6000 Pcnmeter-LF 3 ft hIgh
C~~, 20000 NA NA 800 00 # Chimneys 2'x2'x4' high
Root HokhCll.small ' '. NA NA NA 500 00 # Roof Hatches < 10SF
R!",f IWchcs-t.,fcdlu",

,
NA NA NA 900 00 # Roof Hatches 10·20 SF

~oofHotoh....1,.argc NA NA NA 1500 00 II Roof Hatches 20·30 SF
Sky!ighloSmalI NA NA NA 300 00 # Skylight, < 10 SF
SI:y\lght·Medium NA NA NA 800 00 # Skylight, 10·20 SF
SI:y1!ght.wg. NA NA NA 1200 00 # Skylight, 20-30 SF
Pentbouse-Small .. NA NA 560.00 1800 00 II Penthouses 4'xlO'x8'
Penthouse-tyfcdium.

,
NA NA 138000 6300 00 1/ Penthouses S'x14 IxlO'

Penthou~~g~ NA NA 3000 00 22500 00 # Penthouses 20'x20'xlO'
Roof Dtaina~ " NA NA 100 200 Roof! +Root'2-SF
W"mdowa-Small ' 5000 7500 7500 35000 #Wmdws(need act) < 15 SF
\V'mdowa·Mcxhum 7500 12500 9500 52500 hWmdws(need act) < 30 SF
Wmdow,.l.arge 100 00 17500 13500 900 00 UWmdws(necd act) > 30 SF
Ext Com DOOrs.Wood 0 200 00 NA 55000 85000 #Doors (need act)
Ext Com. Doon..Md:a1 20000 NA 55000 85000 # Doors (need act), "'
Ext Com Doois.:Gtass 20000 NA 65000 95000 # Doors (need act) .
Unit Ent Doors-Wood ~ 20000 NA 55000 75000 II Doors (need act)
Unit Ent Doon~M~ 20000 NA 55000 75000 1/ Doors (need act)
VOlt Ent Doors.otus 20000 NA 65000 85000 # Doors (need act) • Sec Note t,
Storm/Screen Doors NA NA NA 25000 HDoors (need act)
Canoples.Sa:n~ NA 20000 NA 600 00 # Canops(need act) 6'x4'
Canopu:s-Modium ' , NA 85000 NA 2500 00 # Canops(need act) 6'x16'



Table I: ContlUued

.
SYS'lllM ' . MOD MM ~ tlnitofM_ . ,

>' ~,

CanopICl!l~brgo NA 2000 00 NA 6000 00 # Canops(need act) 1O'x30'
Exterior S.m..Wood 300 00 NA 600 00 1800 00 # flights 8m act
~Stalr.-Coa~tdc SOO 00 NA 1000 00 4000 00 # flights need act
BldgMtd Sitct,lghts NA 25000 NA 400 00 # Llght,(aced act) ... Sec Note 2
FlI;e EllC4pe& NA 300'00 NA 1500 00 #escps ... #stne5
Pordi.. (w/~O\lO NA 800 00 NA 4000 00 NPorches net<! act 8'xt6'" ,-

# Decks nee<llletPccb (wo/rooO NA 60000 NA 2500 00 S'x16'
Atkhd Storage Sheds NA 35000 NA 900 00 # Sheds need act 4'x6'
Veabhul.. 150 NA 3.25 NA Vestibule-SF
Conido... 1 50 300 425 500 Corridor-SF
sWrwsyo 150 350 SOO 600 Int Sttnt-SF or

160 ... #storie~
..tori., Ugh'" NA 100 NA 250 Corrdor+Com km -SF
Mall F..,ilill...lIo~ NA NA NA 6500 # Mad Boxe5
Mad F..,a·Kiook NA NA NA 195000 II Mati Facdit1~ 16 per mount, ;
J,.aundty .Rooms , 100 300 350 500 18SF ... Hpcs eqUip
LsIlndty EqUiplllOl1t NA 20000 NA 600 00 NpIeces of eqUip
CQmmon'Rooms 1.00 300 350 500 Common Room -SF
Common KitthCQ 1.00 300 500 NA Common Kitchen -SF.
Note 1.0lus cotty Doors not ill Inrpcctor'. Handbook

Note 2 HllDdbook does not Illy to record "



Table I:Conlinued

SYSTllM-" " , MOD.'
,

MAl REP UnlIufM_ , ,: " . ' I·i&-':~ ," ,~f

-BMBSYS'lEM'S .
HeabIIg Risers 75.00 100.00 15000 20000 BldgUrnls
Gas D)SInbutioo 75.00 150.00 25000 320.00 Bldg Unils
Ht & ~IdW:aIeJ:'Dist ' 100.00 20000 30000 400,00 Bldg Umts
SmiilatyDist 100.00 20000 300.00 500.00 Bldg Unils
Finl~Qll 0.25 0.50 35000.00 2.00 Gross Area SF Plpmg not inc

Maj:lIal csl
Sump J:'unJptHlroaU NA 150.00 NA 40000 # Sump Pumps
Sump Pumps-Lltge NA 400.00 NA IIOO.OO # Sump Pumps
~inan NA 150000 2500 00 500000 # Compaclors
Compaclors-Lltge NA 1500.00 3000 00 12000.00 # Compaclors
~V.nt&lWt NA 0.75 1.25 2.00 Gross Area SF
CtatXlll Ae NA 1.50 NA 4.50 Gross Area SF
Swtch!l""t-w!Ehlc Ht ' NA NA NA 150 Gross Area SF
SwtclIgeai-wo/BIec Ht NA NA NA I 00 Gross Area SF.'
Bldg PowerWuing NA NA NA 2.00 Gross Area SF
JlmerO""-tot .

,
400.00 1200.00 5000 00 30000.00 I per proJecl

EmergenCy Ughts NA NA NA 40000 Bldg Unlls / 6
Smoke Det2Battmy NA NA NA 200 00 Bldg VUlls /6
Smoke Det-llatdwinod NA NA NA 250.00 Bldg Vrnls /6
CominirnicatiOllSys , NA NA NA 200.00 Bldg VUlts /6
Emcr Call AWm Sy., NA . NA NA 300 00 Bldg VUlts /6
Master TV AiI_ NA NA NA 3000.00 Bldg Urnls /6
C1060Cl CireuitTV NA NA NA 100000 Bldg Urnls /6
HotAirF_ NA 200 00 600.00 1300.00 Bldg Vnlls
Boilem 100 00 300.00 600 00 1300.00 Bldg Vnlts
Boiler RoomPiping 150.00 25000 400 00 66000 Bldg Vnlts
Boder Rm Periphs 500.00 900.00 140000 210000 Bldg Vnlls
DHW Generatioo 50.00 125.00 17500 23500 Bldg Vnlls
Shaft,ways-Hydtoulic , 100.00 200.00 1000 00 500000 Num Elevators
Shaftways-HoiSt , 200.00 50000 200000 500000 Num Elevators
Shaftway D<>ors-Dbl , ' , 300.00 50000 1200 00 200000 Num Floors
Shaftway Doots-Sgl ISO 00 25000 60000 1000.00 Num Floors
Cabs , 300.00 500.00 700.00 2500 00 Num Elevators
Comrollet 500 00 1000 00 1500 00 5000.00 Num Elevators -MacIrineIy-Hydrau1ic 5000 00 ooסס1 00 15000 00 40000 00 Num ELevators
Machinc<y-Hoist 2000 00 4000.00 6000 00 20000.00 Num ELevators



Table I:ContlDued

SY$l'UM - -- ". ,-- (' ;MlN" MOD' MM lU!P, Unil"fM_' " " ""f " "
" ,

' ~,,~~'~~;';,
.,. UNrr SYllTSMS , _,'
Jnt WIIls,Ceill'art NA NA NA 2.50 TotSF-(kit,bath)+4
Jnterior Floor ,

NA NA NA 1,50 Tot SF-(ktt,bath)
Jnt WIIls,OliI Sud ' 0,60 0,95 1,35 NA TotSF-(kit,bath)+4
Floor-<:aq>et NA NA NA 2,25 Tot SF-(ktt,bath)
Floor-:ReIIilillllt NA NA NA 1,50 Tot SF-(kit,bath)
JntJ)oonl,F_ NA 35,00 200 00 320,00 # Doors need act
Kit Wills, 0liIings 0.65 0.90 I 95 3.80 OB=40SF, IB= 180SF

Rest=264SF
~tehenFloors NA NA 1,60 260 OB =40SF; IB=60SF,

Rest=88SF
Olbnts,Countets,SinJal ' 600.00 700.00 1400.00 2200 00 1 per KItchen
Ranlic &'IJood 125.00 200.00 450.00 975.00 I per KItchen
Refrigeratol; NA NA NA 450.00 I per KItchen

Garbage~ NA NA NA 200 00 I per KItchen
D1shwlIs1ler

' .
NA NA 450.00 I per KllchenNA

Mter<lWllYe NA NA NA 25000 I per Kitchen
TtoSh ColllJl"Clot NA NA NA 425.00 I per Kllchen
Full Bath WaUslCeiI 0.65 0.90 3.85 5.75 200SF + #fuU bth. 50% tile
Full Bath F1tll-TiJe NA NA 6.50 800 40SF • #full bths
Full Bath FItlI-Resd NA NA I 50 2.50 40SF • #full bth.
Full Fillt~PotClain 300.00 300.00 600 00 1300 00 # Full Bath.
Full FlXt-FibetglllSS 300.00 300.00 600 00 120000 # Full Baths
FUn Bath ACC$lries NA 75.00 NA 150.00 # Full Bath.
Full VlUlibe8-24" NA NA NA 275.00 # Full Baths
Full Vamties-36" NA NA NA 325.00 # Full Baths
HalfBath WaUsfCed 0.65 0.90 3.85 5.75 llOSF • #half bth. 50% tile
Half Bath FItlI-T'de NA NA 650 800 20SF • #half bth.
Halt: Bath FItlI-Resd NA NA 1,50 2.50 20SF • #half bths
HalfBathFilltotes ' 300.00 300.00 600 00 NA # Half Bath.
HalfBath Ac<:essries NA 7500 NA 15000 # Half Baths
HalfR VlUJifu!6-24" NA NA NA 275.00 # Half Bath.
HalfR yanities-36" NA NA NA 32500 # Half Bath.
HVAC- Heating QlI1y NA 360.00 NA 96000 # HVAC Umts
HVAC - H..veool NA 96000 NA 480000 # HVAC Umts
RadJation Hydronic NA 600 NA 12.00 Pro) Avg Penml

(B1dgUmts/Stne.)
RadJation JlIectric . NA NA NA 16.00 2/3 Pro)Avg Penml



Table I:Conlinued

-A-Y.c";" .1 MOD, MAl , lUll' .:' Uml<lfM_ ,
'.,,~ ......':'" , .

(BldgUnlts/Stnes)
UnitllcliJ« NA 80000 NA 2000.00 1 per Unit
UnitF_ NA 500.00 NA 1200.00 1 per UDtI
UnitDBW~on NA NA NA 350.00 1 per UnIt
T~ Col!ll'(l!s ' NA NA NA 100.00 HTemp Controls WaII'mounted
W\IU Air Condiliooer NA NA NA 700.00 HWalt ACs
UnitEloc PWt NA NA NA 900.00 .1 per Untt
Unit Blec Wiring NA NA NA 3.00 Total UDtt SF
llelI/JnIen:ow. NA NA NA 15000 1 per UDtl
Ck>lled. Cilcu!t T\' ' NA NA NA 10000 1 per UDtt
llDlI'r'Call Alitni Sys NA NA NA 125.00 1 per UDtt
SllIOkcI>et-~ NA NA NA 100.00 1 for 0 bed;2 for 1-2 bed;3 for 3-4 bed
Slliol<e I>et-Hatdwite NA NA NA 125.00 1 for 0 bed;2 for 1-2 bed;3 for 3-4 bed



Appendix C: System for Estimating Physical Needs Backlog and Accrual Costs from Inspections

We obtained the services of A.M. Fogarty and Associates, a fInn with extensive

experience in costing for private housing construction and modernization, to review the cost fIle

developed for the Abt public housing studf and to defme cost elements which corresponded to

each system and action level combination. As one test of the cost fIle, Abt conducted statistical

comparisons between these cost elements and related elements in the R.S. Means Repair and

Remodeling Cost Data and Square Foot Costs for 1991. The two systems provided highly

consistent results (with a Pearson correlation coefficient between the two sets of costs equal to

0.964).

System Level Costs for the Site and Inspected Units and Buildings

In this step, the inspector's observations and the cost fIles are combined to calculate,

for each property, costs for repair actions on items that have been inspected. A mathematical

algorithm is applied to each system the inspector checked off as needing some level of repair.

The basic concept is multiplying unit cost by a quantity measure, where the quantity measure

may be scaled by a percentage of the item affected.

For example, for Roadways the algorithm fIrst checks to see if the Roadway square feet

(SF) noted on the Takeoff fonn is larger than 1,OOO-the minimum SF allowed by the

calculation. The algorithm then multiplies the larger of Roadway SF or 1,000 SF by the cost

element associated with the Roadway action level noted on the Site booklet. In addition, if the

action level is MIN, then only 10 percent of the SF is used (still keeping 1,000 as a minimum

however), as the defInition of the MIN action for Roadways is to "patch a pothole or swale and

repave, and regravel the area-less than 10 percent of the road." Thus to calculate the MIN cost

for a 25,000 SF Roadway, the algorithm would be: $0.14 (cost per SF/minimum action) *
25,000 (# of SF) '" 0.10 (% of system affected) = $350. For a MOD action on the same system

and property, the inspector wonld have noted on the Site fonn the percentage (between 10 and

50 percent) of the Roadway that needs to be resurfaced, regraded as well as repaved or

regraveled. Thus, if the inspector estimated that 35 percent of the roadway needed repair, then

the algorithm would be: $0.29 ~ 25,000 sq.ft. ~ 0.35 = $2,537.50.

2Dixon Bain et al., Study of the Modernization Needs of the Public and Indian Housing Stock
(Cambridge, MAo Abt Associates, Inc., March 1988). ThIs inspectIOn method proved sufficiently cost
effective that it has subsequently been adapted and used by at least one commercial Inspection finn.
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Appendix C: System for Estimating Physical Needs Backlog and Accrual Costs from Inspections

A COBOL program was written to process the clean database by relating all the

inspection data collection instruments to each other via the HUD Project ill. A physical needs

backlog cost is then calculated for each system that required some repair or replace action.

Some of the algorithms make use of the takeoff data as in the above example on Roadways.

This cost element is on a per square foot basis. Other cost algorithms are based on the number,

such as the number'of windows, that required the action. Exhibit C.l shows the multiplier for

each cost element in addition to showing the cost for each action level.

After the per system costs are calculated, they are grouped together to form analysis

groups. For example, the Envelope system group called Windows and Doors includes the

inspection systems: Windows-small, Windows-medium, Windows-large, Exterior Common

Doors, Unit Entry Doors, and Storm/Screen Doors. Exhibit C.2 shows which Observable

systems are included in each analysis group.

Property Level Costs

In order to generate costs for the property as a whole, costs for buildings and units that

were not inspected needed to be estimated.3

For each property, costs were generated for the buildings and units that were not
inspected based on their relationship to buildings and units that were inspected. During the

inspection, the inspector filled out an additional form-the Inspector Building Type and Quality

Fonn (IBTQ). For each building in the project (whether inspected or not), the inspector

recorded the age, overall building quality, the building type (High rise, Walk-up, Garden, Single

family detached), and a count of units in each size category (OBRllBath, lBRllBath,

2BRllBath, 2BR/l +Baths, 3BR/lBath, 3BRll +Baths, 4BR/lBath, 4BR/l+Baths) in the.
building. Another form, the Project Quality Distribution Fonn, was completed by the property

manager and reviewed by the inspector. The purpose of the PQD form was to collect data, at

a property level, on how many units overall (without a breakdown at the building level) in each

size category fell into each quality category (Excellent, Good, Fair, and Poor). The PQD form

categories for units were by bedroom count only. The ffiTQ form included more specific

breakdowns by bedroom and bath count. The average unit square footage calculations are for

'ThIs is not true for Site systems because all site elements were inspected.
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Exhibit C 2

System Groups and Associated System Components for Backlog Needs Cost Estimates

System Group Name

Urnt Interior Construction

Urnt Interior Fmish

KItchen Fixtures

Bathroom Fixtures

Urnt Heating and Coolmg

Urnt Electric

Building Exterior Closure

C-ll

System Component

Interior Walls-Partitions
Floors Sub-base

Interior Walls-Surface
Floor Covering: Carpet
Floor Covering. ResJiient
Interior Doors
Kitchen Walls
Kitchen Floor
Bathroom Walls
Bathroom Floor

Kitchen Cabinet/Counter
Range and Hood
RefrIgerator
Garbage DIsposal
Dishwasher
MIcrowave
Trash Compactor

Bathroom Fixtures
Bathroom AccesSOries
Vanities

HVAC units
RadIatIOn
Boiler (Unit level)
Furnace (Unit level)
DHW Generation (Unit level)
Temperature Control
Wall AIr CondItioner

Electrical Panel
Electrical Wiring
BeIIlIntercom
CCTV
ECAS
Smoke Detector

FoundatIOn
Slab
Exterior Wall
Insulation



ExhIbit C.2 (contmued)

System Groups and Associated System CompouentS:for BlJ:cklog NeedS Cost Estimates

Roofs
'.,

.'

Roof Covering
Parapet Wall
Chimney
Roof Hatches
Skylight
Penthouse
Roof Drainage

Windows and Doors

Extenor Features

Common Areas

Building Mechanical 'and Electric

0-12

Windows
Extenor Common Doors
Unit Entry Doors
StormlScreen Doors

Canopies
Exterior Stairs
Bldg Mounted Site Lights
Fire Escapes
Porches
Decks
Sheds

Vestibules
Corridors
Stairways
Interior Lights
Mail Facilities
Laundry Rooms
Laundry Equipment
Common Rooms
Common KItchens

Heating Risers
Gas DistributIOn
Dom Hot/Cold Water Dist
Sanitary Distribution
Fire Suppression
Sump Pump
Compactors
Switchgear
Building Wiring
Emergency LIghts
BuIldmg Smoke Detector
Communication System
Bmldmg ECAS
Master TV Antenna
Building CCTV

"



Exhibit C.2 (continued)

System Groups and Associated System Components for Backlog Needs Cost Estimates

Buildmg Heating and Cooling

Elevators

Site Areas

Site Amenities

Site Distribution

C-13

Central Vent/Exhaust
Central Air Conditioning
Furnace (Building level)
Boiler (Building level)
Boiler Room Piping
Boiler Room Peripherals 
DHW Generation

Shaftways
Shaftway Doors
Cabs
Controller
Machinery

Landscaping
Roadways
Parking
Paved Pedestrian Area
Curbing
Fencing
Retaining Wall
Site Drainage
Pole Mounted Site Llghtmg

Site Furniture
Yards and Enclosures
Dumpsters
Pool
Tennis Courts
Basketball Courts

Emergency Generator
Site Electrical Dist
Hot Water Distribution
Dom Hot Water Lines
Dom Cold Water Lines
Main Water Service
Gas Lmes
Site Sanitary Lines
Septic System
Sewage Ejectors
Hydrants



Appendix C: System for Estimating Physical Needs Backlog and Accrual Costs from Inspections

the more precise bedroom and bath categories; to make use of this higher precision, we

redistribute the unit quality indicators on the PQD to reflect the more detailed descriptors on the

ffiTQ. For example, if according to the PQD data, the property had 50 2-bedroom units, 25

in Excellent condition and 25 in Good condition, but the ffiTQ revealed that 20 of the 50 2

bedroom units had more than one bath, then the unit quality distribution for 2-bedroom units was

changed to 15 Excellent 2BR/l Bath, 10 Excellent 2BR/l + baths, 15 Good 2BR/l baths, and

10 Good 2BR/l + baths.

In order to estimate the backlog cost for the uninspected units, the fIrst step was to

compute per square foot costs for each inspected dwelling unit (the physical needs backlog costs

for the inspected units divided by the overall square feet for the particular units). The estimated

backlog costs for the uninspected units was then simply their square footage multiplied by the

average repair costs of inspected units of the same quality category. This was straightforward

because inspectors had recorded average size in square feet of each unit size.

Estimating the backlog cost for uninspected buildings was similar, but more complex

because inspectors did not collect square footages of uninspected buildings. In order to be able

to apply costs from the inspected sample to the uninspected sample, the costs for the inspected

buildings had to be normalized to account for differences in building sizes. We chose to

normalize building costs to a per 2-bedroom equivalent. The computation to normalize the

inspected building costs was as follows:

1) Overall national average square feet for each unit size category were calculated as
a weighted average of the square footage of all units in all buildings in the analysis
sample properties, regardless of whether the building was inspected. The weights
were the unit size distributions in each building.

2) The number of 2BR/lBath equivalent units in each building was calculated as the
total square footage of living space in each building divided by the national average
square footage of a 2BR/l bath unit (843.9 sq. ft.). The total square footage of
living space was calculated by multiplying the national average square feet for each
unit size by the number of units of that size in the building.

3) Building costs for each inspected building were normalized to a per-2BR cost
equivalent by dividing total costs by the number of 2BR equivalent units in the
building, thus generating a normalized cost for the inspected building which could
then be applied to the uninspected buildings.
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Appendix C: System for Estimating Physical Needs Backlog and Accrual Costs from Inspections

For example, Project X has 3 buildings. Building 1 is composed of 10 studio

apartments, 20 lER/l Bath, and 10 3BRll + Bath. Building 2 has 20 2BRll + Bath. Building

3 has 10 4BRll + Bath. Based on the full sample of projects, the average square feet for a

studio is 460.4; a lER/1 Bath is 640.3; a 2BR/l + Bath is 1016.9; a 3BRll + Bath is 1160.3;

and a 4BR/l+ Bath is 1342.7. The national average square feet for a 2BR/l Bath is 843.9.

Thus, the number of 2BR equivalents for Building 1 was «10*460.4) + (20X 640.3) +

(10*1160.3» / 843.9 or 34.38. Building 2 has (20*1016.9) / 843.9 or 24.1 2BR equivalents.

Building 3 has (10"'1342.7) /843.9 or 15.912BR equivalents. Building l's costs were divided

by 34.38; Building 2's by 24.1; and Building 3's by 15.91, to obtain cost per 2 bedroom

equivalent for each building.

Based on the assumption that buildings or units of the same type within the project

will have similar costs, costs for the uninspected units and properties were generated in one of

three ways:

• Same type-same quality. If the inspection included a building of the same type and
quality as the uninspected building, the normalized 2BR equivalent cost (in the
inspected building) was multiplied by the number of 2BR equivalent units in the
uninspected building to produce the uninspected building's cost. Similarly, if the
inspection included a unit of the same size and quality as the uninspected unit, its
per square foot cost was multiplied by the total square feet of the uninspected unit
to generate the cost for that uninspected unit.

• Same type-different quality. Ratios between quality categories within type were
calculated using the normalized costs for the inspected buildings or units. If
multiple inspected buildings (or units) of the same type but with different quality
existed for the project, the inspected building (or unit) with the closest quality was
used as a cost reference point. (Inspected buildings or units with poorer qualities
were chosen if a choice needed to be made. In other words, if a Good high rise
needed to be costed and both an Excellent and a Fair high rise had been inspected,
the Fair high rise would have been chosen as the reference point.) Once the
inspected reference point was chosen, the normalized cost was fIrst multiplied by
the national average ratio between the costs for the uninspected and inspected
qualities for that building or unit type. In the above example, the normalized cost
for the Fair high rise would have been multiplied by the ratio between the national
average for a Good high rise to the national average for a Fair high rise. Next,
the cost was multiplied by the appropriate factor' for the uninspected building or
unit.

4Por buildings, the factor is the number of 2BR equivalents discussed above The factor for units
is the total square feet for the urnt.
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Appendix C: System for Estimating Physical Needs Backlog and Accrual Costs from Inspections

• Different type. 5 If the inspection included no building of the same type (or unit of
the same size), the ratio between the project cost and the national average cost for
inspected buildings (or units) was applied to the national average cost for the type
being costed. This ratio equals the sum of the actual inspected costs for the project
divided by the sum of the national weighted costs (i.e, the costs for the inspected
buildings using national average costs.). To cost buildings or units with different
types than those inspected in the project, the national averages for the uninspected
type and quality were multiplied fIrst by this project-to-national ratio, and then by
the appropriate factor (either number of 2BR equivalent units or square feet) for
the uninspected building or unit being costed. For example, if a Good high rise
eXIsted in a project for which only Poor walk-ups had been inspected, a project-to
national ratio would have been calculated by dividing the sum of the inspected Poor
walk-up building costs by the national average for a Poor walk-up multiplied by the
number of 2BR equivalents for each inspected building in the project. The national
average for a Good high rise would then be multiplied by this project-to-national
ratio, and then multiplied by the number of 2BR equivalents in the Good high rise
being costed.

Regional Adjustment to the Property Level Cost numbers

The cost element numbers created by A.M. Fogarty and Associates were based on

current costs for the Washington D.C. area. Using the RS. Means "City Cost Indices" from

the Repair and Remodeling Cost Data book for 1991, the property level physical needs backlog

costs were adjusted by multiplying them by the ratio of the RS. Means Index for the city where

the property is located to the RS. Means index for Washington D.C. (which is 96.4). For

example, the computed cost for a New YOI:k City property would be multiplied by 1.315 (which

is the New York-to-Washington index ratio, 126.8/96.4).

This system of inspection and costing was compared with actual work bids on pubhc

housing in San Francisco, and proved to be very consistent with the bids. For a similar study

for the San Francisco Housing Authority (SFHA), Abt Associates used the same cost elements

and Observable Systems Method described in this Appendix. The SFHA compared the costs Abt

generated against actual bids for work under the HUD Comprehensive Improvements Assistance

Program and found a high degree of overall agreement. As expected, differences were noted

in cases where project redesign was necessary, since the study's inspection was intended only

to estimate the costs to repair existing systems, not the costs of redesign.

'Based on the inspection protocol, this occurrence was rare, ansing only when a property contained
a great diversity of building types and quality levels. The occurrence was greater for units, however, due
to the lumt of 3 unit inspections per property.
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Appendix C: System for Estimating Physical Needs Backlog and Accrual Costs from Inspections

C.2 Upgrade Feasibility Costs

In addition to assessing the current physical condition of the properties, the inspectors

recorded in the inspection booklets, information on the physical feasibility of upgrading certain

observable systems for both a moderate and major market conversion: This information is

needed to ascertain net market value-that is, to subtract upgrade costs from capitalized net

operating income for market-level unassisted rents. The inspector rated the feasibility of

upgrading the market level by adding amenities or improving the quality of materials in an

existing system in order to make the property and its units marketable at a higher rent level.

Two levels of upgrading were possible: upgrading the property to a "moderate" market quality,

and upgrading the property to a high or "major" market quality. A "moderate" market quality

is defmed as an average quality unit, generally in good condition, with average amenities. A

"major" market quality unit would command a high rent and may include such amenities as

tennis courts, swimming pools, and central air conditioning.

If the current condition and amenities already positioned the property into the

"moderate" market category, the upgrade feasibility rating was limited to "major" market

feasibility. If the property was already at a high-end market rent, no upgrade feasibility analysis

was necessary. In addition, if the layout or size of the buildings or units was not conducive to

the upgrades needed, the property was deemed infeasible for that upgrade level.

Upgrade actions could also be affected by physical needs backlog. Iu some cases,

upgrading meant adding a system if it did not currently exist (e.g., adding a swimming pool).

If the system already existed, upgrading it would involve replacing it with better quality

materials than would be used for repair. Some upgrade system costs are "additive" to the

backlog repair cost-the backlog repair would still have to occur before upgrading the system.

An example is Landscaping. If the backlog repair action requires a portion of the current

Landscaping to be reseeded, this would have to occur regardless of the Landscaping upgrade.

Other systems have "instead of' costs. This means that the backlog repair action would

not occur if the property were being upgraded. For example, there would be no reason to repair

windows that were being replaced with better quality materials. Exhibit C.3 lists for each

Upgrade system, whether its associated cost is additive to, or replaces the physical needs backlog

cost. The method of calculating upgrade costs is similar to that used for physical needs

backlog costs. Cost elements were derived by A.M. Fogarty and Associates. Exhibit CA lists
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Exhibit C.3 ,"

Upgrade Systems-Additive to Repair Backlog vs Instead of Repair Backlog

Additive Systems~ " ,.

Landscaping
Emergency Generator

Exterior stairs
Bldg Mounted Site Lights
Porches
Decks
Sheds
Corridors
Stairways

Central Vent/Exhaust
Central Air
Smoke Detector
Communication System
ECAS
CCTV
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Instead of Systems

Parking
Site Lighting
Yards and Enclosures
Swimming Pool
Tennis Court .
Basketball Courts

Exterior Wall
Windows
Exterior Common Doors
Vestibules
Interior Lights
Mail Facilities
Laundry Facilities
Common Rooms

Electrical Service
Emergency Lights
Furnace
Boiler
DHW Generation
Elevator Cabs

Unit Interiors
Unit Kitchen
Unit Bathroom
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these elements for each Upgrade sy~tem as well as the dimensional multiplier. Two levels of

Upgrade are possible-Moderate and Major. For units there is a further distinction: to Partial

and Full for Moderate Upgrade, and Full or Rehab for Major Upgrade. Sites and BME systems

only allow for moderate upgrades. If the system is present, then the upgrade is Moderate Yes;

if the -system is not present, then the upgrade is Moderate Add. Envelope systems also

breakdown Moderate upgrade to Yes, for present systems, and Add when the system is not

present. In addition, major Yes is an upgrade option for Envelope systems.

After the costs are calcnlated for the inspected site, units, and buildings, costs are

generated for the full property (including uninspected units and buildings) using the same

procedures followed for costing physical needs backlogs:

• Building upgrade costs for inspected buildings are nonnalized to a per 2 bedroom
equivalent, and unit upgrade costs are nonnalized to a per square foot cost;

• Costs are generated using one of the three methods· that were outlined above for
physical needs backlog costs; and

• Regional adjustments ~Ie applied as discussed above.

C.3 Estimating Accrual of Repair and Replacement Costs

Accrual cost estimates are the total amount a property will need to cover expected

repairs and replacements for each Observable System over each of the next 20 years. Each

system was given either a repair or a replacement cost depending upon the standard wear of the

system. For example, boilers are expected to be replaced after a certain number of years, but

landscaping only needs periodic major maintenance. Some systems were deemed inappropriate

for accrual estimates because they generally will not need replacement or standard maintenance. , '

over the 20-year horizon used for this study. An example is the Site-level Domestic Hot Water

Lines. Over time, a portion of the lines may need to be replaced, but this is not an expected

occurrence. The repair or replacement system cost is based on the same algorithm used for the

physical needs backlog costings.

'Same type-same quality; same type-different quality; different type.
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Appendix C: System for Estimating Physical Needs Backlog and Accrual Costs from Inspections

In addition to a repair/replacement cost, each system is assigned an average useful

lifetime (or in the case of items which will be repaired, "action-intervals" are assigned).? For

systems requiring replacement over time, the useful life is the age the system is expected to be

when it must be replaced because it is worn-out or approaching failure. Boilers are expected

to last 25 years. This is the expected life for the Boiler systems. Interior walls in Units are not

expected to wear out, but will need to be painted every 7 years. This is the action interval

(rather than expected life) for Interior Walls. The repair cost associated with Interior Walls is

the cost of painting the walls. Exhibit C.5 lists for each system involved in accrual, the action

level appropriate to accrual, and the useful life (or action interval).

For each of the next 20 years, for each Accrual system, we test whether the system will

reach the end of its useful life (or action interval) that year. As the starting point, we used the

system ages where they were collected by the Inspector; otherwise, we estimated system age to..
be the average age of the buildings in the project. We assume, however, that any system that

needed to be replaced as part of the physical needs backlog, was indeed replaced: therefore, the

age of such systems is set back to zero. The age is then increased for each accrual year. In any

year that a system's accrual age equals its expected life, then the repair/replace cost is added into

the accrual total for that year.

The accrual yearly totals are calculated on the sites, units, and buildings that were

actually inspected. These costs are then scaled up to reflect the total property, using the same

scaling factors developed for estimating property-level physical needs backlog costs. The

property totals are then regionally adjusted as discussed previously. Accrual costs are based on

current dollars.

7The basic reference for expected lives was Appendix B, "Accrual Actions and Expected Lives"
from Future Accrual ofCapital Repair and Replacement Needs ofPublic Housing, Final Report, prepared for
HUD by ICF, Inc., April 1989 as an update of the Abt public housing study (Bain, 1988). Abt staff
experienced in conventional residential building constructlon and management altered these hfetimes for some
systems
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Exhibit C.5

Life Expectancies and RepairJReplace Action Levels for Accrual Systems

SYSTEM
LIFE

EXPECTANCY
REPAIR

ACTION LEVEL

Landscaping
Roadways
Parking Areas
Paved Pedestrian
Curbing
Fencing
Retaming Walls
Site Drainage
Pole Mutd LIghtmg
Site Furniture
Yards
Dumpster
Pool
Tennis
Basketball
Dom Hot Water Dist
Dom Cold Water Dist
Sewage Ejector
Unit-Wall Surface
Unit-Carpet
Unit-Floor Resilient
Kitchen Wall
KItchen Floor
KItchen Cabinet
KItchen Range
Refrigerator
Garbage Disposal
Dishwasher
Microwave
Trash Compactor
Bathroom Walls
Bath Floor-Ceramic
Bath Floor-Resilient
Bath Fixtures
Bath Accessories
Bath Vanities
UrntHVAC
Radiation'
Unit Boiler

5
25
25
25
25
20
10
25
25
15
20
15
15
15
15
40
40
40
7

10
20

7
15
25
15
15
7

15
10
15
7

50
20
40
40
40
20
25
25

( 5)1
(15)

(10)
(20)

(10)

(15)
(25)
(25)
(25)

(20)

MIN
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP,
MOD
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
MAJ
MAJ
MOD
REP
REP
REP
MIN
REP
REP
MIN
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
MIN
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP

'Numbers in parenthesis are life expectancies for family occupied units and buildings

'Hydromc only.
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Exhibit C',5 (continued)

Life Expectancies and RepairlReplace Action Levels for Accrual Systems. -, ,

Unit Furnace
Umt DHW Generation
Temperature Control
Wall Air Conditioner
Bell/Intercom
Unit CCTV
Unit ECAS
Unit Smoke Detector
Building Foundation
Exterior Wall
Roof-Membrane
Roof-Shingles
Roof-Builtup
Parapet Wall
Chinmey
Penthouse
Roof Drainage
Windows
Ext Common Door
Unit Entry Door
Storm/Screen Door
Canopies
Exterior Staus
Bldg Mtd Site Lights
Fire Escapes
Porches
Decks
Sheds
Vestibules
Corridors
Stairways
Intenor Lights
Mail Facilities
Laundry Rooms
Laundry Equipment
Common Rooms
Common Kitchen
Heatmg Riser
Gas Distribution
Dom Hot/Cold Water
Samtary Dlst
Fire SuppressIOn
Sump Pump
Compactor
Central Vent/Exhaust
Central Air
Emergency Generator

25
20
25
15
30
30
30
40
10
10
40
20
40
10
10
10
25
40
60
20
15
20
10
10
40
40
25
40
10
10
10
25
20
15
10
10
20
15
15
50
10
5

20
10
10
20
35
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(15)

(30)

(7)

( 8)

(10)

( 7)

REP
REP
~P

REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
MIN
MIN
REP
REP
REP
MOD
MIN
MAJ
REP
REP
REP
MOD
REP
MOD
MIN
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
MIN
MOD
MIN
MOD
REP
MOD
REP
MOD
MAJ
MOD
MOD
REP
MIN
MIN
REP
REP
MAJ
REP
REP



Exhibit C:5 (continued)

Life Expectancies and RepairlReplace Action Levels for Accrual Systems

Emergency Lights
Smoke Detector
Communication System
Building ECAS
Master TV Antenna
Building CCTV
Building Furnace
Building Boiler
Boiler Room Piping
Boiler Peripherals
DHW Generation
Elevator Shaftways
Shaftway Doors
Elevator Cabs
Elevator Controller
Elevator Machinery

35
40
30
30
30
30
25
25
50
25
20
15
15
30
30
30
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(20)

(10)
(10)
(15)
(25)
(25)

REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
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Appendix D: Supplementary Tables

Exhibit D.l

MEAN PHYSICAL BACKLOG COST BY SYSTEM GROUP,
OLDER ASSISTED STOCK ONLY, PER 2BR EQUIVALENT

Oldlll' Assisted

Avg.BR < $;I'g.BR~
Total ;US 2..25

Total Properties 6037 4460 1377
Percent of Properties 100 % 77 % 23 %

Mean Site Costs 9 % 8 % 12%

Site Areas 8 7 9

Site Amenities 1 1 2

Site DistributIOn 0 0 1

Mean Building Costs 30 % 28 % 33 %

Mechanical & Electrical 2 1 2

Heating & Cooling 5 6 2

Elevators 0 0 1

Extenor Closure 10 9 12

Roofs 3 2 6

Wmdows and Doors 6 6 6

Exterior Features 1 1 2

Common Areas 3 3 2

Mean Unit Costs 61 % 63 % 55 %

Interior Construction 1 1 1

Interior Finishes 37 38 36

Kitchen Fixtures 15 16 12

Bath Fixtures 4 5 3

Unit Heatmg & Cooling 1 1 1

Electrical 2 2 2

Mean Backlog Cost per 2BR Equivalent Uuit $2,115 $2,003 $2,494

Source: Physical inspections, costing program.

Note: Column sums may not add to 100% due to roundmg.
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Exhibit D.2

DISTRIBUTION OF PHYSICAL BACKLOG COSTS FOR PROPERTIES WITH
MEAN BACKLOGS > $2,500 PER 2BR EQUIVALENT

TQtaI TIl1lll.Assl$ted

Oldet N_
Systems TJltal lJ'nassisted AssIsted AssIsted' A$lsted'

Total Properties 2,804 428 2,376 1,778 598
Percent of Properties 100% 15% 85% 75% 25%

Mean Site Costs 7% 10% 6% 7% 4%

Site Areas 6% 7% 5% 6% 3%

Site Arnemtles 1% 3% 1% 1% 1%

Site Distribntion 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Mean Building Costs 32% 31% 32% 31% 38%

Mechanical & Electrical 1% 1% 1% 1% 1%

Heating & Cooling 6% 6% 6% 6% 10%

Elevators 0% 1% 0% 0% 0%

Exterior Closure 11% 4% 12% 11% 15%

Roofs 3% 3% 3% 3% 4%

Wmdows and Doors 7% 12% 6% 6% 6%

Exterior Features 1% 2% 1% 1% 0%

Common Areas 3% 2% 3% 3% 2%

Mean Uuit Costs 61% 59% 61% 62% 58%

Intenor Construction 1% 1% 1% 2% 0%

Intenor Finishes 38% 35% 38% 38% 38%

Kitchen Fixtures 14% 20% 13% 14% 9%

Bath Fixtures 4% 3% 4% 4% 3%

Unit Heating & Cooling 1% 0% 2% 2% 2%

Electrical 3% 0% 3% 2% 6%

Mean Cost $4,909 $4,878 $4,915 $5,208 $4,044

Percentages in the older and newer asSiSted categories total 100% of the total asSisted category's 18%
Source PhYSICal inspections, costing program.
Note Column sums may not add to 100% due to rounding.
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Exhibit D.3

TENANT CHARACTERISTICS BY BACKLOG OF PHYSICAL NEEDS
Multifamily Rental Housing with BUD-Insured (or Held) Mortgages

Backlog <: Baddog ~
$2,$Ol)p~ $2,500 pel:

Total 2BR 2BR

Total Properties 13,271 10,467 2,804
Percent of Properties 100% 79% 21%

Race/Ethnicity
White 58% 63%" 41%
Black 32% 27%" 50%
Hispanic 5% 5%" 5%
Other 5% 5% 4%

Household Size
1 Person 41% 44% 30%
2 People 27% 27% 27%
3 People 16% 15% 19%
4 People 10% 9% 14%
5 People 3% 3% 5%
6+ People 3% 2% 4%

Mean Household Size 2.1 2.1 2.5

Elderly Head of Household Percent
33% 35%" 24%

Household Income
<50 % of Median 68% 67% 74%
50-80% of Median 19% 19% 17%
80-100 % of Median 8% 8% 5%
~ 100% of Median 6% 6% 4%

xx Signifies that the differences between high- and low-backlog properties are statistically SIgnIficant at the
95% confidence level

Tenant Data Source: OwnerlManager Survey, HUD Form 50059 provided by property owners, and managers,
HUD prepayment database, NHP study.

Note: Column sums may not add to 100% due to rounding.
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Exhibit D.4

PROPERTY CHARACTERISTICS BY BACKLOG OF PHYSICAL NEEDS
Multifamily Rental Housing with HUn-Insured (or Held) Mortgages

Bacldog <: Bacldog II
'total , $'Z,.500 pa-:1IJR $2,5M per ZllR

Total Properties 13,271 10,467 2,804
Percent of Properties 100% 79% 21%

Property Size
<50 Units 19% 17%" 25%
50-99 Units 34% 35% 30%
100-199 Units 36% 35% 36%
:=:200 Urnts 12% 13% 10%

Mean Units 112 115" 101
Standard Error 3.5 4 6
Median 96 97 87

Average Unit Size
< 2 25 Bedrooms 80% 83%- 70%
:=:2.25 Bedrooms 20% 17%- 30%

Mean Urnt Size 1.7 1.6- 1.9
Standard Error 0.03 0.03 0.06
Median 1.9 1.8 20

Buildmg Type
HIgh Rise 28% 30% 23%
Walk-Up 44% 43% 47%
SF Attached 28% 27% 28%
SF Detached 0% 0% 2%

Overall Project Quality
Excellent 39% 47%- 8%
Good 48% 47% 53%
FairJPoor 13% 6%- 40%

*x Sigmfies that the differences between high- and low-backlog properties are statistically sigmficant
at the 95 % confidence level.

x Signifies that the differences between high- and low-backlog properties are statistically significant
at the 90 % confidence level.

Tenant Data Source: Inspections

Note. Column sums may not add to 100% due to roundmg
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Exhibit D.4 (continued)

PROPERTY CHARACTERISTICS BY BACKLOG OF PHYSICAL NEEDS
Multifamily Rental Housing with BUD-Insured (or Held) Mortgages

:Baeklog < $2.,500 BMklqg a $2,5'00
Total perlBR per Z:B:R

Total Properties 13,271 10,467 2,804
Percent of Properties 100% 79% 21%

Neighborhood Qnality Relative to City
Better than Average 36% 41%- 16%
Average 35% 37% 31%
Worse than Average 28% 22%- 53%

Qnality as ResIdential Neighborhood
Excellent/Good 69% 75%- 46%
Fair/Poor 31% 25%- 54%

Central City Status
SMSA, Central CIty 57% 53%- 73%
SMSA, not Central City 32% 35%- 20%
Non-SMSA 11% 12% 7%

Assistance Category
Unassisted 23% 25%- 15%
Older AsSISted, Avg BR Size <2.25 35% 32%- 45%
Older Assisted, Avg. BR :2:2.25 11% 8%- 18%
Newer Assisted 31% 34%- 21%

Sponsor Type
Non-Profit/Coop 18% 18% 17%
Lumted DIVIdend 37% 32%- 54%
For Profit 46% 50%- 29%

Mortgage Start Year
Before 1970 6% 5% 8%
1970-1979 54% 52% 60%
1980 or later 41% 43%- 32%

Preservation Status
Can Prepay Any Time 54% 59%- 38%
Ehglble for Preservation Incentives 26% 22%- 42%
Locked in for Full Term 19% 19% 20%

xx SIgnifies that the differences between bigh- and low-backlog propertIes are statistIcally sIgnificant at the
95% confidence level
Slgmfies that the bigh- and low-backlog properties are statistically slgmficant at the 90% confidence level.

Data Source: Windsbield Survey, HUD MlDUS database
Note: Column sums may not add to 100% due to roundmg.
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Exhibit D.5

PHYSICAL BACKLOG AND UNFUNDED PHYSICAL BACKLOG
BY BACKLOG OF PHYSICAL NEEDS

Multifamily Rental Housing with BUD-Insured (or Held) Mortgages

:Backlog < Backlog ll:<
$2,SG.per $2,5110 pet

Total 2BR 2:BR

Total Properties 13,271 10,467 2,804
Percent of Properties 100% 79% 21%

Total Backlog per 2BR Unit
<$10 20% 25% 0%
$10 to <500 25% 31% 0%
$500 to < 1,000 13% 16% 0%
$1,000 to <2,000 17% 22% 0%
$2,000 to <3,000 8% 6% 19%
$3,000 to <4,000 6% 0% 30%
$4,000 to <5,000 4% 0% 18%
$5,000 to <7,500 5% 0% 21%
~$7,500 2% 0% 11%

Mean $1,520 $612** $4,909
Standard Error $92 $33 $223
Median $654 $314 $4,028

Unfunded Needs Backlog per 2BR
Unit

$0 44% 58% 4%
$0 to <500 14% 20% 0%
$500 to < 1,000 10% 13% 0%
$1,000 to <2,000 11% 13% 7%
$2,000 to <5,000 15% 4% 59%
$5,000 to <7,500 5% 0% 22%
~$7,500 2% 0% 8%

Mean $1,214 $424** $4,365
Standard Error $88 $30 $241
Median $228 $0 $3,643

Xx Sigmfies that the differences between high- and low-backlog properties are statistically Significant
at the 95 % confidence level

X Slgmfies that the hlgh- and low-backlog properties are statistically significant at the 90%
confidence level.

Data Source: Physical inspection, costmg program, and HUD Field Office data on resources.

Note Colunm sums may not add to 100% due to rounding.
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Exhibit D.6

FINANCIAL CHARACTERISTICS BY BACKLOG OF PHYSICAL NEEDS
Multifamily Rental Housing with BUD-Insured (or Held) Mortgages

. Baeklog < hacIdog ~

Total $2,500 per 2ER $2,500 pelt taR

Total Properties 13,271 10,467 2,804
Percent of Properties 100% 79% 21%

Per 2BR Unit Cash Flow

N~ative Cash Flow 32% 29%" 41%

< -$1,000 4% 4% 2%

-$1,000 to <-$500 6%
.

4% 13%

-$500 to < -$250 8% 7% 11%

-$250 to < $0 14% 14% 15%

Positive Cash Flow 68% 70%" 60%

$0 to <$250 25% 24% 25%. ,
$250 to < $500 13% 14% 12%

$500 to <$1,000 14% 14% 14%

~ $1,000 16% 18% 9%

Statistics: on Net Cash Flow

Mean $330 $364 $201

Standard Error $82 $103 $77

Median $184 $211 $56

Mortgage Status
In Force-Current 89% 91%" 84%
Other 11% 9% 16%

x~ Signifies that the differences between high- and low-backlog properties are statistICally significant
at the 95 % confidence level.

x Signifies that the differences between Distressed and Sound or Stressed and Sound properties are
statistically Significant at the 90% confidence level.

Data Source: HUD MIDLIS and MIPS data bases, HUD Field Offices.

Note. Column sums may not add to 100% due to roundrng.
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Exhibit D.7

PROJECTED AVERAGE ANNUAL ACCRUAL OF PHYSICAL NEEDS, 1990-1994
(Cost Per 2BR Equivalent)

Multifamily Rental Housing with BUD-Insured (or Held) Mortgages

Total Total Assisted

Older Newer-
Total Unassii;ted Assisted As$iste()i Assisted'

Total Properties 13,271 3,080 10,191 6,037 4,154
Percent of Properties 100% 23% 77% 59% 41%

Accrual Cost Per 2BR Equivalent

$<10 1% 2% 0% 0% 1%

$.10-499 48% 54% 46% 28% 72%

$500-999 22% 19% 23% 25% 19%

$1,000-1,499 14% 11% 15% 21% 5%

$1,500-1,999 7% 3% 8% 12% 3%

$2,000-2,999 6% 6% 6% 10% 0%

$3,000-3,999 1% 3% 1% 2% 0%

$4,000-4,999 1% 1% 1% 1% 0%

$5,000-7,499 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

$7,500 or more 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Statlmcs {In Annual Aetnlals

Mean $825 $729 $854 $1,163 $405

Standard Error $ 41 $ 83 $ 47 $ 66 $ 30

Median $534 $360 $548 $913 $313

Percentages III the older and newer asSiSted categones total 100% of the total assisted category's
77 % Older assisted properties comprise 45 % of the universe, and newer assisted properties
compnse 31 %

Source' PhySical IllspectlOns, costing program

Note: Column sums may not add to 100% due to roundmg
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Exhibit D.S

MAJOR PROPERTY ELEMENTS AS PERCENTAGE
OF ANNUAL ACCRUAL, 1990-1994

Multifamily Rental Housing with BUD-Insured (or Held) Mortgages

.
Total Total Assisted

. Oldel' Newer
Tota'! Unassisted Assistt!d Assisld Assisted1

Total Properties 13,271 3,080 10,191 6,037 4,154
Percent of Properties 100% 23% 77% 54% 41%

Element

Mean Site Costs 14% 12% 14% 14% 17%

Mean Building Costs 38% 46% 36% 37% 33%

Mean Unit Costs 48% 42% 50% 49% 50%

Mean Annual Accrual $825 $729 $854 $1,163 $405
Cost

Percentages in the older and newer assisted categories total 100% of the total asSiSted category's
77 %. Older assisted properties compnse 45 % of the universe, and newer assisted properties
compnse31%

Source: Physical inspections, costing program.
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Exhibit D.9

PROJECTED AVERAGE ANNUAL ACCRUAL OF PHYSICAL NEEDS, 1990-2009,
Older Assisted Stock Only

Qlila' Assisted.
TOOil Mg. BR: < Z.25 Avg. BR >- Z;25

Total Properties 6,037 4,660 1,377
Percent of Properties 100% 77% 23%

Accrual Cost per 2BR Equivalent

$10-499 21% 19% 29%

$500-999 50% 48% 56%

$1,000-1,499 17% 20% 10%

$1,500-1,999 8% 9% 4%

$2,000-2,999 3% 4% 0%

$3,000-3,999 0% 0% 0%
-

$4,000-4,999 0% 1% 0%

Statistics- on Accrual Costs

Mean $872 $924 $ 695

Standard Error $ 30 $ 40 $ 32

Median $ 759 $ 799 $ 627

Source' Physical inspections, costmg program
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Exhibit D.lO

PROJECTED AVERAGE ANNUAL ACCRUAL OF PHYSICAL NEEDS, 1990-1994,
Older Assisted Stock Only

OlmA$Shiwd

Totld Avg, BR -< 2.25 Avg. BR 2::. 2.25

Total Properties 6,037 4,660 1,377
Percent of Properties 100% 77% 23%

Accrual Cost per 2BR Equivalent -

<$10 0% 0% 0%

$10-499 28% 28% 28%

$500-999 25% 22% 34%

$1,000-1,499 21% 19% 29%

$1,500-1,999 12% 14% 6%

$2,000-2,999 10% 11% 3%

$3,000-3,999 2% 2% 0%

$4,000-4,999 1% 2% 0%

$5,000-7,499 0% 0% 0%

$7,500 or more 0% 1% 0%

Statistics on Accrual Costs

Mean $1,163 $1,246 $883

Standard Error $ 66 $ 91 $ 52

Median $913 $934 $823

Source. Physical mspections, costing program

Note: Column sums may not add to 100% due to rounding.
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Exhibit D.ll

MULTIVARIATE REGRESSION FACTORS CONTRIBUTING
TO NET CASH FLOW

Dependent Variable: Net Cash Flow per 2BR Unit

Variables 'llmlsslsted Older Asslsted Newer Assisted

Intercept 70655674 *'" 1811.8713 * -1570.2066 *
(1768.232) (894.003) (801.404)

Total Units -02637 -0 8155 -0 1745
(2575) (1.073) (0.953)

Property Age 44.4656 6.5359 219.9989 xx

(51.817) (25984) (39435)

Average Unit Size (#BRs) -2292.4343 "'''' -303.0518 x -226 1946 x

(684394) (152699) (99.590)

High-rise 7.9099 7.1401 x'" -1.7072
(7.542) , (2.681) (1.595)

Central City 03535 0.5523 -0.2447
(5551) (1.615) (1.133)

Percent Vacancy Loss -67.6596 x -38.7468 '" -44.6234
(37.680) (17 758) (34943)

Percent Assisted 0.8763 0.4896
(2.117) (4.079) ,

RemediallMSA 1.4789
(1.657)

TPA -10.5511 * 4.2389 '"
(5885) (1.787)

Percent Very Low Income -66840 -6.4237 -00732
(14.413) (4.322) (4.093)

Percent Income Above MedIan -2.9590 -15.4653
(18.506) (12986)

Percent Mmority -62202 -35581 01107
(11.007) (2439) (1.705)

High Neighborhood Vacancy -3.5336 10126 -1.2124
(6.222) (1.793) (1.298)

Good Neighborhood 5.4700 0.8722 -0.3351
(5.957) (1.864) (1.198)

Bad Neighborhood -11 4439 2.2838 -1.2194
(10.477) (1.802) (1.376)
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Exhibit D.l1 (continued)

MULTIVARIATE REGRESSION FACTORS CONTRIBUTING
TO PHYSICAL NEEDS BACKLOG

Variables Unassisted Older AsslSted N_Assisted

Non-Profit Sponsor 01492
(1.756)

Flexible Subsidy 3.5428
(2.206)

Per Unit Mortgage -100.3923 X" -55.0256 "" 13.4588 "
(15.290) (17.490) (6.681)

Existing 7.8410 ,,*
(2616)
. ,

Observations 115 309 146

R,Squared . 0.5037 0.1564 03422

Adjusted R-Squared - 0.4342 0.1009 02774

* Signifies statistical significance at the 0.10 level.

** .SIgnIfies, statIstical significance at the 0.05 level.

.;
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APPENDIX E

GLOSSARY

Terms Used in Report

BMIR. See Section 221(d)(3) Below Market Interest Rate.

Excess Income Account. For Section 236 properties only, this account receives monthly income
in excess of basic rent (after adjustments); funds accumulated in this account are used to finance
the Flexible Subsidy Program and are not available to the owners of properties.

FHA. Federal Housing Administration.

Flexible Subsidy Program. Flexible Subsidy is a competitively awarded program that provides
reduced-interest direct loans to properties that receive Federal assistance under the Section 236
or Rent Supplement programs (or Section 8 in place offormer assistance under these programs).
It consists of two components. The traditional Operating Assistance Loan Program for troubled
properties is a deferred 1 percent interest loan. It can be used to correct physical deficiencies
caused by deferred maintenance, fmancial deficiencies, and projected deficits for the assistance
year. The newer Capital Improvement Loan Program, for troubled as well as some non-troubled
properties, is an amortizing direct loan that carries a 3 to 6 percent interest rate set by HUD.
It cannot be used for capital improvements that are the result of deferred maintenance. Under
both components, an owner must prepare and abide by a Management Improvement and
Operating Plan, and a profit-motivated owner must make a 25 percent matching capital
contribution to the property. I Receipt of Operating Assistance Loans also requires that the
property remain in low-income use for the balance of the original mortgage terin2 and suspends
an owner's right to distribute dividends (until the loans are repaid).

FMR. See Section 8 Fair Market Rent.

HUD. U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development.

Income:

Passive Income. Income generated from a passive activity. A passive activity
involves:

'Nonprofit owners may provide in-kind services to property residents rather than make capital
contributions.

'This requirement generally makes owners of reCIpient properties meliglb1e for preservation
incentives under the 1990 Preservation Act.
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1. The conduct of any trade or business in which the taxpayer does not materially
participate;

2. To the extent provided in the regulations, the conduct of an activity for profit
in which the taxpayer does not materially participate in the activity; or

3. Any rental activity regardless of whether the taxpayer materially participates
in the activity. Material participation exists when a taxpayer is involved in the
operations of an activity on a regular, continuous, and substantial basis.

Phantom Income. Income generated by a partnership in excess of the amount of cash
distributions actually received. Examples include rental income used to pay mortgage
principal, or net income in excess of allowable dividends that is required to be placed
in a reserve account. Also see Residual Receipt Account.

Low-Income. Generally used to refer to families with incomes no greater than 80
percent of the area's median, adjusted for family size, or sometimes those in the 50 to
80 percent range.

Moderate-Income. Generally refers to families with incomes between 80 and 95
percent of the area's median. .

Very Low-Income. Generally used to refer to families with incomes no greater than
50 percent of the area's median, adjusted for family size.

Loan Management Set-Aside (LMSA). Initiated in 1976, this form of rent supplement has been
available through the Section 8 Program to both Section 22l(d)(3) and Section 236 properties.
For some properties, IMSAs replaced 40-year rent supplements or Rental Assistance Payments.
This exchange was advantageous to owners because it shortened the length-of-use restrictions
and because Section 8 provides a budgetary cushion to cover inflation in the operating cost,
allowing owners to improve their cash flow to fmancially troubled properties. Like the other
rental assistance programs, Section 8 aid limits tenants' rent payments to 30 percent of adjusted
income. The term of Section 8 contracts is 15 years. Prior to 1983, owners were permitted to
cancel their contracts every 5 years. Since 1983, this "opt out" provision is no longer offered
to owners. With IMSA, rents on projects older than 6 years are renegotiated. The newly
established rent generally may not exceed the Section 8 Existing fair market rent (FMR) for the
area.

Property Disposition Program. Because low-income properties built with Federal assistance all
carry FHA mortgage insurance, owners who havr been unable to maintain the fmancial viability
of their properties through supplemental assistance may default on their mortgages, leading to
insurance claims against HUD. The process whereby lenders notify HUD that an owner intends
to default on a mortgage, and before HUD actually pays the claim and assumes the mortgage,
is usually complex and drawn out and involves negotiations to try to keep the original owner in
place as long as possible and to keep the property serving low-income tenants. The Housing and
Community Development Act of 1987 required that property acquired by HUD through
foreclosure and eventually resold must carry with it a commitment by the new owner to maintain
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the property as low-income housing. HUD must also provide enough subsidy to make this use
as low-income housing economically possible for the new owner.

Rent:

Basic Rent. The minimum rent charged for a unit in Section 221(d)(3) and 236
properties. Calculated by determining the operating expenses, allowed returns, and
debt service at I or 3 percent interest. Tenants pay the basic rent or 30 percent of their
income (but never more than "market" rent), whichever is greater. For very low
income tenants not receiving addItional rent subsidies, such as rent supplement
payments or Section 8, this can mean a rent burden much higher than 30 percent of
income. For higher income tenants, the rent payment is proportionate to their income
but· not necessarily as much as the unit would command if rents were totally
uncontrolled.

FHA Rent. The rent calcnlated to accommodate debt service at a below-market interest
rate, operating costs, and, for limited-dividend sponsors, a reasonable rate of return.

Contract Rent. The rent an owner actually charges for a unit occupied by a tenant
receiving Section 8 assistance. The contract rent can be less than the applicable FMR,
but may not exceed it for a unit of a given size and type.

Market Rent. In the Section 221(d)(3) and 236 programs, the maximum rent that can
be charged based on a calculation of operating expenses, allowable returns, and debt
service at market rate. This rent is identical to basic rent, except that it includes an
allowance to cover the mortgage insurance premium, and the component meant to
amortize the unit's mortgage is calculated at a level sufficient to payoff the loan at the
full unsubsidized interest rate at which it was written. Any amounts collected by
landlords over the basic rents revert to HUD. This "market rent" is not the same as
the usual use of the term to describe the going economic rent for similar apartments in
a market area. The Section 236 "market rent" may be higher or lower than the true
market rent, and may also be different from the so-called fair market rent (FMR) or
"allowable rent" that HUD permits under the Section 8 Existing Housing program. See
also Section 236 market rent.

Unassisted Market Rent. This is the rent, estimated by local market experts in this
study, that a conventional unassisted dwelling unit would command in the conventional
housing market.

Rent Supplement and Rental Assistance Payment Programs. Enacted in 1965, these programs
provided subsidies to reduce rent burdens of low-income tenants in Section 221(d)(3) and 236
properties to 30 percent of tenant income. The subsidies made up the difference between the
basic rent and what low-income tenants could afford to pay for rent at 30 percent of their
income. Up to 100 percent of the tenants in Section 221(d)(3) properties and 40 percent (with
the HUD Secretary's approval) of the tenants in Section 236 properties could be assisted through
rent supplements. Without such subsidies, rents in the properties were not affordable to many
tenants, particularly those with incomes below 50 percent of median. Payments were available
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for a maximum of 40 years (or the remaining life of the mortgage), but starting in 1976 many
were replaced by Loan Management Set-Asides.

Residual Receipt Account. An account established by the mortgagee on behalf of an owner of
a Section 221(d)(3) or 236 property. This account, which may bear interest, receives any money
available at the end of the fiscal year that is in excess of the allowable 6 percent dividend.
Money cannot be withdrawn from the account without HUD approval, but is available to the
owner when the mortgage is repaid.

Section 8 Existing Rental Housing Program. A tenant-based subsidy program that makes up
the difference between what a tenant can afford to pay for rent at 30 percent of adjusted income
and the rent being charged for a modest, standard apartment. The subsidy is paid to the owner
on behalf of the tenant. Tenants are free to occupy any unit that meets acceptable standards of
repair (Housing Quality Standards) and that rents at or below an established maximum rent level
(existing fair market rent). Unlike the Section 8 Substantial Rehabilitation and New
Construction Programs, tenants receiving Section 8 Existing assistance are free to move and take
their assistance with them.

Section 8 Fair Market Rent (FMR). Rent annually calculated by HUD and used to establish
maximum rents that may be charged for Section 8 Rental Voucher and Certificate units. The
rents represent the 45th percentile of rents paid by renters who have moved into a standard
existing non-subsidized dwelling unit during the past 2 years, adjusted for size, type, and the
particular housing market. The FMR for existing housing is adjusted upward to reflect
accurately the higher rents for rehabilitated and newly constructed units.

Section 8 LMSA: See "Loan Management Set-Aside. "

Section 8 Rehabilitation and New Construction Programs. Housing programs implemented
under Section 8 of the Housing Act of 1974. Under these programs, private developers own and
construct or rehabilitate housing that they then rent to lower-income tenants. The maximmn
rents charged by owners to tenants are restricted. The difference between 30 percent of a
tenant's adjusted income and the rent being charged for the unit is paid to the owner by the
Govermnent. Section 8 rental payments for substantial rehabilitation and new construction are
made to the owner for 20 to 40 years, depending upon the precise terms of the contract, and for
15 years in the case of moderate rehabilitation. The subsidies are property-based-a tenant who
moves from an assisted building no longer receives assistance.

Section 207 Multifamily Housing: Program under which HUD insures mortgages made by
private lending institutions to finance the construction or rehabilitation of multifamily rental
housing by private or public developers. The project must contain at least five dwelling units.
Housing ffianced under this program, whether in urban or suburban areas, should be able to
accommodate families (with or without children) at reasonable rents. Legislation establishing
this program was enacted in 1934. Investors, builders, developers, and others who meet HUD
requirements may apply for funds to an FHA-approved lending institution after conferring with
their local HUD office. The housing project must be located in an area approved by HUD for
rental housing and in which market conditions show a need for such housing.
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Section 221(d)(3) and (4) Multifamily Rental Housingfor Moderate-Income Families: HUD
insures mortgages made by private lending institutions to help fmance construction or substantial
rehabilitation of multifamily (five or more unites) rental or cooperative housing for moderate
income or displaced families. Projects in both cases may consist of detached, semi-detached,
row, walk-up, or elevator structures. Currently, the principal difference between the programs
is that HUD may insure up to 100 percent of total project cost under Section 221(d)(3) for
nonprofit and cooperative mortgagors, but only up to 90 percent under Section 221(d)(4) ,
irrespective of the type of mortgagor. Sections 221(d)(3) and 221(d)(4) mortgages may be
obtained by public agencies; nonprofit, limited-dividend, or cooperative organizations; private
builders; or investors who sell completed projects to such organizations. Additionally, Section
221(d)(4) mortgages may be obtained by profit-motivated sponsors. Tenant occupancy is not
restricted by income limits. ..

Section 221(d)(3) Below Market Interest Rate (BMIR). Enacted in 1961 and continued through
1968, this program provided an up-front subsidy effectively reducing interest rates on privately
written FHA mortgages to 3 percent. In return, rents paid to the limited dividend and non-profit
owners were controlledJlY the FHA. New tenants generally could not have an income exceeding
95 percent of median. Tenants paid the established FHA rent or, if their income exceeded 110
percent of the median for the area, an amount equal to 120 percent of the FHA rent. Returns
on equity for limited dividend owners were limited to 6 percent, with any excess going into a
special "residual receipts account."

Section 231 Housing for the Elderly: Program under which HUD insures mortgages made by
private lending institutions to build or rehabilitate multifamily projects consisting of five or more
units. HUD may insure up to 100 percent of project cost for nonprofit and public mortgagors,
but only up to 90 percent for private mortgagors Legislation establishing this program was
enacted in 1959. Investors, buildings, developers, public bodies, and nonprofit sponsors may
qualify for mortgage insurance. All elderly (62 or older) or handicapped persons are eligible
to occupy units in a project insured under this program.

Section 236 Program. Active between 1968 and 1973, although some fmal endorsement dates
(start of mortgage loan) were as late as 1980, this program provided subsidies to reduce
mortgage interest rates to 1 percent. In exchange for the favorable interest rates, owners were
required to keep rents low and to rent to tenants with incomes at 80 percent of the median or
below. Tenants paid a "basic rent" or 30 percent of income (up to an established market rent),
whichever was higher. Very low-income tenants paying more than 30 percent of their income
for the basic rent were assisted through rent supplements. Limited-dividend owners were limited
to 6 percent return on equity. Any excess income derived from relatively higher income tenants
paying more than the basic rent was returned to an "excess income account. "

Section 241 Supplemental Insurance: FleXIble SubSidy is a competitively awarded program that
provides reduced-interest direct loans to properties that receive Federal assistance under the
Section 236 or Rent Supplement programs (or Section 8 in place of former assistance under these

. programs). It consists of two components. The traditional Operating Assistance Loan Program
for troubled properties is a deferred 1 percent interest loan. It can be used to correct physical
deficiencies caused by deferred maintenance, fmancial deficiencies, and projected deficits for
the assistance year. The newer Capital Improvement Loan Program, for troubled as well as
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some non-troubled properties, is an amortizing direct loan that carries a 3 to 6 percent interest
rate set by HUD. It cannot be used for capital improvements that are the result of deferred
maintenance. Under both components, an owner must prepare and abide by a Management
Improvement and Operating Plan, and a profit-motivated owner must make a 25 percent
matching capital contribution to the property.3 Receipt of Operating Assistance Loans also
requires that the property remain in low-income use for the balance of the original mortgage
term4 and suspends an owner's right to distribute dividends (until the loans are repaid).
Fourteen percent of older assisted properties have received Flexible Subsidies. The majority of
Flexible Subsidies (82 percent) were issued between January 1, 1980 and December 31, 1985.
Properties with Flexible Subsidy after this date have a use restriction that makes them ineligible
for preservation incentives.

Transfer ofPhysical Assets (TPA). Primarily between 1982 and 1984, many Section 221(d)(3)
and 236 properties underwent a transfer of some or all of their assets from the original owner
to a new owner through a process known as "transfer of physical assets." The transaction was
primarily intended, without the infusion of Federal funds, to provide financially troubled projects
with needed resources, usually through sale to an entity-often profit-making-with greater
financial strength. The TPA needed HUD's approval. In return for permitting a new owner to
assume the assets, liabilities, and obligations of the property and also the tax benefits of
restarting the depreciable base for tax purposes, HUD required that the new owner complete all
deferred maintenance and needed capital improvements and eliminate any outstanding fmancial
delinquencies. Tax changes in 1984 significantly reduced the use of this mechanism by deflating
its tax value to new owners.

'Nonprofit owners may proVide in-kind services to property residents rather than make capital
contributions.

'This requirement generally makes owners of recipient properties meligible for preservation
incentives under the 1990 Preservation Act
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